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PREFACE

The Peggy Guggenheim Collection, as exemplified in

the selected works surveyed in this Handbook, evokes

the outlines of the history of art within the twentieth

century. The main strengths of the collection are con-

centrated upon the form language of the French Cubists

and its subsequent transformations in the hands of the

Dutch Neo-Plasticists, the Russian Constructivists and

the Italian Futurists; the transition from the pioneers

of abstraction to the more recent abstract sensibilities

that emerged between the two world wars; the imagery

of Dada and Surrealism; and, finally, upon the early

creative intuitions of the postwar European and Amer-

ican generation. None of these areas is explored ex-

haustively in this volume, and frequently one or two

well-chosen paintings or sculptures in the collection

serve to carry the attentive viewer across sequential

gaps. The sense of completeness, which is one of the

collection's attributes, therefore arises not from the

presentation of large numbers of works but from their

sheer intensity.

But the collection that Peggy Guggenheim brought

together has meaning beyond the strength and value of

individual works and even beyond the quality and in-

tensity of the ensemble. During the first opening of her

gallery Art of This Century, Mrs. Guggenheim received

her guests wearing one earring by Yves Tanguy and

another by Alexander Calder. She explained on this

occasion and subsequently that she did so to demon-

strate her neutrality regarding the warring parties of

abstractionists and Surrealists. Later, in her publications

and in her installations at the Palazzo Venier dei Leoni,

she carefully separated "Surrealism" from "Abstract"

art, mentioning repeatedly that Marcel Duchamp
taught her the difference between the two.

With the hindsight now at our disposal, it may perhaps

be permissible to translate the stylistic opposition per-

ceived at the time into a more deeply rooted polarity

between form and image.- Obviously, the two are not

separable, but varying degrees of emphasis surely can

be felt in styles relying primarily upon structural ele-

ments—line, color, shape, plane, texture—for the pro-

jection of their content and in others that allow imagery

—whether figurative or not—to articulate their mean-

ing. Viewed from this perspective, Peggy Guggenheim's

great accomplishment as a collector was to gather, with

much intuitive perception and freedom from dogmatic

assumptions, works that reveal the wide range and the

ultimate unity of modern art.

Beyond such formal considerations, The Peggy Gug-

genheim Collection may be viewed as possessing two

kinds of identity, depending upon one's viewpoint: first,

as the now completed accomplishment of its creator,

who spent forty years of her distinguished life in acquir-

ing and in animating it; second, as part of the contin-

uing, open-ended development of the collection of The
Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation, to which Peggy

Guggenheim's former possessions now belong.

With respect to the first identity, the following by now
well-known facts should be reiterated here for the rec-

ord and for the information of the uninitiated. Con-

verted to the pursuit of modern art sometime in the

1930s, Mrs. Guggenheim proceeded to acquire paint-

ing and sculpture under the informed guidance of,

among others, Sir Herbert Read, Marcel Duchamp and

Nellie van Doesburg. Her collecting of the European

masters of modern art reached a decisive stage just as

World War II spread across the Continent, so that she

benefitted from a buyer's market par excellence. Re-

turning to her native country and marrying Max Ernst,

Peggy Guggenheim founded Art of This Century, a

commercial gallery that functioned in New York from

1942 to 1947. It was then that she added to her collec-

tion works by American Abstract Expressionists (as

many of her favorite artists eventually came to be

known). Other works primarily from the postwar pe-

riod were acquired after she returned to Europe to

settle with her collection at the Palazzo Venier dei

Leoni, but the mainspring of her passion for art collect-

ing had loosened by this time, providing only sporadic

impetus in the late years of her life. When Peggy Gug-

genheim died on December 23, 1979, she had become

a legend and her influence upon modern art, particu-

larly upon the formative stages of Abstract Expression-

ism, was firmly established.



The relationship of The Peggy Guggenheim Collection

in Venice to The Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation

in New York is dependent on the extant legal structure.

Within it, two museums, The Solomon R. Guggenheim

Museum in New York and The Peggy Guggenheim

Collection in Venice, function as analogous, operative

branches of The Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation.

The two collections, therefore, are ultimately one, their

different domiciles notwithstanding. It is for this rea-

son that the exhibition Guggenheim: Venezia-New

York, which consisted of sixty works selected from

both collections and was presented on the Campidoglio

in Rome in 1982, assumes such importance in the insti-

tutional history of the Guggenheim Foundation.

Because the New York museum must be viewed as the

larger and older institutional sister of The Peggy Gug-

genheim Collection, its history as a collection should

be described briefly here. The New York story started

when Hilla Rebay, a German baroness, arrived in the

United States in the late 1920s and acquainted Peggy

Guggenheim's uncle Solomon with modern art. By

1937, when Mrs. Guggenheim was on the verge of

opening a gallery in London, Miss Rebay persuaded

Solomon R. Guggenheim to create the Museum of Non-
Objective Painting in New York, later to become The
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum and to be housed

from 1959 in Frank Lloyd Wright's famous spiral struc-

ture on Fifth Avenue.

Hilla Rebay's attitudes toward collecting were dog-

matic. She believed in the intrinsic superiority of paint-

ing that does not depict recognizable objects, unlike

Peggy Guggenheim who cherished nonobjective abstrac-

tion and figurative Surrealism equally. Fortunately,

however, Miss Rebay's collecting practices did not

always follow her theoretical bias, so that, to the det-

riment of semantic consistency, many marvelous rep-

resentational works entered the holdings of the Mu-
seum of Non-Objective Painting. In any case, Miss

Rebay effectively directed the New York museum from

1937 to 1952., relinquishing this post three years after

Solomon Guggenheim died.

In 1952 James Johnson Sweeney assumed the director-

ship and obtained the approval of the Foundation's

trustees to change the name of the Museum of Non-

Objective Painting to the stylistically neutral The Solo-

mon R. Guggenheim Museum. This change of name,

incidentally, allowed for an extension of the scope of

the collection to include sculpture. What had been

essentially a private American collection in public quar-

ters during Hilla Rebay's time now became a function-

ing, fully professional museum with high critical and

art-historical standards. But it was only upon com-

pletion of the Frank Lloyd Wright building at the end

of 1959 that the museum in New York became wholly

public in the sense that the now much expanded insti-

tution addressed itself to a large, worldwide audience.

This phase in the institution's development coincided

with my own appointment as the Museum's third

director.

Thus, when The Peggy Guggenheim Collection is seen

in its entirety and alone, it remains primarily a testi-

mony to the sensibility and acumen of an extraordinary

collector. When considered together with the works

collected contemporaneously and subsequently by

others for The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, it

contributes decisively to a broader, less personally ori-

ented view of twentieth-century art. The latter perspec-

tive will assume increasing importance in time, when
the precedent of the Campidoglio exhibition is followed

by other presentations that join works from both muse-

ums, whether in New York, Venice or elsewhere. How-
ever, for the visitor to her former home, Lorenzo

Boschetti's uncompleted but lovely Palazzo Venier dei

Leoni, Peggy Guggenheim's richly rewarding collection,

still imbued with the spirit of her powerful personality,

remains above all the unique achievement of a legen-

dary individual.

Thomas M. messer, Director

The Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation

Summer 1982
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I. FRENCH CUBISM; ITALIAN FUTURISM; RELATED DIRECTIONS IN PAINTING AND SCULPTURE

Pablo Picasso 1881-1973

Pablo Ruiz Picasso was born on October 25, 1881, in

Malaga, Andalusia, Spain. The son of an academic

painter, Jose Ruiz Blanco, he began to draw at an early

age. In 1895 tne family moved to Barcelona, and Picasso

studied there at La Lonja, the academy of fine arts. His

visit to Horta de Ebro of 1898-99 and his association

with the group at the cafe Els Quatre Gats about 1899

were crucial to his early artistic development. In 1900

Picasso's first exhibition took place in Barcelona, and

that autumn he went to Paris for the first of several

stays during the early years of the century. Picasso set-

tled in Paris in April 1904 and soon his circle of friends

included Max Jacob, Guillaume Apollinaire, Gertrude

and Leo Stein as well as two dealers, Ambroise Vollard

and Berthe Weill.

His style developed from the Blue Period (1901 to 1904)

to the Rose Period (1905) to the pivotal work Les

Demoiselles d'Avignon, 1907, and the subsequent evo-

lution of Cubism from 1909 into 191 1. Picasso's col-

laboration on ballet and theatrical productions began

in 1916. Soon thereafter his work was characterized by

neoclassicism and a renewed interest in drawing and

figural representation. In the 1920s the artist and his

wife Olga (whom he had married in 1918) continued to

live in Paris, travel frequently and spend their summers

at the beach. From 1925 into the 1930s Picasso was in-

volved to a certain degree with the Surrealists and from

the autumn of 1931 he was especially interested in mak-

ing sculpture. With the large exhibitions at the Galeries

Georges Petit in Paris and the Kunsthaus Zurich in

1932 and the publication of the first volume of Zervos's

catalogue raisonne the same year, Picasso's fame in-

creased markedly.

By 1936 the Spanish Civil War had a profound effect

on Picasso, the expression of which culminated in his

painting Guernica, 1937. He was also deeply moved
by World War II and stayed primarily in Paris during

those years. Picasso's association with the Communist
party began in 1944. From the late 1940s he lived in the

south of France at Vallauris, Cannes and then Vau-

venargues. Among the enormous number of Picasso

exhibitions that have been held, those at The Museum
of Modern Art in New York in 1939 and the Musee
des Arts Decoratifs in Paris in 1955 have been most

significant. In 1961 the artist married Jacqueline Roque
and they moved to Mougins. There Picasso continued

his prolific work in painting, drawing, prints, ceramics

and sculpture until his death on April 8, 1973.

1 The Poet. Summer 1911

Oil on canvas, 51% x 35
5
/ie" (131. 7 x 89.7 cm.)

Like The Accordionist in the collection of The Solomon
R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, The Poet was
painted during the summer of 1911 when Picasso was
working in close association with Braque in the French

Pyrenees town of Ceret. Similar in style and composi-

tion to Braque's contemporaneous Man with a Guitar

(Collection The Museum of Modern Art, New York),

this canvas epitomizes a moment in the development of

Analytical Cubism when the degree of abstraction was
so extreme that objects in the painting are almost un-

recognizable.

As the title indicates, it is the human form that has been

visually dissected and reconstructed as an architecture

of rectilinear and curvilinear elements. Despite the

elusiveness of the visual clues, the viewer can detect a

densely articulated central pyramidal figure fused colo-

ristically and texturally with the less detailed ground.

The small circle at the upper center of the canvas pene-

trated by the acme of a triangular plane becomes an eye

when associated with the longer, broader plane of a

possible nose and the crescents of a probable mous-

tache. Once this recognition occurs, a complete image

can be reconstituted by the inference of chin, pipe, neck,

attenuated torso, elbows, chair arms.

Picasso presents multiple views of each object, as if he

had moved around it, and synthesizes them into a single

compound image. The fragmentation of the image en-

courages a reading of abstract rather than representa-

tional form. The imagined volumes of figure and object

dissolve into nonobjective organizations of line, plane,

light and color. Interpenetrating facets of forms floating

in a shallow, indeterminate space are defined and

shaded by luminous, hatched, almost Neo-Impression-

ist brushstrokes. The continuity of certain lines through

these facets creates an illusion of a system of larger

planes that also float in this indefinite space yet are se-

curely anchored within an architectonic structure. The
chromatic sobriety characteristic of works by Picasso

and Braque in this period corresponds with the cerebral

nature of the issues they address.
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2 Lacerba. 19 14

Chalk, oil and paper collage on linen, 28% x 23%"

(73 x59.4 cm.)

After fragmenting representational form almost to the

point of extinction in 191 1 (see cat. no. 1), the following

year Picasso and Braque reintroduced more legible

imagery, usually derived from the environment of

studio or cafe. Without abandoning all devices of Ana-

lytical Cubism, they developed a new idiom, referred to

as Synthetic Cubism, in which they built their composi-

tions with broader, flatter and chromatically more
varied planes. Late in 191 2 Braque produced the first

papier colle, in which cut paper is glued to the support

and used as a compositional element. In the present ex-

ample Picasso's pasted papers include printed material

—a piece of wallpaper and the January 1, 1914, issue of

Lacerba, a Futurist magazine founded in Florence in

1913. These elements mimic their functions in the ex-

ternal world and therefore introduce a new level of

reality into the picture. The printed papers appear to be

integrated into the pictorial space rather than lying flat

on the surface. A transparent plane outlined in chalk

appears to penetrate the newspaper and the guitar

seems to cast a shadow on it; the actual physical pres-

ence of the wallpaper is similarly contradicted by the

addition of drawing.

The treatment of other collaged papers multiplies

meaning. In the case of the pipe or table leg, the cutout

itself defines the contour of the object and is modeled

accordingly with chalk. Penciled indications of other

objects, such as the guitar or glass, ignore the shape of

the pasted paper, which acts as both a support and a

compositional element. The opacity of the collage ma-

terials is refuted and the transparency of the object de-

picted is upheld when Picasso discloses parts of the

guitar behind the glass. On the other hand, a piece of

Lacerba remains visible through the guitar, which in

reality is opaque. Not only does each object have a mul-

tiple nature, but its relations in space to other objects

are changeable and contradictory. The table assuredly

occupies a space between the wall and the picture

plane; its collaged corner overlaps a portion of wall-

paper and its visible leg obscures part of a baseboard

molding. Yet the depth of this space is indeterminate,

as the tabletop has reared up so that it is parallel to the

picture plane. The respective situations in space of the

still-life subjects it displays are equally equivocal—the

silhouette of the bottle of Vieux Marc simultaneously

obscures and is obscured by the guitar.
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3 The Studio. 1928

Oil on canvas, 6^Vs x 51V&" (161.6 x 129.9 cm -)

From 1927 to 1929 Picasso elaborated a complex dis-

course on the activity of the artist through the theme of

the studio. Among the variations in the series, the clos-

est to the present example is The Studio of 1927-28

(Collection The Museum of Modern Art, New York).

Both works share the vivid palette of Synthetic Cubism,

limited to draw attention to a conspicuous and authori-

tative facture in planar areas. This painterliness con-

trasts with the geometricized, wirelike contours that

define the figures in the manner of Picasso's contempo-

raneous wire sculpture.

The figures in the Guggenheim The Studio can be iden-

tified as a sculptured bust (at the left) and a full-length

painted portrait (to the right). By depicting artistic rep-

resentations of humans in a highly schematized form,

Picasso places the figures at several removes from the

world of living beings. He relies on the viewer's willing-

ness to believe in the reality of depicted objects, how-

ever abstract, and to imagine a human exchange or

relationship between the male and female forms. Like

the artist in The Museum of Modern Art version, the

bust has three eyes; this may reflect Picasso's personal

identification with the work of art.

Picasso's development of the theme of the artist's per-

ception of himself and his subjects can be traced from

his etching of 1927, Painter with a Model Knitting, in

which a realistically drawn artist paints a fantastic and

abstract portrait of a very ordinary woman. The artist

becomes an abstract sign in The Studio at The Museum
of Modern Art and disappears, or is at least submerged,

in The Studio in The Peggy Guggenheim Collection.

He reappears in Painter and Model, also of 1928 (Col-

lection The Museum of Modern Art, New York), as a

figure that is even more difficult to detect, yet nonethe-

less is engaged in painting a relatively realistic profile.

The theme of the interaction of reality and illusion

explored here was a central concern for Picasso through-

out his life.

14
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4 La Baignade. February 12, 1937

Oil, pastel and crayon on canvas, soliA& x j6V%" (129.

1

x 194 cm.)

During the early months of 1937 Picasso was respond-

ing powerfully to the Spanish Civil War with the pre-

paratory drawings for Guernica (Collection Museo
Nacional del Prado, Madrid) and with etchings such as

The Dream and Lie of Franco, an example of which is

in The Peggy Guggenheim Collection. However, in this

period he also executed a group of works that do not

betray this preoccupation with political events. The
subject of La Baignade, also known as Girls with a Toy
Boat, specifically recalls Picasso's Three Bathers of

1920 (Collection Stephen Hahn, New York). Painted at

Le Tremblay-sur-Mauldre near Versailles, La Baignade

is one of several paintings in which he returns to the

ossified, volumetric forms in beach environments that

appeared in his works of the late 1920s and early 1930s.

La Baignade can be compared with Matisse's Le

Luxe, II, ca. 1907-08 (Collection Statens Museum for

Kunst, Copenhagen), in its simplified, planar style and

in the poses of the foreground figures. It is plausible

that the arcadian themes of his friendly rival Matisse

would appeal to Picasso as an alternative to the violent

images of war he was conceiving at the time.

At least two preparatory drawings have been identified

for this work. The male figure looming on the horizon,

which appears in sinister form in the drawings, has un-

dergone a change in the painting. In the finished version

his mien is softened and neutralized to correspond with

the features of the two female figures. The sense of im-

potent voyeurism conveyed as he gazes at the fertile,

exaggeratedly sexual "girls" calls to mind the myths of

Venus and Diana caught unawares at their bath.

16
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Georges Braque 1882-1963

Georges Braque was born in Argenteuil-sur-Seine on

May 13, 1882. He grew up in Le Havre and studied eve-

nings at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts there from about

1897 to 1899. He left for Paris to study under a master-

decorator to receive his craftsman certificate in 1901.

From 1902 to 1904 he painted at the Academie Hum-
bert in Paris where he met Marie Laurencin and Picabia.

By 1906 Braque's work was no longer Impressionist but

Fauve in style; after spending that summer in Antwerp

with Othon Friesz, he showed his Fauve work the fol-

lowing year in the Salon des Independants in Paris. His

first one-man show was at D.-H. Kahnweiler's gallery in

Paris in 1908. From 1909 Picasso and Braque worked

together in developing Cubism; by 191 1 their styles

were extremely similar. In 191 2 they started to incor-

porate collage elements into their painting and experi-

ment with the papier colle (pasted paper) technique.

Their artistic collaboration lasted until 19 14. Braque

was wounded during World War I; upon his recovery

in 1917 he began a close friendship with Gris.

After World War I his work became freer and less sche-

matic. His fame grew in 1922 as a result of a major

exhibition at the Salon d'Automne in Paris. In the mid-

twenties Braque designed the decor for two Sergei

Diaghilev ballets. By the end of the decade he had re-

turned to a more realistic interpretation of nature, al-

though certain aspects of Cubism always remained

present in his work. In 193 1 Braque made his first en-

graved plasters and began to portray mythological sub-

jects. His first important retrospective took place in

1933 at the Kunsthalle Basel. He won First Prize at the

Carnegie International in Pittsburgh in 1937.

During World War II Braque remained in Paris. His

paintings at that time, primarily still lifes and interiors,

became more somber. In addition to painting Braque

also made lithographs, engravings and sculpture. From
the late 1940s Braque treated various recurring themes

such as birds, ateliers, landscapes and seascapes. In

1953 he designed stained-glass windows for the church

of Varengeville. During the last few years of his life

Braque's ill health prevented him from undertaking

further large-scale commissions but he continued to

paint' and make lithographs and jewelry designs. He
died in Paris on August 31, 1963.

5 The Clarinet. 19 1

2

Oil with sand on canvas, 35
13/i«x x^A" (91 X64.5 cm.)

The Clarinet was probably executed in the spring of

1912, during the waning moments of Analytical

Cubism. Characteristic of this period are the oval for-

mat, which frees the canvas from the stringencies of

corners, the appearance of letters within the image and

the use of imitation wood grain as trompe 1'oeil (a tech-

nique Braque introduced into the Cubist repertory).

The image is paler and less strongly articulated than

that of Picasso's The Poet of the previous summer (cat.

no. 1); the structure of planes is more compact and

produces a shallower picture space. The planes, because

they are more consistently parallel to the picture plane

than before, anticipate the flat surfaces of papier colle,

invented later in 1912. Braque's incorporation of sand

into certain areas of his pigment, an innovation of this

transitional period, enhances the differentiation of sur-

faces created by the variations of brushstrokes and in-

creases the subtleties of coloration. The use of sand

accords with Braque's conviction that tactile qualities

define space. Despite this emphasis on materiality the

image remains evanescent. The paradoxical combina-

tion of tangible presence and elusive, palpitating ab-

straction is embodied in the contrasting handling of

clarinet and guitar: the clarinet is shown almost com-

plete, the guitar is fragmented into pieces that emerge

here and there throughout the composition.
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6 Gueridon, Compotier. 1926

Oil with sand on canvas, 39% x i^Yic," (100 x 80.8 cm.)

After his return from military service in 1917 Braque,

working independently of Picasso, developed the sub-

jects and style of his prewar period. His use of collage

in the teens provided formal innovations in paintings

of the twenties. In still lifes such as the present example,

he constructed objects with broad, frontal planes that

remain discrete and are often vividly colored or deco-

ratively patterned.

In subject matter, Gueridon, Compotier belongs to

Braque's gueridon (round pedestal table) and mantel-

piece series of about 191 8 to 1929. It displays a rigorous

and complex organization of shape and line combined

with the sensuous appeal of rich color (three greens con-

trasted with chalky white and tan) and a masterful han-

dling of paint. The structuring grid is softened by broad

curves and clusters of circular forms, and in peripheral

areas enriched by the textural variation provided by the

addition of sand to pigment.

Formal rather than illusionistic needs govern the treat-

ment of objects. The white drapery does not cascade

down from the tabletop in foreshortened, shadowed

folds, but rigidly asserts itself parallel to the picture

plane. The distinction between lit and shadowed sides

of the pitcher is artificially sharp. Reminiscent of

Cezanne's still lifes are the heavy contours and volumi-

nous presence of the objects, the tilted planes, inconsis-

tent perspective and discontinuous background lines.
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Fernand Leger 1881-1955

Jules Fernand Henri Leger was born February 4, 1881,

at Argentan in Normandy. After apprenticing with an

architect in Caen from 1897 to 1899, Leger settled in

Paris in 1900 and supported himself as an architectural

draftsman. He was refused entrance to the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts, but nevertheless attended classes there; he

also studied at the Academie Julian. Leger's earliest

known works, which date from 1905, were primarily

influenced by Impressionism. The experience of seeing

the Cezanne retrospective at the Salon d'Automne in

1907 and his contact with the early Cubism of Picasso

and Braque had a significant impact on the development

of his personal style. In 1910 he exhibited with Braque

and Picasso at D.-H. Kahnweiler's gallery, where he

was given his first one-man show in 1912. From 1911

to 19 14 Leger's work became increasingly abstract, and

he started to limit his color to the primaries and black

and white.

Leger served in the military from 1914 to 1917. His

"mechanical" period, in which figures and objects are

characterized by tubular, machinelike forms, began in

1917. During the early 1920s he collaborated with the

writer Blaise Cendrars on films and designed sets and

costumes for Rolf de Mare's Ballet suedois; in 1923-24

he made his first film without a plot, Ballet mecanique.

Leger opened an atelier with Ozenfant in 1924 and in

1925, at the Exposition Internationale des Arts Decora-

tifs, presented his first murals at Le Corbusier's Pavilion

de l'Esprit Nouveau. In 193 1 he visited the United States

for the first time; in 1935 The Museum of Modern Art,

New York, and The Art Institute of Chicago presented

exhibitions of his work. Leger lived in the United States

from 1940 to 1945 but returned to France after the war.

In the decade before his death Leger's wide-ranging

projects included book illustrations, monumental figure

paintings and murals, stained-glass windows, mosaics,

polychrome ceramic sculptures and set and costume de-

signs. In 1955 he won the Grand Prize at the Sao Paulo

Bienal. Leger died August 17, 1955, at his home at Gif-

sur-Yvette, France.

7 Study of a Nude. 1912-13

Charcoal and gouache on paper, 25V16 x 19"

(63.6 x 48.3 cm.)

Study of a Nude is one of a group of drawings of a nude

model seated by a table that Leger executed during late

1912 and early 1913. The series was followed by the

painting Nude Model in the Studio of 191 2-1 3 (Collec-

tion The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New
York). The drawing, like the Cubist work of Picasso

and Braque in 1911 and 1912 (see cat. nos. 1, 5), is made
of interpenetrating planes and volumes that remotely

correspond with recognizable imagery. Comparison

with more naturalistic drawings in the group clarifies

the subject matter of this example and enables the

viewer to hypothesize the existence of objects and hu-

man body. Gradually and vaguely one makes out a hand

in a lap, another perhaps raised to the cheek, a torso,

buttock and legs, chair and table. However, the repre-

sentational subject matter has virtually no importance,

being almost entirely obscured by the vigorous interac-

tion of line and form.

The modeled billows that constitute the curves of the

nude's body are ultimately derived from Leger's images

of smoke in works such as The Smokers of December

1911-January 1912 (Collection The Solomon R. Gug-

genheim Museum, New York); here they have been

solidified into nonspecific shapes that are at once vol-

umes and two-dimensional motifs in a shallow Cubistic

space. These curves are contrasted with the sharp angles

of neighboring shapes. The treatment is more violent

and dynamic, the contour lines thicker and more em-

phatic than in the austere, serene Analytical Cubism of

Picasso and Braque.
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8 Men in the City. 1919

Oil on canvas, 57% x 44
11
/ir," (145.7 x 113. 5 cm.)

Leger abandoned representational depiction in his Con-

trast of Forms series of 191 3 -14, begun a few months

after he completed Nude Model in the Studio (see cat.

no. 7). Although he reintroduced recognizable imagery

into his work after World War I, the supremacy of pic-

torial coherence over representational fidelity endured.

After his return to Paris from military service in 1917,

Leger was responsive to the technological advances and

assertive advertising that followed the war; these influ-

ences are apparent in paintings of his "mechanical pe-

riod," such as Men in the City and the related The City

of 1919-20 (Collection Philadelphia Museum of Art).

In the urban themes of this period the human figure

becomes as de-individualized and mechanized as the

environment it occupies. Leger is able to express the

rhythmic energy of contemporary life by finding its pic-

torial equivalent. Form, color and shape are considered

primarily for their plastic values and are given equal em-

phasis. They confront one another in a multitude of re-

lations creating single images that capture simultaneous

sensations. Confusion of parts does not result, because

Leger distributes planes evenly and builds his composi-

tions with blocky areas of flat, easily read, unmixed

color and clear and incisive outline. He conveys a sense

of depth through overlapping planes and changes in

scale rather than with modeling. Leger's simple, varied

and clear pictorial elements, like ideal machines, effi-

ciently produce effects of maximum power.
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Juan Gris 1887-1927

Juan Gris was born Jose Victoriano Carmelo Carlos

Gonzalez-Perez in Madrid on March 23, 1887. He
studied mechanical drawing at the Escuela de Artes y
Manufacturas in Madrid from 1902 to 1904, during

which time he contributed drawings to local periodi-

cals. From 1904 to 1905 he studied painting with the

academic artist Jose Maria Carbonero. In 1906 he

moved to Paris, where he lived for most of the remain-

der of his life. His friends in Paris included Picasso,

Braque, Leger and the writers Max Jacob, Guillaume

Apollinaire and Maurice Raynal. Although he con-

tinued to submit humorous illustrations to journals

such as L'Assiette au Beurre, Le Charivari and Le Cri

de Paris, Gris began to paint seriously in 1910. By 1912

he had developed a personal Cubist style.

He exhibited for the first time in 1912: at the Salon des

Independants in Paris, the Galeries Dalmau in Barce-

lona, the gallery of Der Sturm in Berlin, the Salon de

la Societe Normande de Peinture Moderne in Rouen
and the Salon de la Section d'Or in Paris. That same

year D.-H. Kahnweiler signed Gris to a contract that

gave him exclusive rights to the artist's work. Gris be-

came a good friend of Henri Matisse in 1914 and over

the next several years formed close relationships with

Lipchitz and Metzinger. After Kahnweiler fled Paris at

the outbreak of World War I, Gris signed a contract

with Leonce Rosenberg in 1916. His first major one-

man show was held at Rosenberg's Galerie l'Effort

Moderne in Paris in 1919. The following year Kahn-

weiler returned and once again became Gris's dealer.

In 1922 the painter first designed ballet sets and cos-

tumes for Sergei Diaghilev. Gris articulated most of his

aesthetic theories during 1924 and 1925. He delivered

his definitive lecture, "Des Possibilites de la peinture,"

at the Sorbonne in 1924. Major Gris exhibitions took

place at the Galerie Simon in Paris and the Galerie

Flechtheim in Berlin in 1923 and at the Galerie Flecht-

heim in Diisseldorf in 1925. As his health declined, Gris

made frequent visits to the south of France. Gris died

in Boulogne-sur-Seine on May 11, 1927, at age forty.

9 The Bottle of Martinique Rum. 1914

Paper collage, gouache, black chalk and pencil on can-

vas, 2i n/i6x iS lA" (55 x 46.4 cm.)

In 1913 Gris began using the technique of papier colle

developed by Braque and Picasso, with whom he had

been working in close contact since 191 1. By 1914 Gris's

handling of the technique was personal and sophisti-

cated, as evidenced by works such as The Bottle of Mar-

tinique Rum, executed in Paris shortly before he left for

Collioure at the end of June. Here the pasted elements

overlap and intermesh with one another in relationships

calculated with mathematical rigor. These collaged pa-

pers cover the entire surface of the canvas, simultane-

ously forming an abstract composition and serving as a

multilayered support for naturalistic details.

The dynamism of the picture derives from the tension

between horizontals, verticals and thrusting diagonals.

Gris presents the table as if it were viewed from several

vantage points at once, demonstrating that a diagonal

can be understood as a horizontal perceived from an

oblique angle and also suggesting the movement of the

observer or artist around objects. The telescoping of a

number of viewpoints in a single image produces the

illusion of a spatial dislocation of the objects themselves.

Dissected parts of the bottle of rum, recognizable by

correspondence of shape or by labeling, float beside, be-

low or above the drawing of the complete bottle. These

paper cutouts, at once more tangible and more frag-

mented than the shadowy outline, confuse one's percep-

tions of the bottle's presence.

Gris confounds expectations of the nature of materials.

He usually depicts the glass objects as transparent and

the others as opaque but does not hesitate to betray this

faithfulness to the properties of objects when formal

demands intercede.
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Jean Metzinger 1883-1956

Jean Metzinger was born in Nantes, France, on June 24,

1883. At the age of twenty he moved to Paris to pursue

a career as a painter. One of his early friends in Paris

was Robert Delaunay. About 1908 he met the writer

Max Jacob, who introduced him to Apollinaire and his

circle, which included Braque and Picasso. Picasso was

to have a significant influence on Metzinger from this

time to about 1923. In 1910 Metzinger exhibited for

the first time at the Salon des Independants. In 1910 and

191 1 he published several articles on contemporary

painting and afterwards periodically contributed to the

literature on modern art. Metzinger was the first to note

in print that Picasso and Braque had dismissed tradi-

tional perspective and merged multiple views of an ob-

ject in a single image; his article on this subject appeared

in Pan in 1910.

In 191 1, with Robert Delaunay, Gleizes and Leger,

Metzinger participated in the controversial Salle 41 at

the Salon des Independants, the first formal group ex-

hibition of Cubist painters. His work was represented

at the Salon d'Automne in Paris that same year. Metz-

inger collaborated with Gleizes in 1912 on Du Cubisme,

in which a theoretical foundation for Cubism was pro-

posed. During that year he was a founder of the Section

d'Or and exhibited at the Galerie de la Boetie in Paris

with other members of the group, including Gleizes,

Gris, Roger de La Fresnaye, Archipenko, Marcoussis

and Leger. In 1913 Metzinger's work was again shown

at the Salon d'Automne, and he continued to exhibit in

the principal salons of Paris thereafter. This same year

he took part in an exhibition at the gallery of Der Sturm

in Berlin and shared a show at the Galerie Berthe Weill

in Paris with Gleizes and Leger. In 1916 Metzinger

showed with Duchamp, Gleizes and Jean Crotti at the

Montross Gallery in New York. After army service dur-

ing World War I Metzinger returned in 1919 to Paris,

where he lived for the remainder of his life. Among his

one-man exhibitions were those at the Leicester Gal-

leries in London in 1930, the Hanover Gallery in Lon-

don in 1932 and The Arts Club of Chicago in 1953. The

artist died in Paris on November 3, 1956.

10 The Racing Cyclist. 1914

Oil with sand and paper collage on canvas, 51% x 38
1/*"

(130.4 x 97.2 cm.)

Metzinger, a sensitive and intelligent theoretician of

Cubism, sought to communicate the principles of this

movement through his paintings as well as his writings.

Devices of Cubism and Futurism appear in The Racing

Cyclist, though they are superimposed on an image that

is essentially naturalistic. Cubist elements include

printed-paper collage, the incorporation of sand and the

use of transparent planes to define space. The choice of

a subject in motion, the suggestion of velocity and the

fusing of forms find parallels in Futurist painting.

Though these devices are handled with some awkward-
ness and the influence of Impressionism persists, particu-

larly in the use of dots of color to represent the crowd in

the background, this work represents Metzinger's at-

tempt to come to terms with a new pictorial language.
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Albert Gleizes 1881-1953

Albert Gleizes was born in Paris on December 8, 1881.

He worked in his father's fabric design studio after

completing secondary school. While serving in the army

from 1901 to 1905, Gleizes began to paint seriously. He
exhibited for the first time at the Societe Nationale des

Beaux-Arts, Paris, in 1902, and participated in the

Salon d'Automne in 1903 and 1904.

With several friends, including the writer Rene Arcos,

Gleizes founded the Abbaye de Creteil outside Paris in

1906. This Utopian community of artists and writers

sought to create a nonallegorical, epic art based on

modern themes. The Abbaye closed due to financial dif-

ficulties in 1908. In 1909 and 1910 Gleizes met Henri Le

Fauconnier, Leger, Robert Delaunay and Metzinger. In

1910 he exhibited at the Salon des Independanis, Paris,

and in the Jack of Diamonds in Moscow; the following

year he wrote the first of many articles. In collaboration

with Metzinger, Gleizes wrote Du Cubisme, published

in 1912. That same year Gleizes helped found the Sec-

tion d'Or.

In 1914 the artist again saw military service. His paint-

ings had become abstract by 19 15. Travels to New York,

Barcelona and Bermuda during the next four years in-

fluenced his stylistic evolution. His first one-man show

was held at the Galeries Dalmau, Barcelona, in 1916.

Beginning in 19 18 Gleizes became involved with spir-

itual values, as reflected in his painting and writing. In

1927 he founded Moly-Sabata, another Utopian com-

munity of artists and craftsmen, in Sablons. His book

La Forme et I'histoire, published in 1932, examines

Romanesque, Celtic and Oriental art. In the thirties

Gleizes participated in the Abstraction-Creation group.

Later in his career he executed several large commis-

sions, including the murals for the Paris World's Fair

of 1937. In 1947 a major Gleizes retrospective took

place in Lyon at the Chapelle du Lycee Ampere. From

1949 to 1950 Gleizes worked on illustrations for Pas-

cal's Pensees. He executed a fresco, Eucharist, for the

chapel Les Fontaines at Chantilly in 1952. Gleizes died

in Avignon on June 23, 1953.

11 Woman with Animals (Mrs. Duchamp-Villon). Summer
1914

Oil on canvas, 76 1
/
/i6X45 i

yi6" (195.4 x n4J cm.)

As in a number of his other paintings of this period,

Gleizes depicts a domestic interior scene in a self-

consciously "modern" style. Here the seated woman is

the wife of Duchamp-Villon, the sculptor who took

part in the discussions of the Cubist group at Puteaux

during the early teens. She is portrayed as the epitome

of bourgeois complacency, in a large armchair, with her

dog and two cats, sensible tie shoe, wedding band and

string of beads. Typically Cubist elements are the fusion

of figure and ground, the frontal, centralized pose, the

multiple views of the sitter's face, the choppy brush-

strokes defining and shading planes and the patterning

of areas to resemble collage. Futurist devices are the rep-

etition of form to describe movement (the dog's wagging

tail) and planar intersections and force lines meant to

express notions of the dynamic interpenetration of mat-

ter and atmosphere.
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Louis Marcoussis 1878-1941

Louis Marcoussis was born Ludwig Casimir Ladislas

Markus in Warsaw, on November 14, 1878. In 1901 he

entered the Academy of Fine Arts of Cracow to study

painting with Jan Grzegorz Stanislawski. In 1903 Mar-

kus moved to Paris, where he worked briefly under Jules

Lefebvre at the Academie Julian and became a friend

of La Fresnaye and Robert Lotiron. He exhibited for the

first time at the Salon d'Automne in 1905 and at the

Salon des Independants in 1906, and was often repre-

sented in both salons in subsequent years.

In Paris he made his living by selling caricatures to satir-

ical periodicals, including La Vie parisienne and Le

Journal. He frequented the cafes, such as the Rotonde,

Cirque Medrano and the Ermitage, where he met Edgar

Degas about 1906 and Braque, Picasso and Apollinaire

in 1910. In 1907 Markus abandoned painting; when he

began to paint again in 1910, he discarded his earlier Im-

pressionist style to adopt the new Cubist idiom. About

1911, at the suggestion of Apollinaire, he began calling

himself Marcoussis, the name of a village near Mon-
thery. In 1912 the artist participated in the Salon de la

Section d'Or at the Galerie de la Boetie in Paris. By this

time his circle included Gris, Leger, Picabia, Metzinger

and Max Jacob. He served in the army from 1914 to

1919, returning to Poland for a visit after his demobili-

zation.

Marcoussis exhibited in 1921 at the gallery of Der

Sturm in Berlin with Gleizes, Villon and others. He was

given his first one-man show at Galerie Pierre, Paris, in

1925. This was followed by solo exhibitions in 1928 at

the Galerie Le Centaure in Brussels, a city he visited on

that occasion, and at the Galerie Georges Bernheim in

Paris in 1929. In 1930 the artist made the first of many
trips to England and met Helena Rubinstein, who be-

came his supporter. In 1934-35 he stayed for several

months in the United States, where one-man shows of

his prints opened at The Arts Club of Chicago in 1934

and M. Knoedler and Co. in New York in 1935. Mar-

coussis worked almost exclusively in graphics from

1930 to 1937; a retrospective of his prints took place

at the Palais des Beaux-Arts in Brussels in 1936. The

artist traveled to England and Italy in 1938, and during

the following year was given a solo exhibition at the

London Gallery in London. In 1940, as the German
army advanced, Marcoussis left Paris for Cusset, near

Vichy, where he died on October 22, 1941.

12 The Habitue. 1920

Oil with sand on canvas, 63% x 38/46" (161.9 X97 cm.)

In this Synthetic Cubist work of 1920, Marcoussis pre-

sents a hieratic figure immobilized by habit, so much a

part of his environment that he is barely distinguishable

from it. Familiar Cubist motifs and effects are integrated

in a strong, complex composition in which abstract and
representational elements are harmonized. Sand, stip-

pled paint and imitation wood grain lend texture to the

broad, angular planes that organize the picture space.

The large proportions of the canvas increase the impact

of the architectonic structure of planes. Blocks of color

echo and respond to one another to establish balanced

relationships over the entire surface.

The limits of abstraction are tested in the treatment of

the figure, which would not be recognizable without

the humanizing details indicating face and head—the
schematic eyes, nose, moustache, furrowed brow, cigar,

hat. The right hand is merely a strip of modulated cylin-

ders, the left only slightly more articulated with finger-

nails. The only naturalistically described objects are the

dominoes on the table, which, unlike the human form,

would be unidentifiable if they were distorted. Like let-

ters, they are signs with unchangeable meanings that

can be combined in various ways to produce larger

meanings. Similarly, parts of a Cubist picture have an

intrinsic, independent significance that is expanded and

complicated when they are related within an ordered

composition.
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Jacques Villon 1875 -1963

Jacques Villon was born Gaston Duchamp on July 31,

1875, in Damville, Normandy. While still a lycee stu-

dent in Rouen he began his artistic training under his

grandfather, Emile Nicolle, who taught him engraving.

In 1894 he began to study law at the University of Paris;

that same summer he entered the Ecole des Beaux-Arts

in Rouen and shortly thereafter started to send his

drawings to local illustrated newspapers. After securing

his father's reluctant permission to study art on the

condition that he continue his law studies, he returned

to Paris where he attended the Atelier Cormon. He
adopted the name Jacques Villon in 1895.

For almost ten years the artist worked largely in graphic

media, contributing drawings to Parisian illustrated

papers and making color prints and posters. In 1903 he

helped organize the drawing section of the first Salon

d'Automne. In 1904-05 he studied at the Academie

Julian in Paris, painting in a Neo-Impressionist style.

Villon's first gallery exhibition, shared with his brother

Raymond Duchamp-Villon, took place at Galerie Le-

grip, Rouen, in 1905. He began to spend more time

painting about 1906-07 and from 1910 devoted him-

self primarily to it. In 1906 he settled in Puteaux. There,

in 1911, he and Duchamp-Villon started to meet with

the Puteaux group, which included their brother Mar-

cel Duchamp, Kupka, Picabia, Gleizes, Robert Delau-

nay, Leger and others. That same year Villon named
and helped found the Section d'Or. He exhibited nine

paintings at the 191 3 New York Armory Show and sold

them all.

Villon's first one-man show in America was held at the

Societe Anonyme, New York, in 1921; by the thirties he

was better known in the United States than in Europe.

In 1932 he joined the Abstraction-Creation group and

exhibited with them. An important exhibition of Vil-

lon's work was held in Paris in 1944 at the Galerie

Louis Carre, from that time his exclusive representative.

Villon received honors at a number of international ex-

hibitions, including First Prize, Carnegie International,

1950, and Grand Prize for Painting, Venice Biennale,

1956. He designed stained-glass windows for the cathe-

dral at Metz in 1955. Villon died on June 9, 1963, in

Puteaux, at the age of eighty-seven.

13 Spaces. 1920

Oil on canvas, zS l
V\6 x 36 Vic/' (73.2 x 91.5 cm.)

This painting, dating from Villon's first abstract period

of about 1919 to 1923, demonstrates his modification of

the Cubist analysis of objects. Like the Cubists, he dis-

sects natural forms and then reconstructs them as or-

ganizations of planes. However, his deeper interest in

scientific method results in planes that are regularized

and finite, arranged in a sequence within a methodically

composed field. This rational approach led to his fre-

quent use of a grid system in drawings for paintings.

Principles of color theory govern his selection and jux-

taposition of hues. Though the drawings for each work

become progressively more abstract, the object often en-

dures in disguised form. The persistence of the object

in many of Villon's other works prompts one to attempt

to identify the spherical forms and the piers of rectan-

gles intersecting them in Spaces. Though no preparatory

drawings have come to light to confirm the suggestion,

the circles may represent the globes Villon owned, one

of which had a relief contour.
1
' This interpretation is

borne out by the artist's own discussion of the source for

the planar motifs of this period—the topographical maps

that indicate altitude by the superpositioning of flat

planes. In Villon's paintings, as in these maps, a sense of

volume emerges from flatness; the object exists as a

stratified cross-sectioned form.

Both the imagery and the composition of Spaces recall

the overlapping and multicolored rectangles of Tu m,
1918 (Collection Yale University Art Gallery, New
Haven), by Villon's brother Duchamp.

* Jacques Villon, ed. D. Robbins, Cambridge, Mass., 1976,

p. 161.
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Henri Laurens 1885-1954

Henri Laurens was born on February 18, 1885, in Paris,

where he attended drawing classes in 1899. The sculp-

ture he produced during the early years of the twentieth

century reflects the influence of Auguste Rodin. In 191

1

the sculptor entered into a lifelong friendship with

Braque, who introduced him to Cubism. Laurens par-

ticipated for the first time in the Salon des Independants

in Paris in 191 3, and two years later met Picasso, Gris

and Amedeo Modigliani. From 1916 Laurens executed

Cubist collages and constructions. He became a friend

of Pierre Reverdy in 191 5 and illustrated his Poetries en

prose that same year.

The artist was given a one-man show at Leonce Rosen-

berg's Galerie 1'Effort Moderne in Paris in 1917, and

signed a contract there the following year. During the

1920s he executed designs for various architectural proj-

ects and stage decors. From 1932 to 1933 he divided his

time between Paris and nearby Etang-la-Ville, where his

neighbors were Aristide Maillol and Ker-Xavier Rous-

sel. Laurens contributed substantially to the World's

Fair in Paris in 1937. In 1938 he shared an exhibition

with Braque and Picasso that traveled from Oslo to

Stockholm and Copenhagen. His work was shown in

1945 at the Galerie Louis Carre in Paris and in 1947 at

the Buchholz Gallery in New York. About this time

Laurens made prints for book illustrations. He was rep-

resented at the Venice Biennale in 1948 and 1950. An
important exhibition of his work was organized by the

Palais des Beaux-Arts in Brussels in 1949, and a major

Laurens retrospective took place at the Musee National

d'Art Moderne in Paris in 1951. The following year he

received a commission for a monumental sculpture for

the University of Caracas. He exhibited extensively in

Europe and the United States during the early 1950s,

and received the Prize of the IV Centenary of Sao Paulo

at the Sao Paulo Bienal in 1953. Laurens died in Paris

on May 5, 1954.

14 Head of a Young Girl. 1920

Terra-cotta, i3%r," (34.5 cm.) high

Laurens, who associated closely with the avant-garde

painters of his native Paris, worked in a Cubist idiom

from 1915. In about 1920 he turned from the produc-

tion of bas-reliefs and frontalized constructions to the

execution of more classically ordered, freestanding

sculptures. Head of a Young Girl may have appeared

originally as a drawing (see, for example, Head of 1917,

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Irving W. Rabb, Cambridge,

Massachusetts). However, in this bust Laurens expresses

Cubist painting principles in essentially sculptural

terms. The tilted surfaces and geometric volumes of the

sculpture interpenetrate to constitute a compact whole.

Circling the piece, the viewer perceives dramatically dif-

ferent aspects of the head, which provide a variety of

visual experiences unexpected in a form so schematic-

ally reduced.

The structuring planes of one side of the head are broad

and unadorned; its edges and planar junctures form

strong, uninterrupted curves and straight lines. The
other side is articulated with detail; its jagged, hewn
contour describing hair contrasts rhythmically with the

sweeping curve of the opposite cheek. Laurens slices

into the polyhedron that determines the facial planes to

describe nose, upper lip and chin at one stroke. The sub-

tle modeling, particularly of the almond eye and sim-

plified mouth, produces nuanced relations of light and

shadow. Despite the geometric clarity of structure, the

delicacy of the young girl's features and her self-

contained pose create a gentle, meditative quality.
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Jacques Lipchitz 1891- 1973

Chaim Jacob Lipschitz was born on August 22, 1891,

in Druskieniki, Lithuania. At age eighteen he moved to

Paris, where he attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and

the Academie Julian and soon met Picasso, Gris and

Braque. In 1912 he began exhibiting at the Salon

National des Beaux-Arts and the Salon d'Automne.

Lipchitz's first one-man show was held at Leonce

Rosenberg's Galerie l'Effort Moderne in Paris in 1920.

Two
i

years later he executed five bas-reliefs for The
Barnes Foundation in Merion, Pennsylvania. In 1924

the artist became a French citizen and the following year

moved to Boulogne-sur-Seine. He received a commis-

sion from the Vicomte Charles de Noailles in 1927 for

the sculpture Joy of Life.

Lipchitz's first important retrospective took place at

Jeanne Bucher's Galerie de la Renaissance in Paris in

1930. The Brummer Gallery in New York hosted his

first large show in the United States in 1935. In 1941

Lipchitz fled Paris for New York, where he began ex-

hibiting regularly at the Buchholz Gallery (later the

Curt Valentin Gallery). He settled in Hastings-on-

Hudson, New York, in 1947. In 1954 a Lipchitz retro-

spective traveled from The Museum of Modern Art in

New York to the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis

and The Cleveland Museum of Art. In 1958 Lipchitz

collaborated with the architect Philip Johnson on the

Roofless Church in New Harmony, Indiana. This same

year he became a United States citizen. His series of

small bronzes To the Limit of the Possible was shown

at Fine Arts Associates in New York in 1959. He visited

Israel for the first time in 1963. From 1964 to 1966

Lipchitz showed annually at the Marlborough-Gerson

Gallery in New York. Beginning in 1963 he spent sev-

eral months of each year casting in Pietrasanta, Italy.

From 1970 until 1973 he worked on large-scale com-

missions for the Municipal Plaza in Philadelphia, Co-

lumbia University in New York and the Hadassah

Medical Center near Jerusalem. These projects were

completed after Lipchitz's death by his wife Yulla. In

1972 the artist's autobiography was published on the

occasion of an exhibition of his sculpture at The Metro-

politan Museum of Art in New York. Lipchitz died on

May 26, 1973, on Capri, and was buried in Jerusalem.

15 Seated Pierrot. 1922

Lead, 1

3

lA" (33.6 cm.) high

In 19

1

6 Lipchitz became a close friend of Gris, who in-

spired him to paint his only completed Cubist oil the fol-

lowing year. Gris, in turn, made a foray into sculpture

with his polychromed plaster Harlequin, 1917 (Collec-

tion Philadelphia Museum of Art), executed with the

technical guidance of Lipchitz. Seated Pierrot is stylis-

tically close to the Gris sculpture in its squat, massive

proportions and the synthesis of angular and curvilinear

elements.

By applying an ambiguous formal vocabulary in Seated

Pierrot, Lipchitz has been able to fuse two recurrent

Cubist themes—the commedia dell'arte figure of Pierrot

and the still life. The figure's head and neck echo the

similarly bifurcated shape of bottle neck and lip in cer-

tain of his bas-reliefs. The circular eyes recall the styl-

ized mouth of a bottle; the encircling arms form a

recessed oval like that of a compotier; and the configur-

ation of legs and feet resembles the distorted glasses of

Cubist painting. These volumes interpenetrate in appar-

ent contradiction to the solidity of the sculptural form.

The Cubist exchange of solid for void is wittily effected

in the positive-negative handling of the two eyes. Lip-

chitz's concern with the effects of light is evident in the

contrast between broad, deeply shadowed areas and

dappled planes animated by surface texture.
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Alexander Archipenko 1887-1964

Alexander Archipenko was born on May 30, 1887, in

Kiev, Ukraine, Russia. In 1902 he entered die Kiev Art

School where he studied painting and sculpture until

1905. During this time he was impressed by the Byzan-

tine icons, frescoes and mosaics of Kiev. After a sojourn

in Moscow Archipenko moved to Paris in 1908. He at-

tended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts for a brief period and

then continued to study independently at the Louvre,

where he was drawn to Egyptian, Assyrian, archaic

Greek and early Gothic sculpture. In 1910 he began

exhibiting at the Salon des Independants, Paris, and the

following year showed for the first time at the Salon

d'Automne.

In 191 2 Archipenko was given his first one-man show
in Germany at the Folkwang Museum in Hagen. That

same year in Paris he opened the first of his many art

schools, joined the Section d'Or group, which included

Picasso, Braque, Leger and Duchamp, among others,

and produced his first painted reliefs, the Sculpto-

Peintures. In 191 3 Archipenko exhibited at the Armory
Show in New York and made his first prints, which

were reproduced in the Italian Futurist publication La-

cerba in 1914. He participated in the Salon des Inde-

pendants in 1914 and the Venice Biennale in 1920.

During the war years the artist resided in Cimiez, a

suburb of Nice. From 1919 to 1921 he traveled to Ge-

neva, Zurich, Paris, London, Brussels, Athens and other

European cities to exhibit his work. Archipenko's first

one-man show in the United States was held at the So-

ciete Anonyme in New York in 1921.

In 1923 he moved from Berlin to the United States

where, over the years, he opened art schools in New
York City, Woodstock (New York), Los Angeles and

Chicago. In 1924 Archipenko invented his first kinetic

work, Archipentura. For the next thirty years he taught

throughout the United States at art schools and uni-

versities, including the New Bauhaus School of Indus-

trial Arts in Chicago. He became a United States citizen

in 1928. Most of Archipenko's work in German muse-

ums was confiscated by the Nazis in their 1939 purge of

Entartete Ktmst (degenerate art). In 1947 he produced

the first of his sculptures that are illuminated from

within. He accompanied a one-man exhibition of his

work throughout Germany in 1955, and at this time

began his book Archipenko: Fifty Creative Years 1908-

1958, published in i960. Archipenko died on February

25, 1964, in New York.
,

16 Boxing. 1935

Terra-cotta, 30 Vic," (76.6 cm.) high

Two plaster versions of this work were made from the

same mold in 1913-14. One of these, known as Struggle,

is in the collection of The Solomon R. Guggenheim Mu-
seum, New York; the present whereabouts of the sec-

ond are unknown. The Peggy Guggenheim terra-cotta,

though very similar to the original plasters, is slightly

larger and was executed many years later.

Archipenko disavowed the influence of Cubism on his

geometric simplification of form. However, one of his

most important contributions to modern sculpture, the

breaking up of monolithic form with open spaces, finds

its counterpart in the Cubist exchange of solid and void.

He also shares with the Cubists an interest in the analy-

sis of space and the interpenetration of planes within it.

The artist explains the choice of subject for this work in

a poetic inscription at its base: "La Boxe—c'est la mu-

sique monumental [sic] des volumes d'espace et de la

matiere." (Boxing—the monumental music of volumes of

space and of material.) The thrusting figures of the two

contenders are joined inextricably in opposition, form-

ing an aggressively charged sculptural whole. Apart

from the work of the Italian Futurists, few sculptures of

this period combine radical essentialization of form

with virile, assertive dynamism in the manner of Box-

ing Another is Duchamp-Villon's Horse (cat. no. 17),

executed some months after the original version of the

Archipenko was completed.
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Raymond Duchamp-Villon 1876- 191

8

Raymond Duchamp-Villon was born Pierre-Maurice-

Raymond Duchamp on November 5, 1876, in Damville,

near Rouen. His brothers were the artists Marcel Du-

champ and Jacques Villon. From 1894 to 1898 he stud-

ied medicine at the University of Paris. When illness

forced him to abandon his studies, he decided to make
a career in sculpture, until then an avocation. During

the early years of the century he moved to Paris, where

he exhibited for the first time at the Salon de la Societe

Nationale des Beaux-Arts in 1902. His second show
was held at the same Salon in 1903, the year he settled

in Neuilly-sur-Seine. In 1905 he had his first exhibition

at the Salon d'Automne and a show at the Galerie

Legrip in Rouen with Villon, with whom he moved to

Puteaux two years later.

His participation in the jury of the sculpture section of

the Salon d'Automne began in 1907 and was instru-

mental in promoting the Cubists in the early teens.

About this time he, Villon and Duchamp attended

weekly meetings of the Puteaux group of artists and

critics. In 1911 he exhibited at the Galerie de 1'Art Con-

temporain in Paris; the following year the Duchamp
brothers organized a show at the Salon de la Section

d'Or at the Galerie de la Boetie, in which his work was
included. Duchamp-Villon's work was exhibited at the

Armory Show in New York in 1913 and the Galerie

Andre Groult in Paris, the Galerie S.V.U. Manes in

Prague and the gallery of Der Sturm in Berlin in 1914.

During World War I Duchamp-Villon served in the

army in a medical capacity, but was able to continue

work on his major sculpture Horse. He contracted

typhoid fever in late 1916 while stationed at Cham-
pagne; the disease ultimately resulted in his death on

October 9, 191 8, in the military hospital at Cannes.

17 Horse. 1914

Bronze, T.jV\b" (43.6 cm.) high

Duchamp-Villon began work on Horse, a composite

image of an animal and machine, early in 1914, finish-

ing it on leaves from military duty in the fall. It was
preceded by numerous sketches and by several other

versions initiated in 191 3. The original conception did

not include the machine and was relatively naturalistic,

as is evident in the early states of the small Horse and
Rider of 1914. Duchamp-Villon then developed an in-

creasingly dynamic, smooth-surfaced and geometric

synthesis of horse and machine. The Guggenheim ver-

sion is highly abstract and parts of the horse's physiog-

nomy are replaced by machine elements. Nonetheless,

echoes of the original pose remain. As in the second

state of Horse and Rider (Collection Judith Riklis, New
York), the animal appears to be gathering its hooves,

summoning strength to jump. Duchamp-Villon closely

observed the dynamics of the movement of horses dur-

ing his experience in the cavalry; he also studied the

subject in the late nineteenth-century photographic ex-

periments of Eadweard Muybridge and Etienne-Jules

Marey.

With a handful of other sculptors, such as Archipenko,

Brancusi and Boccioni, Duchamp-Villon overturned

conventional representation of form to suggest instead

its inner forces. He associated these forces with the en-

ergy of the machine. The visual movement of the pis-

tons, wheels and shafts of this sculpture turns a creature

of nature into a poised mechanical dynamo. The fusion

of the horse, traditional symbol of power, and the ma-

chine that was replacing it reflects the emerging aware-

ness of the new technological age.

The entire series was cast in bronze after the artist's

death.
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Marcel Duchamp 1887- 1968

Henri-Robert-Marcel Duchamp was born July 28, 1887,

near Blainville, France. In 1904 he joined his artist

brothers, Jacques Villon and Raymond Duchamp-
Villon, in Paris, where he studied painting at the Aca-

demie Julian until 1905. Duchamp's early works were

Post-Impressionist in style. He exhibited for the first

time in 1909 at the Salon des Independants and the

Salon d'Automne in Paris. His paintings of 1911 were

directly related to Cubism but emphasized successive

images of a single body in motion. In 1912 he painted

the definitive version of Nude Descending a Staircase;

this was shown at the Salon de la Section d'Or of that

same year and subsequently created great controversy

at the Armory Show in New York in 191 3. The Futurist

show at Galerie Bernheim-Jeune, Paris, in 191 2 im-

pressed him profoundly.

Duchamp's radical and iconoclastic ideas predated the

founding of the Dada movement in Zurich in 1916. By

191 3 he had abandoned traditional painting and draw-

ing for various experimental forms including mechani-

cal drawings, studies and notations that would be in-

corporated in a major work, The Bride Stripped Bare

by Her Bachelors, Even of 1915-23. In 1914 Duchamp
introduced his Keadymades—common objects, some-

times altered, presented as works of art—which had a

revolutionary impact upon many painters and sculp-

tors. In 191 5 Duchamp came to New York where his

circle included Katherine Dreier and Man Ray, with

whom he founded the Societe Anonyme, as well as

Louise and Walter Arensberg, Picabia and other avant-

garde figures.

After playing chess avidly for nine months in Buenos

Aires, Duchamp returned to France in the summer of

1919 and associated with the Dada group in Paris. In

New York in 1920 he made his first motor-driven con-

structions and invented Rrose Selavy, his feminine alter-

ego. Duchamp moved back to Paris in 1923 and seemed

to have abandoned art for chess but in fact continued

his artistic experiments. From the mid-i930s he col-

laborated with the Surrealists and participated in their

exhibitions. Duchamp settled permanently in New York

in 1942 and became a United States citizen in 1955.

During the 1940s he associated and exhibited with the

Surrealist emigres in New York, and in 1946 began

Etant donnes, a major assemblage on which he worked

secretly for the next twenty years. Duchamp directly

influenced a generation of young Americans. He died

in the Paris suburb of Neuilly-sur-Seine on October

2, 1968.

18 Sad Young Man on a Train. December 191

1

Oil on board, 39% x z%n/u" (99.9 x 72.9 cm.)

Sad Young Man on a Train, which Duchamp identified

as a self-portrait, was painted during December of 1911

in Neuilly, while he was ruminating on ideas for the

controversial Nude Descending a Staircase, No. z of

191 2 (Collection Philadelphia Museum of Art). In Sad

Young Man on a Train his transitory though acute

interest in Cubism is manifested in the subdued palette,

emphasis on the flat surface of the picture plane and in

the subordination of representational fidelity to the

demands of the abstract composition.

Duchamp's primary concern in this painting is the de-

piction of two movements, that of the train in which we
observe the young man smoking, and that of the lurching

figure itself. The forward motion of the train is sug-

gested by the multiplication of the lines and volumes of

the figure, a semitransparent form through which we can

see windows, themselves transparent and presumably

presenting a blurred, "moving" landscape. The inde-

pendent sideways motion of the figure is represented by

a directionally contrary series of repetitions. These two

series of replications suggest the multiple images of

chronophotography and the related ideas of the Italian

Futurists, of which Duchamp was certainly aware by

this time. Here he uses the device not only to illustrate

movement, but also to integrate the young man with his

murky surroundings, which with his swaying, drooping

pose contribute to the air of melancholy. Shortly after

the execution of this and similar works, Duchamp lost

interest in Cubism and developed his eccentric vocabu-

lary of mechanomorphic elements that foreshadowed

aspects of Dada.
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Giacomo Balla 1871-1958

Giacomo Balla was born in Turin on July 18, 1871. In

1891 he studied briefly at the Accademia Albertina di

Belle Arti and the Liceo Artistico in Turin and exhib-

ited for the first time under the aegis of the Societa Pro-

motrice di Belle Arti in that city. He studied at the

University of Turin with Cesare Lambroso about 1892.

In 1895 Balla moved to Rome, where he worked for

several years as an illustrator, caricaturist and portrait

painter. In 1899 his work was included in the Venice

Biennale and in the Esposizione Internationale di Belle

Arti at the galleries of the Societa degli Amatori e

Cultori di Belle Arti in Rome, where he exhibited reg-

ularly for the next ten years. In 1900 Balla spent seven

months in Paris assisting the illustrator Serafino Mac-

chiati. About 1903 he began to instruct Severini and

Boccioni in divisionist painting techniques. In 1903 his

work was exhibited at the Esposizione Internationale

d'Arte della Citta di Venezia and in 1903 and 1904 at

the Glaspalast in Munich. In 1904 Balla was repre-

sented in the Internationale Kunstausstellung in Diis-

seldorf, and in 1909 exhibited at the Salon d'Automne

in Paris.

Balla signed the second Futurist painting manifesto of

1910 with Boccioni, Severini, Carlo Carra and Luigi

Russolo, although he did not exhibit with the group

until 1913. In 1912 he traveled to London and to Diissel-

dorf, where he began painting his abstract light stud-

ies. In 191 3 Balla participated in the Erster Deutscher

Herbstsalon at the gallery of Der Sturm in Berlin and in

an exhibition at the Rotterdamsche Kunstkring in Rot-

terdam. In 1914 he experimented with sculpture for the

first time and showed it in the Prima Esposizione Libera

Eutnrista at the Galleria Sprovieri, Rome. He also de-

signed and painted Futurist furniture and designed Fu-

turist "anti-neutral" clothing. With Fortunato Depero,

Balla wrote the manifesto Ricostruzione futurista

delTuniverso in 1915. His first solo exhibitions were

held that same year at the Societa italiana lampade elet-

triche "Z" and at the Sala d'Arte A. Angelelli in Rome.

His work was also shown in 19 15 at the Panama-Pacific

International Exposition in San Francisco. In 1918 he

was given a one-man show at the Casa d'Arte Bragaglia

in Rome. Balla continued to exhibit in Europe and the

United States and in 1935 was made a member of the

Accademia di San Luca in Rome. He died on March

1, 1958, in Rome.

19 Automobile: Noise + Speed, ca. 1913

Oil on board, including artist's painted frame

21 % x 3oy8" (54.3 x 76.5 cm.)

Late in 1912 Balla turned from a depiction of the splin-

tering of light to the exploration of movement and,

more specifically, the speed of racing automobiles. This

led to an important series of studies in 1913-14. The
choice of automobile as symbol of abstract speed recalls

Marinetti's notorious statement in his first Futurist

manifesto, published on February 20, 1909, in Le Fig-

aro in Paris, only a decade after the first Italian car was
manufactured:

. . . the world's splendor has been enriched by a new
beauty: the beauty of speed. ... A roaring automobile

. . . that seems to run on shrapnel, is more beautiful

than the Victory of Samothrace.

It has been proposed that Automobile: Noise + Speed

was the central section of a narrative triptych suggest-

ing the alteration of landscape by the passage of a car

through the atmosphere.* The related Abstract Speed

(present whereabouts unknown; formerly Collection

Dr. W. Loeffler, Zurich) and Abstract Speed—The Car

Has Passed (Collection Tate Gallery, London) would

have been the flanking panels. Indications of sky and a

single landscape are present in the three paintings; the

interpretation of fragmented evocations of the car's

speed varies from panel to panel. The Peggy Guggen-

heim work is distinguished by crisscross motifs repre-

senting sound and by a multiplication of the number
of lines and planes.

The original frames of all three panels were painted

with continuations of the forms and colors of the com-

positions, implying the overflow of the paintings' reality

into the spectator's own space. Many other studies and

variations by Balla on the theme of a moving automo-

bile in the same landscape exist.

* V. D. Dorazio, Giacomo Balla: An Album of His Life and
Work, New York, 1969, figs. 2-4.
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Umberto Boccioni 1882-1916

Umberto Boccioni was born October 19, 1882, in Reg-

gio Calabria, Italy. In 1901 he went to Rome, where he

studied design with a sign painter and attended the

Scuola Libera del Nudo at the Accademia di Belle Arti.

In Rome he and Severini learned the techniques of

divisionist painting from Balla. Boccioni traveled in

1902 to Paris, where he studied Impressionist and Post-

Impressionist painting. He participated in the Mostra

dei Rifiutati in 1905 and in the Esposizione di Belle Arti

in 1906, both in Rome.

After a trip to Russia in 1906, Boccioni visited Padua

and then moved to Venice, where he spent the winter

of 1906-07 taking life classes at the Accademia di Belle

Arti. In 1907 he settled in Milan. In 1909-10 Boccioni

began to frequent the Famiglia Artistica, a Milanese

artists' society that sponsored annual exhibitions. Dur-

ing this period he associated with Carra and Russolo,

and met the poet Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, who had

published the first Futurist manifesto in February of

1909. In 19 10 Boccioni participated in the formulation

of the two Futurist manifestos Manifesto dei pittori

futuristi and Manifesto tecnico della pittitra fnturista.

He, Carra, Severini and Russolo signed the first, and

were joined by Balla in signing the second. That same

year Boccioni's first one-man exhibition was held at

the Galleria Ca' Pesaro in Venice.

In the fall of 1911 the artist went to Paris, where he met

Picasso and Apollinaire through Severini. Boccioni's

paintings were shown with those of Carra, Russolo

and Severini in the first Futurist show in Paris, at the

Galerie Bernheim-Jeune, in 1912. The exhibition then

traveled to London, Berlin and Brussels. In 1 912 Boccio-

ni began concentrating on sculpture, and his Manifesto

tecnico della scultura fnturista was published. From
1912 to 1914 he contributed articles to the Futurist

publication Lacerba. In 1913 the artist showed sculp-

ture and paintings in a one-man show at the Galerie de

la Boetie in Paris, and his sculpture was included in the

inaugural exhibition of the Galleria Futurista Perma-

nente in Rome. His book Pittitra e scultura futuriste

(dinamismo plastico) appeared in 1914. In July of 1915

Boccioni enlisted in the army with Marinetti, Russolo

and Antonio Sant'Elia. He suffered an accident during

cavalry exercises near Verona and died on August 17,

1916.

20 Horse + Houses. 1914

Tin, oil, wood and cardboard, 44V2" (112.9 cm.) high

Boccioni turned to sculpture in 1912 after publishing his

manifesto on the subject on April 11 of that year. The
Futurist aesthetic platform as articulated in this docu-

ment advocates the use of various materials in a single

work, the rejection of closed form and the suggestion

of the interpenetration of form and the environment

through the device of intersecting planes. In Horse +
Houses Boccioni assembles wood, cardboard and metal,

with painted areas showing a Futurist handling of planes

influenced by the Cubism of Picasso and Braque. Ironic-

ally, his intention of preserving "unique forms" caught

in space and time is mocked by the perishability of his

materials—the work has required extensive restoration,

which continues at present.

Boccioni, like Duchamp-Villon (see cat. no. 17), made
studies of horses from nature before developing the mo-

tif into a nonspecific symbol of the modern age. This

fully evolved symbol appears in Boccioni's painting The

City Rises of 1910 (Collection The Museum of Mod-
ern Art, New York). In Horse + Houses he uses the

horse to demonstrate his observation that the nature of

vision produces the illusion of a fusing of forms. When
the distance between a galloping horse and a stationary

house is visually imperceptible, horse and house appear

to merge into a single changing form. Sculptures such as

the present example are concerned with the apparent

compression of space as an object traverses it and with

the nature of the object's redefinition by that space.

In 1913 and 1914 Boccioni made many drawings and

watercolors related to the present work that explore the

relationship between a galloping horse and a group of

houses in close proximity; these are now in the Civica

Raccolta Bertarelli in Milan. In some of these studies

the speed of the horse's motion serves to dissolve the

legs below the muscles of the shanks. Boccioni's origi-

nal conception of the sculpture gave forceful expression

to this concept.
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Gino Severini 1883-1966

Gino Severini was born April 7, 1883, in Cortona, Italy.

He studied at the Scuola Tecnica in Cortona before

moving to Rome in 1899. There he attended art classes

at the Villa Medici and by 1901 met Boccioni. Together

Severini and Boccioni visited the studio of Balla where

they were introduced to painting with "divided" rather

than mixed color. After settling in Paris in November

1906, Severini studied Impressionist painting and met

the Neo-Impressionist Paul Signac.

Severini soon came to know most of the Parisian avant-

garde including Modigliani, Gris, Braque and Picasso,

Lugne-Poe and his theatrical circle, the poets Max
Jacob, Guillaume Apollinaire and Paul Fort and author

Jules Romains. After joining the Futurist movement
at the invitation of Marinetti and Boccioni, Severini

signed the Manifesto tecnico della pittura futurista of

April 1910 with Balla, Boccioni, Carra and Russolo.

Severini was less attracted to the subject of the machine

than his fellow Futurists and frequently chose the form

of the dancer to express Futurist theories of dynamism

in art.

Severini helped organize the first Futurist exhibition at

Bernheim-Jeune, Paris, in February 1912, and partici-

pated in subsequent Futurist shows in Europe and the

United States. In 1913 he had one-man exhibitions at

the Marlborough Gallery, London, and Der Sturm,

Berlin. During the Futurist period Severini acted as an

important link between artists in France and Italy. After

his last truly Futurist work—a series of paintings on war

themes—Severini painted in a Synthetic Cubist mode.

By 1920 he was applying theories of Classical balance

based on the Golden Section to figurative subjects from

the traditional commedia delParte. The artist divided

his time between Paris and Rome after 1920. He ex-

plored fresco and mosaic techniques and executed

murals in various media in Switzerland, France and

Italy during the 1920s. In the 1950s he returned to the

subjects of his Futurist years: dancers, light and move-

ment. Throughout his career Severini published im-

portant theoretical essays and books on art. Severini

died in Paris on February 26, 1966.

21 Sea = Dancer. 1913-14

Oil on canvas, including artist's painted frame

41V2 x 33
13
/i6" (105.3 x §5-9 cm.)

Toward the end of 1913, after he left Paris for Pienza

and Rome, Severini traveled to coastal Anzio for rea-

sons of health. It was after arriving there that he exe-

cuted Sea = Dancer. This painting, in which the sea

and a figure are equated, illustrates his notions of "plas-

tic analogies" as outlined in a manifesto he prepared for

his one-man exhibition at the Marlborough Gallery in

London in 1913. According to Severini, the environment

is optically determined and hence fluid, and the human
figure is merely a part, albeit an inseparable part, of

that metamorphic reality. In this canvas and others the

cadences of the swirling motion of the dance and the

dancer's costume are compared with those of the sea's

movement. The large curling planes are stippled with

brilliant staccato dabs of paint that cause all surfaces to

vibrate as if with light. As in many other Futurist paint-

ings (see cat. no. 19), the image spills over onto the

frame. The divisionist brushstroke derives from Balla

and ultimately from the Neo-Impressionists, particu-

larly Georges Pierre Seurat. Works such as Sea=Dancer

may have a specific source in Seurat's Le Chahut of

1889-90 (Collection Rijksmuseum Kroller-Miiller,

Otterlo).*

The play of cylindrical and flat planes in this painting

brings to mind the contemporaneous Cubism of Leger,

though the color is closer to the prismatic hues of Rob-

ert Delaunay. However, the absence of outline and the

dissolution of volume distinguish Severini's work. Dur-

ing this period Severini's analogies of forms divest ob-

jects of their usual identities; later in 1914 he would

produce entirely nonobjective compositions.

* A. Barr, Cubism and Abstract Art, exh. cat., New York,

1936, p. 58.
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II. THE EMERGENCE OF ABSTRACTION; SUPREMATISM; CONSTRUCTIVISM; NEO-PLASTICISM;
OTHER REDUCT1VIST TENDENCIES

Robert Delaunay 1885-1941

Robert-Victor-Felix Delaunay was born in Paris on

April 12, 1885. In 1902, after secondary education, he

apprenticed in a studio for theater sets in Belleville. In

1903 he started painting and by 1904 was exhibiting:

that year and in 1906 at the Salon d'Automne and from

1904 until World War I at the Salon des Independants.

Between 1905 and 1907 Delaunay became friendly with

Henri Rousseau and Metzinger and studied the color

theories of M.-E. Chevreul; he was then painting in a

Neo-Impressionist manner. Cezanne's work also in-

fluenced Delaunay about this time. From 1907-08 he

served in the military in Laon and upon returning to

Paris he had contact with the artists who were to de-

velop Cubism, who in turn influenced his work. 1909-

10 saw the emergence of Delaunay's personal style: he

painted his first Eiffel Tower in 1909. In 1910 Delaunay

married the painter Sonia Terk, who became his col-

laborator on many projects.

Delaunay's participation in exhibitions in Germany
and association with advanced artists working there

began in 1911: that year Kandinsky invited him to par-

ticipate in the first Blaue Reiter (Blue Rider) exhibition

in Munich. At this time he became friendly with Apol-

linaire, Henri Le Fauconnier and Gleizes. In 1912
Delaunay's work was exhibited with that of Marie

Laurencin at the Galerie Barbazanges, Paris, and he be-

gan his Window pictures. Inspired by the lyricism of

color of the Windows, Apollinaire invented the term

"Orphism" or "Orphic Cubism" to describe Delaunay's

work. In 19 13 Delaunay was given a one-man show at

the gallery of Der Sturm in Berlin and became a friend

of Blaise Cendrars; this year he also painted his Circu-

lar Form or Disc pictures.

From 1914 to 1920 Delaunay lived in Spain and Por-

tugal and became a friend of Sergei Diaghilev, Igor

Stravinsky, Diego Rivera and Leonide Massine. He did

the decor for the Ballets Russes in 1918. By 1920 he

had returned to Paris. Here, in 1922, a major exhibition

of his work was held at Galerie Paul Guillaume, and he

began his second Eiffel Toiuer series. In 1924 he under-

took his Runner paintings and in 1925 executed frescoes

for the Palais de PAmbassade de France at the Exposi-

tion Internationale des Arts Decoratifs in Paris. In 1937
he completed murals for the Palais des Chemins de Fer

and Palais de l'Air at the Paris World's Fair. His last

works were decorations for the sculpture hall of the

Salon des Tuileries in 1938. In 1939 he helped organize

the exhibition Realites Notwelles. Delaunay died in

Montpellier on October 25, 1941.

22 Windows. 1912

Oil on canvas, 22% x 48^6" (57.5 x 123.3 cm

Though Delaunay had virtually discarded representa-

tional imagery by the summer of 1912 when he em-

barked on the Windows theme, vestigial objects endure

in this series. Here, as in Simultaneous Windows 2nd

Motif, 1st Bart (Collection The Solomon R. Guggen-

heim Museum, New York) of the same moment, the

centralized ghost of a green Eiffel Tower alludes to his

enthusiasm for modern life.

Analytical Cubism inspired Delaunay's fragmentation

of form, oval format and organization of the picture's

space as a grid supporting intersecting planes. How-
ever, unlike the monochromatic, tactile planes of Cub-

ism, those of Delaunay are not defined by line and

modeling, but by the application of diaphanous, pris-

matic color. Delaunay wrote in 1913: "Line is limita-

tion. Color gives depth—not perspectival, not successive,

but simultaneous depth—as well as form and move-

ment."* As in visual perception of the real world, per-

ception of Delaunay's painting is initially fragmentary,

the eye continually moving from one form to others re-

lated by hue, value, tone, shape or direction. As focus

shifts, expands, jumps and contracts in unending

rhythms, one senses the fixed borders of the canvas and

the tight interlocking of its contents. Because identifica-

tion of representational forms is not necessary while the

eye moves restlessly, judgements about the relative im-

portance of parts are not made and all elements can be

perceived as equally significant. The harmony of the

pictorial reality provides an analogy to the concealed

harmony of the world. At the left of the canvas Delau-

nay suggests glass, which, like his chromatic planes, is

at once transparent, reflective, insubstantial and solid.

Glass may allude as well to the metaphor of art as a

window on reality.

* Quoted in D. Cooper, The Cubist Epoch, London, 1971,

p. 84.
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Frantisek Kupka 1871-1957

FrantiSek Kupka was born September 22, 1871, in

OpScno in eastern Bohemia. From 1889 to 1892 he

studied at the Prague Academy. At this time he painted

historical and patriotic themes. In 1892 Kupka enrolled

at the Akademie der bildenden Kiinste in Vienna where

he concentrated on symbolic and allegorical subjects.

He exhibited at the Kunstverein, Vienna, in 1894. His

involvement with theosophy and Eastern philosophy

dates from this period. By spring 1896 Kupka had set-

tled in Paris; there he attended the Academie Julian

briefly and then studied with J. P. Laurens at the Ecole

des Beaux-Arts.

Kupka worked as an illustrator of books and posters

and, during his early years in Paris, became known for

satirical drawings for newspapers and magazines. In

1906 he settled in Puteaux, a suburb of Paris, and that

same year exhibited for the first time at the Salon

d'Automne. Kupka was impressed by the first Futurist

manifesto, published in 1909 in Le Figaro. In 1911 he

participated in meetings of the Puteaux group, which

included his neighbors Villon and Duchamp-Villon as

well as Duchamp, Gleizes, Metzinger, Picabia, Leger,

Apollinaire and others. In 1912 he exhibited at the

Salon des Independants in the Cubist room, although

he did not wish to be identified with any movement.

Later that same year at the Salon d'Automne his paint-

ings caused critical indignation.

La Creation dans les arts plastiqnes (Creation in the

Visual Arts), a book Kupka completed in 1913, was
published in Prague in 1923. In 1921 his first one-man

show in Paris was held at Galerie Povolozky. In 1931

he was a founding member of Abstraction-Creation

with van Doesburg, Auguste Herbin, Vantongerloo,

Helion, Arp and Gleizes; in 1936 his work was included

in the exhibition Cubism and Abstract Art at The Mu-
seum of Modern Art, New York, and in an important

two-man show with Alphonse Mucha at the Jeu de

Paume, Paris. A major retrospective of his work took

place at the Galerie S.V.U. Manes in Prague in 1946.

That same year Kupka participated in the Salon des

Realites Nouvelles, Paris, where he continued to exhibit

regularly until his death. During the early 1950s he

gained general recognition and had several one-man

shows in New York. Kupka died in Puteaux on June

14, J957-

23 Vertical Planes. 1911-12

Gouache and watercolor on paper, sight zi13
/i6 x 15%"

(55.4 x40 cm.)

Kupka was one of the first artists to evolve imagery that

has no evident relationship to concrete phenomena. He
believed that color, line and abstract form, like the com-

ponents of music, could be combined to excite in the

viewer an emotional or spiritual state that represented a

higher order of reality than ordinarily apprehended by

the senses. He felt that the artist was obliged to exploit

his visionary faculty to transmit these "soul impres-

sions." As early as 191 1 his work manifested these

concerns.

Like the disc, the vertical plane had a specific resonance

for Kupka. Preoccupied with the idea of verticality from

about 1906, he associated it first with subjects such as

the human figure or Gothic architecture. By the time this

watercolor was executed in 1911-12, however, these ref-

erences are submerged. Form and color have been re-

leased from their descriptive function and traditional

notions of perspectival space have been refuted. The
translucent colored planes float on or within an unde-

fined ground, related compositionally to one another

and to the borders of the support. Like water, the planes

seem to reflect color rather than to claim it as an attri-

bute. The lightly applied wash defining them ranges

from shimmering blues, purples, greens, yellows and

reds to the palest indications of white.

Between 1912 and 1913 Kupka painted three variations

of Vertical Planes, which he numbered I, II, III; the first

is at the Musee National d'Art Moderne, Centre Na-

tional d'Art et de Culture Georges Pompidou in Paris,

the third is in the collection of the Narodni Galerie in

Prague and the location of the second is unknown. Of
the extant paintings, the present watercolor relates most

closely to Vertical Planes HI, which was probably the

version that caused a critical uproar because of its radi-

cal degree of abstraction when it was first exhibited at

the Salon des Independants in Paris in the spring of

1913.
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Vasily Kandinsky 1866-1944

Vasily Kandinsky was born on December 4, 1866, in

Moscow. From 1886 to 1892 he studied law and eco-

nomics at the University of Moscow, where he lectured

after his graduation. In 1896 he declined a teaching posi-

tion at the University of Dorpat in order to study art in

Munich with Anton Azbe from 1897 to 1899 and at the

Akademie with Franz von Stuck in 1900. From 1901 to

1903 Kandinsky taught at the art school of the Phalanx,

a group he had co-founded in Munich. One of his stu-

dents was Gabriele Miinter, who remained his com-
panion until 1914. In 1902 Kandinsky exhibited for the

first time with the Berlin Secession and produced his

first woodcuts. In 1903-04 he began his travels in Italy,

The Netherlands and North Africa and visits to Rus-

sia. He showed frequently at the Salon d'Automne in

Paris from 1904.

In 1909 Kandinsky was elected president of the newly

founded Neue Kiinstlervereinigung Mi'mchen (NKVM).
Their first show took place at the Moderne Galerie

(Thannhauser) in Munich in 1909. In 191 1 Kandinsky

and Marc withdrew from the NKVM and began to

make plans for the Blaue Reiter almanac. The first

Blaue Reiter exhibition was held in December of that

year at the Moderne Galerie. He published Uber das

Geistige in der Kunst in 1911. In 1912 the second Blaue

Reiter show was held at the Galerie Hans Goltz,

Munich, and the Almanack der Blaue Reiter appeared.

Kandinsky's first one-man show was held at the gallery

of Der Sturm in Berlin in 191 2. In 1913 one of his

works was included in the Armory Show in New York
and the Erster Deutscher Herbstsalon in Berlin. Except

for visits to Scandinavia, Kandinsky lived in Russia

from 1 914 to 1921, principally in Moscow where he

held a position at the People's Commissariat of

Education.

Kandinsky began teaching at the Bauhaus in Weimar
in 1922. In 1923 he was given his first one-man show in

New York by the Societe Anonyme, of which he became
vice-president. With Klee, Feininger and Alexei Jaw-

lensky he was part of the Blaue Vier (Blue Four) group,

formed in 1924 by Galka Scheyer, who became Kan-

dinsky's representative in the United States. He moved
with the Bauhaus to Dessau in 1925 and became a Ger-

man citizen in 1928. The Nazi government finally closed

the Bauhaus in 1933 and later that year Kandinsky set-

tled in Neuilly-sur-Seine near Paris; he acquired French

citizenship in 1939. Fifty-seven of his works were con-

fiscated by the Nazis in the 1937 purge of Entartete

Kunst (degenerate art). Kandinsky died on December

13, 1944, in Neuilly.

24 Landscape with Church (with Red Spot). 1913

Oil on canvas, 46% x 55V8" (117.7X 140 cm.)

From 1908 Kandinsky often stayed in the town of

Murnau in upper Bavaria, where his companion
Gabriele Miinter bought a house in 1909. The land-

scapes inspired by these Alpine surroundings developed

from the flattened, densely colored views of 1908 to the

luminous, antimaterial dream visions of 191 3, such as

this canvas and the closely related Landscape with

Church (Collection Museum Folkwang, Essen).

The motif of the church in a landscape recurs often in

Kandinsky's paintings of 1908 to 1913. In examples of

1908 and 1909 the particular design of the Murnau
church makes identification possible, though the local

topography may not be accurately reflected. By 191

1

there is little specifying detail and the tower, which

serves to divide the composition, has taken on a gen-

eralized, columnar appearance. In Landscape with

Church the tower is replaced by a mysterious elon-

gated vertical form that seems to continue beyond the

canvas edge into another realm. Like the nineteenth-

century German Romantic painters, Kandinsky pre-

sents the landscape as an exalted, spiritualized vision.

He achieves the sublimity of the image by freeing color

from its descriptive function to reveal its latent expres-

sive content. The chromatic emphasis is on the primary

colors, applied thinly over a white ground. The focal

point, the red spot that inspires the picture's subtitle,

bears out Kandinsky's appraisal of red as an expanding

color that pulses forward toward the viewer, in contrast

to cooler colors, particularly blue, that recede. Kan-

dinsky indicates the naturalistic content of subject mat-

ter with abbreviated signs, emphasizing the purely

pictorial aspects of color and form, and thus is able to

dematerialize the objective world. He had already

produced entirely nonobjective works by the time he

executed the present painting, with its remnants of iden-

tifiable subject matter. Soon he was to abandon repre-

sentational allusions altogether to pursue the develop-

ment of a completely abstract style.
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25 White Cross. 1922

Oil on canvas, 39
u
/i6 x 43%6" (100.7 x IIO -6 cm.)

Kandinsky referred to the early 1920s as his "cool

period." From this time geometric shapes became in-

creasingly prevalent in his work, often floating in front

of or within a broad plane, as in White Cross. Here

straight lines and circles offset looser, organic forms

and irregularly geometric shapes. A corresponding vari-

ation of brushstroke produces highly active passages

contrasting with less inflected areas. Some shapes may
have their distant origins in a naturalistic vocabulary of

forms. Thus, the fishlike crescent and the lancing black

diagonal that crosses it, which appear also in the related

Red Oval of 1920 (Collection The Solomon R. Gug-

genheim Museum, New York), may recall the boat with

oars in earlier works. However, the motifs are stripped

of their representational meaning and do not contribute

to an interpretation of the whole in terms of realistic

content.

The title isolates a detail of the composition, the white

cross at upper right, a formal consequence of the

checkerboard pattern (a recurrent motif in works of

this period). In this instance negative space is treated

as positive form. Once the cross of the title is seen, one

begins to perceive throughout the work a proliferation

of others, varying in degrees of explicitness. Though
Kandinsky, like Malevich, uses it as an abstract ele-

ment, the cross is an evocative, symbolic form.

The viewer's compulsion to read imagery literally is

used to unexpected ends by Kandinsky, who includes

two signs resembling the numeral 3 upended and af-

fixed to directional arrows. The variations in direction

of the resulting forms suggest the rotation of the entire

canvas. The antigravitational feeling of floating forms

and the placement of elements on a planar support

against an indefinite background in White Cross re-

veal affinities with Malevich's Suprematist works (see

cat. no. 26).
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Kazimir Malevich 1878-1935

Kazimir Severinovich Malevich was born on February

26, 1878, near Kiev, Russia. He studied at the Moscow
Institute of Painting, Sculpture and Architecture in

1903. During the early years of his career he experi-

mented with various modernist styles and participated

in avant-garde exhibitions, such as those of the Moscow
Artists' Association, which included Kandinsky and

Mikhail Larionov, and the Jack of Diamonds of 1910

in Moscow. Malevich showed his neo-primitivist paint-

ings of peasants at the exhibition Donkey's Tail in 1912.

After this exhibition he broke with Larionov's group.

In 1913, with composer Mikhail Matiushin and writer

Alexei Kruchenykh, he drafted a manifesto for the First

Futurist Congress. That same year Malevich designed

the sets and costumes for the opera Victory over the

Sun by Matiushin and Kruchenykh. He showed at the

Salon des Independants in Paris in 1914.

At the 0.1 Last Futurist Exhibition in Petrograd in

191 5 Malevich introduced his nonobjective, geometric

Suprematist paintings. In 1919 he began to explore the

three-dimensional applications of Suprematism in ar-

chitectural models. Following the Bolshevik Revolution

in 1917, Malevich and other advanced artists were

encouraged by the Soviet government and attained

prominent administrative and teaching positions in the

arts. At the invitation of Chagall, Malevich began teach-

ing at the Vitebsk Art Institute in 1919; he soon became

its director. In 1919-20 he was given a one-man show

at the Sixteenth State Exhibition in Moscow, which

focused on Suprematism and other nonobjective styles.

Malevich and his students at Vitebsk formed the

Suprematist group Unovis. From 1922 101927 he taught

at the Institute for Artistic Culture in Petrograd and be-

tween 1924 and 1926 he worked primarily on archi-

tectural models with his students.

In 1927 Malevich traveled with an exhibition of his

paintings to Warsaw and also went to Berlin, where his

work was shown at the Grosse Berliner Kunstausstell-

ung. In Germany he met Arp, Schwitters, Gabo and Le

Corbusier and visited the Bauhaus where he met Walter

Gropius. The Tretiakov Gallery in Moscow gave Mal-

evich a one-man exhibition in 1929. Because of his

connections with German artists, he was arrested in

1930 and many of his manuscripts were destroyed. In

his final period he painted in a representational style.

Malevich died in Leningrad on May 15, 1935.

26 Untitled, ca. 1916

Oil on canvas, 21V16X ziVk" (53.5 x 53.5 cm.)

Malevich proposed the reductive, abstract style of

Suprematism as an alternative to earlier art forms,

which he considered inappropriate to his own time. He
observed that the proportions of forms in art of the past

corresponded with those of objects in nature, which

are determined by their function. In opposition to this

he proposed a self-referential art in which proportion,

scale, color and disposition obey intrinsic, nonutili-

tarian laws. Malevich considered his nonobjective

forms to be reproductions of purely affective sensations

that bore no relation to external phenomena. He re-

jected conventions of gravity, clear orientation, horizon

line and perspective systems.

Malevich's units are developed from the straight line

and its two-dimensional extension, the plane, and are

constituted of contrasting areas of unmodeled color,

distinguished by various textural effects. The diagonal

orientation of geometric forms creates rhythms on the

surface of the canvas. The overlapping of elements and

their varying scale relationships within a white ground

provide a sense of indefinitely extensive space. Though

the organization of the pictorial forms does not cor-

respond with that of traditional subjects, there are

various internal regulatory principles. In the present

work a magnetic attraction and repulsion seem to dic-

tate the slow rotational movement of parts. Another

conception of this painting can be examined in a re-

lated drawing (Private Collection, Leningrad), which

diverges from it in particulars of number and placement

of forms.
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El Lissitzky 1890-15)41

El Lissitzky was born Lazar Markovich Lisitskii on

November 23, 1890, in Polchinok, in the Russian prov-

ince of Smolensk, and grew up in Vitebsk. He pursued

architectural studies at the Technische Hochschule in

Darmstadt from 1909 to 1914, when the outbreak of

World War I precipitated his return to Russia. In 1916

he received a diploma in engineering and architecture

from the Riga Technological University.

Lissitzky and Malevich were invited by Chagall to join

the faculty of the Vitebsk Art Institute in 1919; there

Lissitzky taught architecture and graphics. That same

year he executed his first Promt (acronym in Russian

for "project for the affirmation of the new") and formed

part of the Unovis group. In 1920 he became a member
of Inkhuk (Institute for Artistic Culture) in Moscow
and designed his book Pro dva kvadrata (About Two
Squares). The following year he taught at Vkhutemas

(Higher State Art-Technical Studios) with Vladimir

Tatlin and joined the Constructivist group. The Con-

structivists exhibited at the Erste russische Kunstaus-

stelhmg designed by Lissitzky at the Galerie van Diemen

in Berlin in 1922. During this period he collaborated

with Ilya Ehrenburg on the journal Veshch/Gegen-

stand/Objet.

In 1923 the artist experimented with new typographic

design for a book by Vladimir Mayakovsky, Dlya

golosa (For the Voice), and visited Hannover where his

work was shown under the auspices of the Kestner-

Gesellschaft. Also in 1923 Lissitzky created his Proun

environment for the Grosse Berliner Kunstausstellung

and executed his lithographic suites Proun and Victory

over the Sun (illustrating the opera by Alexei Kru-

chenykh and Mikhail Matiushin), before traveling to

Switzerland for medical treatment. In 1924 he worked

with Schwitters on the issue of the periodical Merz
called "Nasci," and with Arp on the book Die Kunstis-

men (The Istns of Art). The next year he returned

to Moscow to teach at Vkhutemas—Vkhutein (Higher

State Art-Technical Studios—Higher State Art-Tech-

nical Institute), which he continued to do until 1930.

During the mid-i920s Lissitzky stopped painting in

order to concentrate on the design of typography and

exhibitions. He created a room for the Internationale

Kunstausstellung in Dresden in 1926 (which included

works by Mondrian, Leger, Picabia, Laszlo Moholy-

Nagy and Gabo) and another at the Niedersachisches

Landesmuseum in Hannover in 1927. He also designed

the Soviet Pavilion at the exhibition Pressa in Cologne

in 1928. His essay "Russland: Architektur fur eine Welt-

revolution" was published in 1930. Lissitzky died on

December 30, 1941, in Moscow.

27 Untitled, ca. 1921

Oil on canvas, 31% x lyVu" (79.6 x 49.6 cm.)

This painting reveals the principles of Suprematism

that Lissitzky had absorbed under Malevich's tutelage

in 1919-20. Trained as an engineer and possessing a

more pragmatic temperament than that of his mentor,

Lissitzky soon became one of the leading exponents of

Constructivism. In the 1920s, while living in Germany,

he became an important influence on both the Dutch

De Stijl group and the artists of the German Bauhaus.

Like Malevich, Lissitzky believed in a new art that re-

jected traditional pictorial structure, centralized com-

positional organization, mimesis and perspectival con-

sistency. In this work the ladder of vividly colored

forms seems to be floating through indeterminate

space. Spatial relationships are complicated by the veil

of white color that divides these forms from the major

gray diagonal. The linkage of elements is not attribu-

table to a mysterious magnetic pull, as in Malevich's

painting (see cat. no. 26), but is indicated in a literal

way by the device of a connecting threadlike line. The
winding line changes color as it passes through the

various rectangles that may serve as metaphors for

different cosmic planes.
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Antoine Pevsner 1884-1962

Antoine Pevsner was born on January 18, 1884, in Orel,

Russia. After leaving the Academy of Fine Arts in St.

Petersburg in 191 1, he traveled to Paris where he saw

the work of Robert Delaunay, Gleizes, Metzinger and

Leger. On a second visit to Paris in 19 13 he met Modi-

gliani and Archipenko, who encouraged his interest in

Cubism. Pevsner spent the war years 1915 to 1917 in

Oslo with his brother Naum Gabo. On his return to

Russia in 1917 Pevsner began teaching at the Moscow
Academy of Fine Arts with Kandinsky and Malevich.

In 1920 he and Gabo published the Realistic Manifesto.

Their work was included in the Erste russische Kunst-

ausstelhtng at the Galerie van Diemen in Berlin in 1922,

held under the auspices of the Soviet government. The

following year Pevsner visited Berlin, where he met

Duchamp and Katherine Dreier. He then traveled on to

Paris, where he settled permanently; in 1930 he became

a French citizen. His work was included in an exhibi-

tion at the Little Review Gallery in New York in 1926.

He and Gabo designed sets for the ballet La Cbatte,

produced by Sergei Diaghilev in 1927. In Paris the two

brothers were leaders of the Constructivist members of

Abstraction-Creation, an alliance of artists who em-

braced a variety of abstract styles.

During the 1930s Pevsner's work was shown in Am-
sterdam, Basel, London, New York and Chicago. In

1946 he, Gleizes, Herbin and others formed the group

Realites Nouvelles; their first exhibition was held at the

Salon des Realites Nouvelles in Paris in 1947. That same

year Pevsner's first one-man show opened at the Galerie

Rene Drouin in Paris. The Museum of Modern Art

in New York presented a Gabo-Pevsner exhibition in

1948, and in 1952 Pevsner participated in Chefs-

d'oeuvre du XXe siecle at the Musee National d'Art

Moderne in Paris. The same museum organized a one-

man exhibition of his work in 1957. In 1958 he was

represented in the French Pavilion at the Venice Bien-

nale. Pevsner died in Paris on April 12, 1962.

28 Anchored Cross. 1933

Glass and iron, 33
5
/i6" (84.6 cm.) long

In 1920 Pevsner signed the Realistic Manifesto drafted

by his brother Naum Gabo, proclaiming the intention

of Constructivism as they conceived it. They sought to

translate their apprehension of an absolute and essen-

tial reality as "the realization of our perceptions of the

world in the forms of space and time."* They believed

that space was given form through implications of

depth rather than volume and they rejected mass as the

basic sculptural element. Line, rendered dynamic

through directionality, established kinetic rhythms. The
Constructivists advocated the use of contemporary in-

dustrial materials; they did not carve or model these

materials according to sculptural conventions, but

constructed them according to principles of modern
technology. In their words, "The plumb-line in our

hand, eyes as precise as a ruler, in a spirit as taut as a

compass . . . we construct our work as the universe con-

structs its own, as the engineer constructs his bridges,

as the mathematician his formula of the orbits.
"**

In this work Pevsner complicates the delineation of

space by using a transparent substance in conjunction

with opaque materials. The glass panes echo both the

rounded excised outlines of the construction and its

angular metal surfaces. The metal ribs anchor the panes

of glass and hinge all planes, real and imagined, result-

ing in a complex structuring of space. Furthermore,

they function visually as an Orthodox cross. The icons

of Pevsner's native Russia, which had played a crucial

role in the development of his notions of perspective,

may have suggested the form.

::
' Russian Art of the Avant-Garde: Theory and Criticism,

1902-1934, The Documents of loth-Century Art, ed. J. E.

Bowlt, New York, 1976, p. 213. The entire manifesto, trans-

lated by Gabo, appears in this volume.

** Ibid.
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Piet Mondrian 1872-1944

Piet Mondrian was born Pieter Cornells Mondriaan,

Jr., on March 7, 1872, in Amersfoorr, The Netherlands.

He studied at the Rijksakademie van Beeldende Kunst-

en, Amsterdam, from 1892 to 1897. Until 1908, when

he began to take annual trips to Domburg in Zeeland,

Mondrian's work was naturalistic—incorporating suc-

cessive influences of academic landscape and still-life

painting, Dutch Impressionism and Symbolism. In 1909

his work was shown at the Stedelijk Museum, Amster-

dam, and that same year he joined the Theosophic

Society. In 1909-10 he experimented with Pointillism

and by 1 91 1 had begun to work in a Cubist mode. After

seeing original Cubist works by Braque and Picasso at

the first Moderne Kunstkring exhibition in 1911 in

Amsterdam, Mondrian decided to move to Paris. In

Paris from 191 2 to 1914 he began to develop an inde-

pendent abstract style.

Mondrian was visiting The Netherlands when World

War I broke out and prevented his return to Paris. Dur-

ing the war years in Holland he further reduced his

colors and geometric shapes and formulated his non-

objective Neo-Plastic style. In 1917 Mondrian became

one of the founders of De Stijl. This group, which in-

cluded van Doesburg and Vantongerloo, extended its

principles of abstraction and simplification beyond

painting and sculpture to architecture and graphic and

industrial design. Mondrian's essays on abstract art

were published in the periodical De Stijl. In July 1919

he returned to Paris; there he exhibited with De Stijl in

1923 but withdrew from the group after van Doesburg

reintroduced diagonal elements into his work about

1924. In 1930 Mondrian showed with Cercle et Carre

(Circle and Square) and in 1931 joined Abstraction-

Creation.

The growing threat of World War II forced Mondrian

to move to London in 1938 and then to New York in

October 1940. In New York he joined the American

Abstract Artists and continued to publish texts on Neo-

Plasticism. His late style evolved significantly in re-

sponse to the city. In 1942 his first one-man show at

the Valentine Dudensing Gallery, New York, took

place. Mondrian died on February 1, 1944, in New
York.

29 The Sea. 1915-16

Charcoal and gouache on paper, 3 5^16 x 487k,"

(90 x 123 cm.)

Mondrian first treated the theme of the sea in natural-

istic works of 1909 to 191 1, during lengthy sojourns in

the village of Domburg on the coast of Dutch Zeeland.

He assimilated and adapted the Cubism of Picasso and

Braque in Paris soon after his arrival there in the winter

of 1911-12. He returned to The Netherlands in the

summer of 1914 and probably in the following war

years worked on the studies of the sea that culminated

in the Pier and Ocean series of 1917.

The oval format and grid structure used in these studies

and paintings are devices derived from Cubism. They

serve respectively to resolve the problem of the com-

positional interference of the corners and to organize

and unify the picture's elements. For Mondrian the

horizontal-vertical arrangement did not have an ex-

clusively pictorial function, as it did for the Cubists,

but carried mystical implications. He viewed the hori-

zontal and vertical as basic oppositional principles that

could interact to produce a union symbolizing a state

of universal harmony.

Though Mondrian's source exists in the natural world,

in the motion of waves and their contact with break-

waters, the signs for this source have been reduced to

their most essential pictorial form. The strokes are de-

termined by their structural function rather than their

descriptive potential, and there is no sense of perspec-

tival recession despite the atmospheric texture of the

gouache highlighting. This highlighting evokes the re-

flection of light on water and also defines planar sur-

faces. As Mondrian developed the theories of Neo-

Plasticism, these suggestions of natural phenomena

disappeared.
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30 Composition. 1939

Oil on canvas, 41T16X 40^6" (105.2 x 102.3 cm -)

From 1938 to 1940 Mondrian, who had fled wartime

Paris, was established in London near his friends Ben

Nicholson, Barbara Hepworth and Naum Gabo. Dur-

ing this period he continued working in the highly re-

ductivist Neo-Plasticist mode he had developed in

France, in which horizontal and vertical black lines in-

tersect on the canvas in asymmetrically balanced rela-

tionships to yield flat white or colored quadrilaterals.

The palette is generally restricted to black, white and

primary colors. The present work is among the more

coloristically austere examples.

By divorcing form completely from its referential mean-

ing, Mondrian hoped to provide a visual equivalent for

the truths that inhabit nature but are concealed in its

random, flawed manifestations. He felt that if he could

communicate these truths by means of a system of re-

solved oppositions, a "real equation of the universal

and the individual,"* the spiritual effect on the viewer

would be one of total repose and animistic harmony.

In order to effect this transmission the artist must sub-

limate his personality so that it does not interfere with

the viewer's perception of the rhythmic equilibrium of

line, dimension and color. These elements, however,

are organized not according to the impersonal dictates

of mathematics but rather to the intuition of the artist.

Likewise, although the artist's gesture is minimized and

the reference to personal experience erased, his presence

can be detected in the stroke of the paintbrush and the

unevenness of the edge of the transcendent line. The

individual consciousness exists in a dialectical relation-

ship with "the absolute," which is realized pictorially

through, in Mondrian's words, the "mutual interaction

of constructive elements and their inherent relations."**

Just as the forms and space of the canvas are abstracted

from life, so the spiritual plane is removed from, though

related to, the work of art. Mondrian sought to unite

art, matter and spirit to discover in all aspects of expe-

rience the universal harmony posited in Neo-Plasticism.

* Quoted in Theories of Modern Art, ed. H. B. Chipp, Berke-

ley and Los Angeles, 1968, p. 350.

**Ibid., p. 351.
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Theo van Doesburg 1883-1931

Christian Emil Marie Kiipper, who adopted the pseud-

onym Theo van Doesburg, was born in Utrecht, The
Netherlands, on August 30, 1883. His first exhibition

of paintings was held in 1908 in The Hague. In the early

teens he wrote poetry and established himself as an art

critic. From 1914 to 1916 van Doesburg served in the

Dutch army, after which time he settled in Leiden and

began his collaboration with the architects J. J. P. Oud
and Jan Wils. In 1917 they founded the group De Stijl

and the periodical of the same name; other original

members were Mondrian, Vantongerloo, Bart Van der

Leek and Vilmos Huszar. Van Doesburg executed dec-

orations for Oud's De Vonk project in Noordwijker-

hout in 19 1 7.

In 1920 he resumed his writing, using the pen names
I. K. Bonset and later Aldo Camini. Van Doesburg

visited Berlin and Weimar in 1921 and the following

year taught at the Weimar Bauhaus; here he associated

with Mies van der Rohe, Le Corbusier, Raoul Haus-

mann and Hans Richter. He was interested in Dada at

this time and worked with Schwitters as well as Arp,

Tristan Tzara and others on the review Mecano in

1922. Exhibitions of the architectural designs of van

Doesburg, Cor van Eesteren and Gerrit Rietveld were

held in Paris in 1923 at Leonce Rosenberg's Galerie

1'Effort Modeme and in 1924 at the Ecole Speciale

d'Architecture.

The Landesmuseum of Weimar presented a one-man
show of van Doesburg's work in 1924. That same year

he lectured on modern literature in Prague, Vienna and

Hannover, and the Bauhaus published his Grundbe-

griffe der nenen gestaltenden Kunst (Principles of Neo-
plastic Art). A new phase of De Stijl was declared by

van Doesburg in his manifesto of "Elementarism," pub-

lished in 192(5. During that year he collaborated with

Arp and Sophie Taeuber-Arp on the decoration of the

restaurant-cabaret L'Aubette in Strasbourg. Van Does-

burg returned to Paris in 1929 and began working on a

house at Meudon-Val-Fleury with van Eesteren. Also

in that year he published the first issue of Art Concret,

the organ of the Paris-based group of the same name.

Van Doesburg was the moving force behind the for-

mation of the group Abstraction-Creation in Paris. The
artist died on March 7, 1931, in Davos, Switzerland.

31 Composition. 1918

Oil on canvas, 38 x 23 %" (96.5 x 59.4 cm.)

In 19 1 7 van Doesburg, Mondrian and other artists and

architects founded the De Stijl magazine and group.

The following year they continued elaborating their

theoretical program, which promulgated a new plastic

order of reductivist, nonobjective art. In his painting

van Doesburg followed Mondrian's example by sys-

tematically divesting his imagery of figurative references

and reducing pictorial elements to colors and geometric

forms in oppositional relationships. In so doing, he

hoped to express a universal reality underlying the

capriciously changeable appearances of nature.

This work of 19 18 demonstrates van Doesburg's linger-

ing attachment to what he disdainfully referred to as the

"brown" world of Cubism. Reluctant to diffuse the

composition, he structures monochromatic, modu-
lated planes around a central axis and allows the lower

corners to recede, thereby suggesting a Cubist oval.

According to the dogma of the "white" world of Neo-

Plasticism, the focus should be moved from the center

of the canvas to its periphery; the rectangle should not

be construed as a discrete plane but as a shape passively

resulting from the intersection of lines and given sub-

stance by color. However, Composition incorporates

aspects of the Neo-Plastic aesthetic that distinguish its

style from Analytical Cubism. For example, the edges

of its planes have been regularized and contoured and

do not penetrate or overlap one another. Despite the

illusion of bowing in individual planes, they have been

organized with architectural clarity as a rhythmic com-

position that is essentially flat and frontal.
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32 Countercomposition XIII. 1925

Oil on canvas, I9u/i6 x i^Vs" (50 x 49.9 cm.)

About 1924 van Doesburg rebelled against Mondrian's

programmatic insistence on the restriction of line to

vertical and horizontal orientations, and produced his

first Countercomposition. The direction consequently

taken by Neo-Plasticism was designated "Elementar-

ism" by van Doesburg, who described its method of

construction as "based on the neutralisation of positive

and negative directions by the diagonal and, as far as

color is concerned, by the dissonant. Equilibrated re-

lations are not an ultimate result.'"' Mondrian consid-

ered this redefinition of Neo-Plasticism heretical and

resigned from the De Stijl group.

Unlike van Doesburg's Composition of 19 18 (cat. no.

31), this canvas upholds the Neo-Plastic dictum of

"peripheric" composition. The focus is decentralized

and there are no empty, inactive areas. The geometric

planes are emphasized equally, related by contrasts of

color, scale and direction. One's eyes follow the tra-

jectories of isosceles triangles and stray beyond the can-

vas to complete mentally the larger triangles sliced off

by its edges. The placement of the vertical axis to the

left of center and the barely off-square proportions of

the support create a sense of shifting balance.

:;
' Quoted in H. C. L. Jarfe, De Stijl: 1917-1931: The Dutch
Contribution to Modern Art, Amsterdam, 1956, p. 26.
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Georges Vantongerloo 1886-1965

Georges Vantongerloo was horn on November 24,

1886, in Antwerp. He studied about 1900 at the Aca-

demie des Beaux-Arts of Antwerp and of Brussels. He
spent the years 1914 to 1918 in The Netherlands, where

his work attracted the attention of the Queen. While

working on architectural designs there, Vantongerloo

met Mondrian, Bart Van der Leek and van Doesburg

and collaborated with them on the magazine De Stijl,

which was founded in 1917. Soon after his return to

Brussels in 1918 he moved to Menton, France. In France

he developed a close friendship with the artist and

architect Max Bill, who was to organize many Vanton-

gerloo exhibitions. In 192.4 Vantongerloo published his

pamphlet "L'Art et son avenir" in Antwerp.

In 1928 the artist-architect-theorist moved from Men-

ton to Paris; there, in 193 1, he became vice-president of

the artists' association Abstraction-Creation, a position

he held until 1937. His models of bridges and a pro-

posed airport were exhibited at the Musee des Arts

Decoratifs in Paris in 1930. In 1936 he participated

in the exhibiton Cubism and Abstract Art at The

Museum of Modern Art in New York. His first one-

man show was held at the Galerie de Berri in Paris in

1943. Vantongerloo shared an exhibition with Bill and

Pevsner in 1949 at the Kunsthaus Zurich. His seventy-

fifth birthday was observed with a solo exhibition at

the Galerie Suzanne Bollag in Zurich in 1961. The fol-

lowing year Bill organized a large Vantongerloo retro-

spective for the Marlborough New London Gallery in

London. Vantongerloo died on October 5, 1965, in

Paris.

33 Construction in an Inscribed and Circumscribed Square

of a Circle. 1924

Plaster, ixWu" (30 cm.) high

Vantongerloo, who accepted the De Stijl restriction of

line to horizontal and vertical in 19 19, based his sculp-

ture on the volumetric translation of this principle. The
variation of volume and proportion in his work was

determined geometrically, often according to mathe-

matical formulae. Mathematics was for Vantongerloo

a convention that established order in the world, a

rationalization of nature that could be combined suc-

cessfully with an aesthetic intention to result in the

production of a work of art. In this approach he felt

closest to the medieval artist who composed within the

constraints of geometric convention, and to the ancient

Egyptians, whose solution to the "problem" of the

pyramid of Cheops consisted in "the inscribed and

circumscribed squares of a circle."""

In one of his books Vantongerloo juxtaposed a diagram

for the present work with an analytic sketch of the rose

window at the cathedral of Amiens. ** The asymmetry

of the De Stijl image distinguishes it from the medieval

subject. As the diagram shows and the title indicates,

the extensions of the sculpture are determined by the

lines of the inscribed and circumscribed squares of a

circle. The relationships of its volumes result as much
frorrt the creative selectivity of the artist as from mathe-

matical regulation. The effects of changing light pro-

duce subtle coloristic modulation and a relationship

with the environment approaching that of architecture.

* G. Vantongerloo, Paintings, Sculptures, Reflections, New
York, 1948, p. 22.

**Ibid., p. 23.
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Constantin Brancusi 1876-1957

Constantin Brancusi was born on February 19, 1876,

in the village of Hobitza, Rumania. He studied art at

the Craiova School of Arts and Crafts from 1894 to

1898 and at the Bucharest School of Fine Arts from

1898 to 1901. Eager to continue his education in Paris,

Brancusi arrived there in 1904 and enrolled in the Ecole

des Beaux-Arts in 1905. The following year his sculp-

ture was shown at the Salon d'Automne, where he met
Rodin.

Soon after 1907 his mature period began. The sculptor

had settled in Paris but maintained close contact with

Rumania throughout this period, returning frequently

and exhibiting in Bucharest almost every year. In

Paris his friends included Modigliani, Leger, Matisse,

Duchamp and Rousseau. In 191 3 five of Brancusi's

sculptures were included in the Armory Show in New
York. Alfred Stieglitz presented the first one-man show
of Brancusi's work at his gallery "291" in New York
in 1914. Brancusi was never a member of any organized

artistic movement, although he associated with Tristan

Tzara, Picabia and many other Dadaists in the early

1920s. In 1921 he was honored with a special issue of

The Little Review. He traveled to the United States

twice in 1926 to attend his one-man shows at Wilden-

stein and at the Brummer Gallery in New York. The
following year a major trial was initiated in U. S. Cus-

toms Court to determine whether Brancusi's Bird in

Space was liable for duty as a manufactured object or

was a work of art. The court decided in 1928 that the

sculpture was a work of art.

Brancusi traveled extensively in the 1930s, visiting India

and Egypt as well as European countries. He was com-

missioned to create a war memorial for a park in Turgu

Jiu, Rumania, in 1935 and designed a complex which

included gates, tables, stools and an Endless Column.

In 1937 Brancusi discussed a proposed Temple of Medi-

tation in India with the Maharajah of Indore (who had

purchased several of his sculptures), but the project

was never realized. After 1939 Brancusi worked alone

in Paris. His last sculpture, a plaster Grand Coq, was
completed in 1949. In 1952 Brancusi became a French

citizen. He died in Paris on March 16, 1957.

34 Maiastra. 1912 (?)

Bronze, including base 29%" (75.8 cm.) high

According to Brancusi's own testimony, his preoccu-

pation with the image of the bird as a plastic form

began as early as 1910. With the theme of the Maiastra

in the early teens he initiated a series of about thirty

sculptures of birds.

The word "maiastra" means "master" or "chief" in

Brancusi's native Rumanian, but the title refers speci-

fically to a magically beneficent, dazzlingly plumed

bird in Rumanian folklore. Brancusi's mystical inclina-

tions and his deeply rooted interest in peasant super-

stition make the motif an apt one. The golden plumage

of the Maiastra is expressed in the reflective surface of

the bronze; the bird's restorative song seems to issue

from within the monumental puffed chest, through the

arched neck, out of the open beak. The heraldic, geo-

metric aspect of the figure contrasts with details such

as the inconsistent size of the eyes, the distortion of the

beak aperture and the cocking of the head slightly to

one side. The elevation of the bird on a saw-tooth base

lends it the illusion of perching. The subtle tapering of

form, the relationship of curved to hard-edge surfaces

and the changes of axis tune the sculpture so finely that

the slightest alteration from version to version reflects

a crucial decision in Brancusi's development of the

theme.

Six other versions of Maiastra have been identified and

located: three are marble and three bronze. The Peggy

Guggenheim bronze apparently was cast from a re-

worked plaster (now lost but visible in a 1955 photo-

graph of Brancusi's studio).* This was probably also

the source for the almost identical cast in the collection

of the Des Moines Art Center.

* Reproduced in A. Spear, Brancusi's Birds, New York, 1969,

P- 55-
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35 Bird in Space. 1940

Bronze, 53%fi" (136 cm.) high

The development of the bird theme in Brancusi's oeuvre

can be traced from its appearance in the Maiastra

sculptures (see cat. no. 34), through the Golden Bird

group and, finally, to the Bird in Space series. Sixteen

examples of the Bird in Space sequence, dating from

1923 to 1940, have been identified. The streamlined

form of the present Bird in Space, stripped of individ-

ualizing features, communicates the notion of flight

itself rather than describing the appearance of a par-

ticular bird. A vestige of the open beak of the Maiastra

is retained in the beveled top of the tapering form, a

slanted edge accelerating the upward movement of the

whole.

This bronze, closely related to a marble version com-

pleted in 1931 (Collection Kunsthaus Zurich), was

probably cast during the 1930s but not finished until

1940."' Though the shaft of the first Bird in Space (Pri-

vate Collection, New York) was mounted on a discrete

conical support, the support of the present example is

incorporated as an organically irregular stem, provid-

ing an earthbound anchor for the sleek, soaring form.

As was customary in Brancusi's work, the bronze is

smoothed and polished to the point where the mate-

riality of the sculpture is dissolved in its reflective lumi-

nosity. Brancusi's spiritual aspirations, his longing for

transcendence of the material world and its constraints,

are verbalized in his description of the Bird in Space as

a "project before being enlarged to fill the vault of the

sky."**

* See S. Geist, Brancusi: A Study of the Sculpture, New York,

1968, pp. 127-128.

'"'Quoted in Geist, pp. 113-114.
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Amedee Ozenfant 1886-1966

Amedee J. Ozenfant was born on April 15, 1886, in

Saint-Quentin, Aisne, France. At age fourteen he began

painting, and in 1904 he attended the Ecole Municipale

de Dessin Quentin-La Tour in Saint-Quentin. The fol-

lowing year Ozenfant moved to Paris, where he entered

an architecture studio. At this time he also studied

painting with Charles Cottet at the Academie de la

Palette, where he became a friend of La Fresnaye and

Dunoyer de Segonzac.

Ozenfant's first solo exhibition was held in 1908 at the

Salon de la Societe Nationale des Beaux-Arts in Paris.

In 19 10 he contributed works to the Salon d'Automne

and in 19 11 he participated in the Salon des Indepen-

dants. From about 1909 to 1913 he made trips to

Russia, Italy, Belgium and The Netherlands and at-

tended lectures at the College de France in Paris. In

19 1 5 Ozenfant founded the magazine L'Elan, which he

edited until 1917, and began to formulate his theories

of Purism. In 1917 the artist met the Swiss architect

and painter Charles-Edouard Jeanneret (Le Corbusier);

together they articulated the doctrines of Purism in their

Apres le Cubisme. The publication of this book co-

incided with the first Purist exhibition, held at the Gal-

erie Thomas in Paris in 1917, in which Ozenfant was

represented. Ozenfant and Le Corbusier collaborated

on the journal L'Esprit Nouveau, which appeared from

1920 to 1925.

Ozenfant participated in the second Purist exhibition

at the Galerie Druet, Paris, in 1921. In 1924 he and

Leger opened a free studio in Paris where they taught

with Marie Laurencin and Alexandra Exter. Ozenfant

and Le Corbusier wrote La Veinture moderne in 1925.

During that year Ozenfant exhibited at the controver-

sial Pavilion de l'Esprit Nouveau at the Exposition des

Arts Decoratifs in Paris. The artist was given a one-man

show at Galerie L. C. Hodebert, Paris, in 1928. His

book Art was published in French in 1928; an English

edition appeared as The Foundations of Modem Art in

London and New York in 1931. In Paris Ozenfant

taught at the Academie Moderne in 1929 and founded

the Academie Ozenfant in 1932. From 1935 to 1938 he

operated the Ozenfant Academy in London and during

this time also taught at the French Institute in that city.

From 1939 to 1955 he taught at the Ozenfant School of

Fine Arts in New York. His one-man show at The Arts

Club of Chicago was held in 1940. Ozenfant taught and

lectured widely in the United States until 1955, when
he returned to France. He remained there the rest of

his life, and died in Cannes on May 4, 1966.

36 Guitar and Bottles. 1920

Oil on canvas, 31% x 39^6" (79.6 x 99.8 cm.)

Two other versions of this work exist. One of these,

Still Life, is in the collection of The Solomon R. Gug-

genheim Museum, New York; the whereabouts of the

other is presently unknown. The composition is in-

formed by the Purist aesthetic as developed by Ozenfant

and Jeanneret (Le Corbusier) in 19 18. Drawing on pre-

1914 Cubism, particularly the coolly rational interpre-

tation of Gris, they dismissed its subsequent evolution

as too decorative and unordered. They felt that the

chaos of the natural world should be dispelled by the

organizing mechanisms of the human mind. This con-

viction became a moral imperative that Ozenfant and

Jeanneret attempted to uphold in their work.

Ozenfant used the following metaphor to describe the

function of rational thought: "A lens concentrates the

diffuse rays of the sun and creates fire by converging

those rays. To converge is to refine something in nature,

so as to render it more concentrated, compact, pene-

trative, intense: it helps to facilitate the manifestations

of that phenomenon and to render it effective and use-

ful for humanity."* Ozenfant's application of this prin-

ciple to paintings such as Guitar and Bottles resulted

in compositions that are lucid and geometric but some-

what dry.

* A. Ozenfant, Foundations of Modern Art, trans. J. Rodker,

New York, 1952, p. 191.
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Jean Helion b. 1904

Jean Helion was born on April 21, 1904, in Couterne,

France. He entered the Institut Industriel du Nord in

Lille to study chemistry in 1920 but left the following

year to become an architectural apprentice in Paris. He
painted while working as an architectural draftsman in

the early 1920s. Helion attracted the attention of the

collector Georges Bine in 1925 and was soon able to

devote himself entirely to painting. In 1927 he met

Joaquin Torres-Garcfa, who collaborated on L'Acte, a

short-lived magazine founded by Helion and others.

Helion first exhibited at the Salon des Independants in

1928. Shortly thereafter he became acquainted with

Arp, Pevsner and Mondrian. By 1929 his work was

nonfigurative. With van Doesburg and others in 1930

he formed the artists' association and periodical Art

Concret. This group was succeeded by Abstraction-

Creation the next year. In 193 1, after traveling through

Europe and the Soviet Union, Helion returned to Paris,

where he met Ernst, Tristan Tzara and Duchamp. His

first one-man show was held at the Galerie Pierre in

Paris in 1932. That same year Helion made his first

visit to New York, where he was given a one-man ex-

hibition at the John Becker Gallery at the end of 1933.

After returning to Europe from a second trip to the

United States in 1934, he met Miro, Lipchitz and

Nicholson. In 1936 he settled in the United States,

dividing his time between Virginia and New York. That

year one-man shows of his work took place at the

Galerie Cahiers d'Art in Paris and the Valentine Gallery

in New York. The artist traveled to Paris in 1938 on

the occasion of his solo exhibition at the Galerie Pierre,

and he became a friend of Tanguy, Paul Eluard and

Matta.

Shortly after joining the French army in 1940 he was

taken prisoner and sent to a camp in Pomerania and

then Stettin. Helion escaped in 1942 and that same year

made his way to France and then the United States. In

1943 he began to paint in a figurative style again. His

book They Shall Not Have Me was published in 1943,

a year in which he was given one-man shows at The

Arts Club of Chicago and Peggy Guggenheim's Art of

This Century, New York. Helion returned to Paris in

1946. Throughout the 1950s and 1960s his work was

shown in Europe and New York. During the 1970s he

exhibited primarily in France. Helion now lives in Paris

and in Chateauneuf en Thymerais, France.

37 Composition. 1935

Oil on canvas, 57% x y8
li
/i6" (145 x 200.2 cm.)

The hard-edged crispness of shapes and the underlying

grid structure of this painting are lingering hints of an

affinity with Neo-Plasticism, an influence that had dom-

inated Helion's work until 1931. Here, within a shallow

picture space he distributes tubular forms, modeled to

provide the illusion of curves, and flat, angular blocks

of color. Though he accepts the De Stijl practice of

basing compositions on the equilibrium of dissimilar

parts, Helion rejects other tenets of the movement. His

shapes have an irregular, cutout appearance and float

free of the organizing grid, which is sensed rather than

fully elaborated. His palette is eccentric, including sec-

ondary and tertiary colors: green, auburn, pale yellow,

steel blue, gray, orange, pale pinkish whites and black.

The large format (initiated the previous year in Com-
position [Collection The Solomon R. Guggenheim

Museum, New York]), the treatment of form and the

figure-ground relationship invite associations with

architectural settings and figures.
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III. MODES OF FANTASY; METAPHYSICAL PAINTING; DADA; SURREALISM

Paul Klee 1879-1940

Paul Klee was born on December 18, 1879, in Miin-

chenbuchsee, Switzerland, into a family of musicians.

His childhood love of music was always to remain

profoundly important in his life and work. From 1898

to 1901 Klee studied in Munich, first with Heinrich

Knirr, then at the Akademie under Franz von Stuck.

Upon completing his schooling, he traveled to Italy: this

was the first in a series of trips abroad that nourished

his visual sensibilities. He settled in Bern in 1902. A
series of his satirical etchings was exhibited at the

Munich Secession in 1906. That same year Klee married

and moved to Munich. Here he saw the work of James
Ensor, Cezanne, van Gogh and Matisse. Klee's work
was shown at the Kunstmuseum Bern in 1910 and at

Heinrich Thannhauser's Moderne Galerie in Munich
in 1911. In 1911 he began to keep a record of his work
in his Oeuvre Catalogue, with listings from as early as

1884.

Klee met Kandinsky, August Macke, Franz Marc,
Jawlensky and other avant-garde figures in 191 1; he

participated in important shows of advanced art, in-

cluding the second Blaue Reiter (Blue Rider) exhibition,

1912, and the Erster Deutscher Herbstsalon, 1913. In

1912 he visited Paris for the second time, where he saw
the work of Picasso and Braque and met Robert De-

launay, whose essay "On Light" he translated. Klee

helped found the Neue Miinclmer Secession in 1914.

Color became central to his art only after a revelatory

trip to North Africa in 1914.

In 1920 a major Klee retrospective was held at the

Galerie Hans Goltz, Munich, his Schopferische Kon-

fession (Creative Credo) was published and he was ap-

pointed to the faculty of the Bauhaus. Klee taught at

the Bauhaus in Weimar from 1921 to 1926 and in Des-

sau from 1926 to 193 1. During his tenure he was in

close contact with other Bauhaus masters such as Kan-

dinsky, Lyonel Feininger and Moholy-Nagy. In 1924
the Blaue Vier [Blue Four), consisting of Klee, Kan-

dinsky, Feininger and Jawlensky, was founded. Among
Klee's notable exhibitions of this period were his first in

the United States at the Societe Anonyme, New York,

1924; his first major show in Paris the following year

at the Galerie Vavin-Raspail; and an exhibition at The
Museum of Modern Art, New York, 1930. He went to

Diisseldorf to teach at the Akademie in 193 1. Forced

by the Nazis to leave his position in Diisseldorf in 1933,

Klee settled in Bern. Major Klee exhibitions took place

in Bern and Basel in 1935 and in Zurich in 1940.

Klee died on June 29, 1940, in Muralto-Locarno,

Switzerland.

38 Portrait of Mrs. P. in the South. 1924

Oil and watercolor on paper, including mount
16-% x 12%" (42.6 x 31.4 cm.)

Klee's vacation in Sicily during the summer of 1924 pro-

vided him with the subjects for several watercolors that

capture the color, light and mood of a specific geograph-

ical location and cast of characters. This portrait and

that of Mrs. R. on a Journey to the South, also of 1924

(present whereabouts unknown), are good-natured

caricatures of two prim northern ladies whose absurd

hats insufficiently shield them from the intensity of the

Mediterranean sun.

The registers that break Mrs. R. into horizontal sections

do not so rigidly stratify Mrs. P.; her hat dips at a jaunty

angle. The vivid, warm color that thickens and thins

atmospherically over the surface of the page is incised

with simplified graphic contours. The black smudges

on the surface result from the use of a transfer technique

often employed by Klee in this period. In this technique,

one side of a sheet of paper was coated with black oil

and laid against a blank support. Then a drawing was

placed on top of these two layers and its lines traced

with a stylus, transferring the outline to the lower sheet.

Finally, watercolor was added.

The heart shape on Mrs. P's chest appears frequently in

Klee's work, sometimes as a mouth, nose or torso. The
motif bridged the organic and inorganic worlds for the

artist by symbolizing life forces while serving as a "me-

diating form between circle and rectangle."*

* P. Klee, Notebooks: Volume 2: The Nature of Nature,

ed. J. Spiller, trans. H. Norden, New York, 1973, p. 106.
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39 Magic Garden. 1926

Oil glazes on plaster, 19% x 16V16" (50.2 x 42.1 cm.)

Magic Garden was executed in 1926, the year Klee

resumed teaching at the Bauhaus at its new location in

Dessau. During his Bauhaus period he articulated and

taught a complex theoretical program that was sup-

ported and clarified by his painting and drawing.

Theory, in turn, served to elucidate his art. Based on

probing investigation and carefully recorded observa-

tion, his work in both areas reveals analogies among
the properties of natural, of man-made and of geomet-

ric forms.

Studies of plants illustrating growth processes appear

often in Klee's notebooks as well as in his paintings

and drawings. He was also interested in architecture

and combined images of buildings with vegetal forms

in Magic Garden and several other works of 1926. Pic-

torial motifs often arise from geometric exercises: the

goblet shape that dominates the lower center of this

composition appeared also in a nonrepresentational

drawing exploring the development from point to line

to surface to volume.

The surface Klee creates with the medium of Magic

Garden resembles that of a primordial substance worn
and textured by its own history. A cosmic eruption

seems to have spewed forth forms that are morphologi-

cally related but differentiated into various genera.

Though excused from the laws of gravity, each of these

forms occupies a designated place in a new universe,

simultaneously as fixed and mobile as the orbits of

planets or the nuclei of organic cells. Klee's cosmic

statements are gleefully irreverent; he writes of his

work: "Ethical gravity rules, along with hobgoblin

laughter at the learned ones."*

* Quoted in W. Grohmann, Paul Klee, New York, 1954,

p. 191.
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Marc Chagall b. 1887

Marc Chagall was born on July 7, 1887, in the Russian

town of Vitebsk. From 1906 to 1909 he studied in St.

Petersburg at the Imperial School for the Protection of

the Arts and with Leon Bakst. In 1910 he moved to

Paris where he associated with Apollinaire and Robert

Delaunay and encountered Fauvism and Cubism. He
participated in the Salon des Independants and the

Salon d'Automne in 1911. His first one-man show was

held in 1914 at the gallery of Der Sturm in Berlin.

Chagall returned to Russia during the war, settling in

Vitebsk, where he was appointed Commissar for Art.

He founded the Vitebsk Academy and directed it until

disagreements with the Suprematists resulted in his res-

ignation in 1920. He moved to Moscow and executed

his first stage designs for the State Jewish Kamerny
Theater there. After a sojourn in Berlin Chagall re-

turned to Paris in 1923 and met Ambroise Vollard. His

first retrospective took place in 1924 at the Galerie

Barbazanges-Hodebert, Paris. During the thirties he

traveled to Palestine, The Netherlands, Spain, Poland

and Italy. In 1933 the Kunsthalle Basel held a major

retrospective of his work.

During World War II Chagall fled to the United States;

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, gave him a

retrospective in 1946. He settled permanently in France

in 1948 and exhibited in Paris, Amsterdam and London.

During 195 1 he visited Israel and executed his first

sculptures. The following year the artist traveled in

Greece and Italy. In 1962 he designed windows for the

synagogue of the Hadassah Medical Center near Jeru-

salem and the cathedral at Metz. He designed a ceiling

for the Opera in Paris in 1964 and murals for the Met-

ropolitan Opera House, New York, in 1965. An exhibi-

tion of the artist's work from 1967 to 1977 was held

at the Musee National du Louvre, Paris, in 1977-78.

Chagall now lives and works in St. Paul de Vence,

France.

40 Rain. 1911

Oil on canvas, 34M X4i"/i(," (87 x 108.4 cm -)

Chagall's early work is characterized by a neo-primitive

style derived primarily from Russian icons and folk art.

When he moved from Russia to Paris in the summer of

1910, the artist took with him several of these paintings

depicting the life and customs of his native Vitebsk.

During the next year he reworked them and also painted

new compositions with similar motifs, infused with nos-

talgia for his homeland, but now adapted according to

techniques and concepts he acquired from exposure to

current French art.

Nondescriptive, saturated color is used in Rain in com-

bination with assertive areas of white and black to pro-

duce a highly ornamental and vivid surface. Chagall's

use of color was influenced by that of Matisse and

Robert Delaunay, whose work he saw almost immedi-

ately upon his arrival in Paris. The breaking up of some

areas of the composition into shaded planes, for ex-

ample the roof of the house and the left foreground,

has its source in Cubism, though this device is handled

somewhat randomly.

The subject might be interpreted as a moralizing juxta-

position of dissolute life and propriety, the goat and

calf serving as symbols. The man stepping out of trje

cottage to the right shows sensible foresight by carry-

ing an umbrella that will protect him from the impend-

ing torrent, which is humorously foreshadowed by the

urination of the figure to the left, who is perhaps re-

turning from carousing with his staggering companion

in the foreground.
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Giorgio de Chirico 1888-1978

Gioi'gio de Chirico was born to Italian parents in Volos,

Greece, on July 10, 1888. In 1900 he began studies at

the Athens Polytechnic Institute and attended evening

classes in drawing from the nude. About 1906 he moved
to Munich, where he attended the Akademie der bil-

denden Kiinste. At this time he became interested in

the art of Arnold Bocklin and Max Klinger and the

writings of Friedrich Nietzsche and Arthur Schopen-

hauer. De Chirico moved to Milan in 1909, to Florence

in 1910 and to Paris in 1911. In Paris he was included

in the Salon d'Automne in 191 2 and 19 13 and in the

Salon des Independants in 1913 and 1914. As a frequent

visitor to Apollinaire's weekly gatherings, he met Bran-

cusi, Andre Derain, Max Jacob and others. Because of

the war, in 191 5 de Chirico returned to Italy, where he

met Filippo de Pisis in 1916 and Carra in 1917; they

formed the group that was later called the Scuola

Metafisica.

The artist moved to Rome in 19 18, and was given his

first solo exhibition at the Casa d'Arte Bragaglia in that

city in the winter of 1918-19. In this period he was one

of the leaders of the Gruppo Valori Plastici, with whom
he showed at the Nationalgalerie in Berlin. From 1920

to 1924 he divided his time between Rome and Florence.

A one-man exhibition of de Chirico's work was held

at the Galleria Arte in Milan in 1921, and he partici-

pated in the Venice Biennale for the first time in 1924.

In 1925 the artist returned to Paris, where he exhibited

that year at Leonce Rosenberg's Galerie L'Effort Mod-
erne. In Paris his work was shown at Galerie Paul

Guillaume in 1926 and 1927 and at the Galerie Jeanne

Bucher in 1927. In 1928 he was given one-man shows at

the Arthur Tooth Gallery in London and the Valentine

Gallery in New York. In 1929 de Chirico designed

scenery and costumes for Diaghilev's production of the

ballet Le Bal, and his book Hebdomeros was published.

The artist designed for the ballet and opera in sub-

sequent years, and continued to exhibit in Europe, the

United States, Canada and Japan. In 1945 the first part

of his book Memorie della mia vita appeared. De
Chirico died on November 20, 1978, in Rome, his resi-

dence for over thirty years.

41 The Red Tower. 19 1

3

Oil on canvas, zS 1 Vu x 39/4" (73.5 x 100.6 cm.)

De Chirico's enigmatic works of 191 1 to 1917 provided

a crucial inspiration for the Surrealist painters. The
dreamlike atmosphere of his compositions results from

irrational perspective, the lack of a unified light source,

the elongation of shadows and a hallucinatory focus on

objects. Italian piazzas bounded by arcades or classical

facades are transformed into ominously silent and va-

cant settings for invisible dramas. The absence of event

provokes a nostalgic or melancholy mood if one senses

the wake of a momentous incident; if one feels the im-

minence of an act, a feeling of anxiety ensues.

De Chirico remarked that "every object has two appear-

ances: one, the current one, which we nearly always see

and which is seen by people in general; the other, a spec-

tral or metaphysical appearance beheld only by some in-

dividuals in moments of clairvoyance and metaphysical

abstraction, as in the case of certain bodies concealed by

substances impenetrable by sunlight yet discernable, for

instance, by X-ray or other powerful artificial means.'" 1
'

Traces of concealed human presences appear in the

fraught expanse of this work. One is the partly con-

cealed equestrian monument identified as Carlo Maroc-

chetti's 1 861 statue of King Carlo Alberto in Turin,
::::'

which also appears in the background of de Chirico's

The Departure of the Poet of 1914 (Private Collection).

Another, a pentimento, the ghost of an overpainted fig-

ure resembling a shrouded mythological hero by the

nineteenth-century Swiss painter Arnold Bocklin, hov-

ers below and to the left of the tower. The true protag-

onist, however, is the crenellated tower, perhaps a

truncated version of a thirteenth-century structure in

Viterbo. In its imposing centrality and rotundity the

tower conveys a virile energy that fills the pictorial

space.

* Quoted in W. Rubin, "De Chirico and Modernism," De
Chirico, exh. cat., New York, 1982, p. 57.

**
J. T. Soby, De Chirico, exh. cat., New York, 1955,

pp. 49-50.
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42 The Nostalgia of the Poet. 1914

Oil on canvas, 35^/16 x i6 l
A(," (89.7 x 40.7 cm.)

This work belongs to a series of paintings of 1914 on

the subject of the poet, the best known of which is the

Portrait of Guillautne Apollinaire (Collection Musee
National d'Art Moderne, Centre National d'Art et de

Culture Georges Pompidou, Paris). Recurrent motifs in

the sequence are the plaster bust with dark glasses, the

mannikin and the fish mold on an obelisk. These ob-

jects, bearing no evident relationships to one another,

are compressed here into a narrow vertical format that

creates a claustrophobic and enigmatic space.

As in The Red Tower (cat. no. 41), the use of inanimate

forms imitating or alluding to human beings has com-

plex ramifications. The sculpture at the lower left is a

painted representation of a plaster cast from a stone,

marble or metal bust by an imaginary, or at present un-

identified, sculptor. The character portrayed could be

mythological, historical or fictional, and may refer

obliquely, through clues such as the dark glasses, to a

real person known to de Chirico. The fish is a charcoal

drawing of a metal mold that could produce a baked

"cast" of a fish made with an actual fish. The fish has

additional connotations as a religious symbol, and the

hooklike graphic sign toward which its gaping mouth

is directed has its own cryptic allusiveness. The manni-

kin is a simplified cloth cast of a human figure—a mold

on which clothing is shaped to conform to the contours

of a person. Each object, though treated as solid and

static, dissolves in multiple significations and para-

doxes. Such amalgams of elusive meaning in de

Chirico's strangely intense objects compelled the at-

tention of the Surrealists.
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Man Ray 1890-1976

Man Ray (a pseudonym adopted by the artist) was

born on August 27, 1890, in Philadelphia, and moved
to New York with his family seven years later. In New
York he frequented Alfred Stieglitz's gallery "291" in

1911 and attended classes at the Ferrer Center in 1912.

In 1915 his first one-man show was held at the Daniel

Gallery, New York. About this time he took up pho-

tography, the medium for which he was to become

best known. He entered into a lifelong friendship with

Duchamp, with whom he and Walter Arensberg

founded the Society of Independent Artists in 1916.

With Duchamp, Katherine Dreier, Henry Hudson and

Andrew McLaren, Man Ray established the Societe

Anonyme, which he named, in 1920. Before the artist

moved from New York to Paris in 1921, Man Ray and

Duchamp published the single issue of New York Dada.

In Paris Man Ray was given a one-man exhibition at

the Librairie Six in 1921. His first Rayographs (photo-

graphic images produced without a camera) were pub-

lished in Les Champs delicienx in 1922, the year the

artist participated in the Salon Dada at the Galerie

Montaigne in Paris. With Arp, de Chirico, Ernst, Mas-

son, Miro and Picasso he was represented in the first

Surrealist exhibition at the Galerie Pierre in Paris in

1925. From 1923 to 1929 he made the films Le Retour

a la raison, Emak Bakia, L'Etoile de mer and Les

Mysteres du chateau de de. In 1932 Man Ray's work

was included in Dada, 1916-1932 at the Galerie de

1'Institut in Paris and in a Surrealist show at the Julien

Levy Gallery in New York. He collaborated with Paul

Eluard on the books Facile in 1935 and Les Mains libres

in 1937. In 1936 he went to New York on the occasion

of the Fantastic Art, Dada, Surrealism exhibition at The

Museum of Modern Art, in which his work appeared.

The artist left France in 1940, shortly before the Ger-

man occupation, making his way to Hollywood and

then to New York. In 195 1 he returned to Paris, where

he was given a one-man show at the Galerie Berggruen.

In 1959 a solo exhibition of Man Ray's work was held

at the Institute of Contemporary Art in London. His

autobiography Self Portrait was published in 1963. Ten

years later The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York presented one hundred and twenty-five of his

photographic works. Man Ray died on November 18,

1976, in Paris.

43 Silhouette. 1916

Ink on cardboard, 2in/i6 x zyYu" (55 x 69 cm.)

In 1915 Man Ray abandoned what he called his "Ro-

mantic-Expressionist-Cubist" style and adopted a m£-

chanistic, graphic, flattened idiom like that developed

by Picabia and Duchamp during the same period. This

drawing is related to his most successful painting in this

style, The Rope Dancer Accompanies Herself with

Her Shadows of 191 6 (Collection The Museum of

Modern Art, New York), the subject of which was in-

spired by a vaudeville dancer whose movement he

wished to suggest in a series of varying poses."' Man
Ray's interest in frozen sequential movement may de-

rive from the experiments in photography he initiated

about this time.

The particularized features of the figures in this draw-

ing are eliminated to produce two-dimensional pat-

terned forms that are silhouetted against black oval

shadows. The dancer is accompanied not only by her

shadow but also by music, concisely indicated by the

voluted head of an instrument at the lower right of the

support, the strings across the bottom and the music

stand at left. The position of her feet on the strings,

which may double as a stave, may be meant to convey

a specific sequence of notes, as if the dancer were indeed

accompanying herself musically. It seems likely that this

drawing represents the first stage in the conception of

the painting. In the canvas the three positions of the

dancer are superimposed and appear at the top of the

composition, with the greater part of the field occupied

by her distorted, enlarged and vividly colored cutout

shadows.

* Man Ray discusses the genesis of this work in his autobi-

ography, Self-Portrait, Boston and Toronto, 1963, pp.66-

67,71.
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Francis Picabia 1879-15)53

Francois Marie Martinez Picabia was born on or about

January 22, 1879, in Paris, of a Spanish father and

French mother. He was enrolled at the Ecole des Arts

Decoratifs in Paris from 1895 to 1897 and later studied

with Albert Charles Wallet, Ferdinand Humbert and

Fernand Cormon. He began to paint in an Impression-

ist manner in the winter of 1902-03 and started to ex-

hibit works in this style at the Salon d'Automne and the

Salon des Independants of 1903. His first one-man show
was held at the Galerie Haussmann, Paris, in 1905.

From 1908 elements of Fauvism and Neo-Impression-

ism as well as Cubism and other forms of abstraction

appeared in his painting, and by 1912 he had evolved

a personal amalgam of Cubism and Fauvism. Picabia

worked in an abstract mode from this period until the

early 1920s.

Picabia became a friend of Duchamp and Apollinaire

and associated with the Puteaux group in 1911-12. He
participated in the 1913 Armory Show, visiting New
York on this occasion and frequenting avant-garde

circles. Alfred Stieglitz gave him a one-man exhibition

at his gallery "291" this same year. In 1915, which

marked the beginning of Picabia's machinist or me-

chanomorphic period, he and Duchamp, among others,

instigated and participated in Dada manifestations in

New York. Picabia lived in Barcelona in 1916-17; in

1917 he published his first volume of poetry and the

first issues of 391, his magazine modeled after Stieg-

litz's periodical 291. For the next few years Picabia

remained involved with the Dadaists in Zurich and

Paris, creating scandals at the Salon d'Automne, but

finally denounced Dada in 1921 for no longer being

"new." He moved to Tremblay-sur-Mauldre, outside

Paris, the following year and returned to figurative art.

In 1924 he attacked Breton and the Surrealists in 391.

Picabia moved again in 1925, this time to Mougins.

During the thirties he became a close friend of Ger-

trude Stein. By the end of World War II Picabia re-

turned to Paris. He resumed painting in an abstract

style and writing poetry, and in March 1949 a retro-

spective of his work was held at the Galerie Rene
Drouin in Paris. Picabia died in Paris on November
30,i953-

44 Very Rare Picture on Earth. 1915

Mixed media on board, including artist's frame

49V2X38V2" (125.7x97.8 cm.)

In 191 5 Picabia abandoned his exploration of abstract

form and color to adopt a new machinist idiom that he

used until about 1923. Unlike Robert Delaunay or

Leger, who saw the machine as an emblem of a new age,

he was attracted to machine shapes for their intrinsic

visual and functional qualities. He often used mecano-

morphic images humorously as substitutes for human
beings; for example, in Here, This Is Stieglitz, 19 15

(Collection The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York), the photographer Alfred Stieglitz is portrayed as

a camera. In Very Rare Picture on Earth a self-generat-

ing, almost symmetrical machine is presented frontally,

clearly silhouetted against a flat, impassive background.

Like Picabia's own Amorous Parade of 1917 (Collection

Mr. and Mrs. Morton G. Neumann, Chicago) or Du-

champ's The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors,

Even of 1915-23 (Collection Philadelphia Museum
of Art), the present work might be read as the evocation

of a sexual event in mechanical terms. This dispassion-

ate view of sex is consonant with the antisentimental at-

titudes that were to characterize Dada. The work has

also been interpreted as representing an alchemical proc-

essor, in part because of the coating of the two upper

cylinders with gold and silver leaf respectively.*

Not only is Very Rare Picture on Earth one of Picabia's

earliest mecanomorphic works, but it has been identified

as his first collage.** Its mounted wooden forms and

integral frame draw attention to the work as object—

the picture is not really a picture, making it "very rare"

indeed. Thus, an ironic note is added to the humorous

pomposity of the inscription at upper left.

* U. Linde, Francis Picabia, exh. cat., Paris, 1976, p. 24.

** W. A. Camfield, Francis Picabia: His Art, Life and Times,

Princeton, N.J., 1979, p. 88.
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Max Ernst 1891-1976

Max Ernst was born on April 2, 1891, in Briihl, Ger-

many. He enrolled in the University at Bonn in 1909

to study philosophy but soon abandoned this pursuit

to concentrate on art. At this time he was interested

in psychology and the art of the mentally ill. In 191

1

Ernst became a friend of August Macke and joined

the Rheinische Expressionisten group in Bonn. Ernst

showed for the first time in 1912 at the Galerie Feldman

in Cologne. At the Sonderbund exhibition of that year

in Cologne he saw the work of van Gogh, Cezanne,

Munch and Picasso. In 191 3 he met Guillaume Apol-

linaire and Robert Delaunay and traveled to Paris. Ernst

participated that same year in the Erster Dentscher

Herbstsalon. In 19 14 he met Arp, who was to become

a lifelong friend.

Despite military service throughout World War I, Ernst

was able to continue painting and to exhibit in Berlin

at Der Sturm in 1916. He returned to Cologne in 1918.

The next year he produced his first collages and

founded the short-lived Cologne Dada movement with

Johannes Theodor Baargeld; they were joined by Arp

and others. In 1921 Ernst exhibited for the first time in

Paris, at the Galerie Au Sans Pareil. He was involved

in Surrealist activities in the early twenties with Paul

Eluard and Andre Breton. In 1925 Ernst executed his

first frottages; a series of frottages was published in

his book Histoire Naturelle in 1926. He collaborated

with Miro on designs for Sergei Diaghilev this same

year. The first of his collage-novels, La Eemme 100

tetes, was published in 1929. The following year the

artist collaborated with Dali and Luis Buiiuel on the

film L'Age d'or.

His first American show was held at the Julien Levy

Gallery, New York, in 1932. In 1936 Ernst was rep-

resented in Fantastic Art, Dada, Surrealism at The
Museum of Modern Art in New York. In 1939 he was
interned in France as an enemy alien. Two years later

Ernst fled to the United States with Peggy Guggenheim,

whom he married early in 1942. After their divorce he

married Dorothea Tanning and in 1953 resettled in

France. Ernst received the Grand Prize for painting at

the Venice Biennale in 1954 and in 1975 The Solomon

R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, gave him a major

retrospective, which traveled in modified form to the

Musee National d'Art Moderne, Paris, in 1975. He died

on April 1, 1976, in Paris.

45 Little Machine Constructed by Minimax Dadamax
Himself. 19 19

Mixed media on paper, I97i6x 12%" (49.4 x 31.4 cm.)

Little Machine . . . was executed in Cologne the year

Dada was established there. It belongs to a series of

about fifty works dating from 1919-20, based on dia-

grams of scientific instruments, in which Ernst used line

blocks to reproduce preexisting images. The impres-

sions, once altered by traditional coloristic and model-

ing effects, occupy a position between found object and

artistic product, like his collages.

In both subject and style the series can be compared with

Picabia's mecanomorphic drawings and paintings. Ernst

shared with Picabia an interest in typography, printed

images and language; many of the forms in the present

work can be read as letters. They function as well to de-

scribe a mechanical structure that can be seen as a sym-

bol of sexual activity, like Picabia's Very Rare Picture

on Earth (cat. no. 44) and his The Child Carburetor,

1919 (Collection The Solomon R. Guggenheim Mu-
seum, New York), or Duchamp's The Bride Stripped

Bare by Her Bachelors, Even, 1915-23 (Collection

Philadelphia Museum of Art). Ernst's machine is a fan-

tasized solution to the psychological pressures of sexual

performance, as announced in the humorously heroic

inscription at the bottom of the sheet: Little machine

constructed by minimax dadamax himself for fearless

pollination of female suction cups at the beginning of

the change of life and for other such fearless functions.

The right side of the machine seems to comprise a

miniature laboratory for the production of semen,

which is indicated as a red drop that courses through

passageways to the left side of the apparatus. The drop

finally issues from the yellow faucet, accompanied by

a whimsically self-assured and cheerful "Bonjour."

Alternatively, the machine can be seen as a combina-

tion of male and female halves. The female (at the right)

is dowdy and angular; the more brilliantly colored

male (at the left) "fearlessly" points away from her.
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46 The Kiss. 1927

Oil on canvas, 501 Yi6X Gy'/xc" (129. 1 x 161.4 cm.)

From humorously clinical depictions of erotic events in

the Dada period, such as Little Machine . . . (cat. no. 45),

Ernst moved on to celebrations of uninhibited sexuality

in his Surrealist works. His liaison and marriage with

the young Marie-Berthe Aurenche in 1927 may have in-

spired the erotic subject matter of this painting and

others of this year. The major compositional lines of

this work may have been determined by the configura-

tions of string that Ernst dropped on a preparatory sur-

face, a procedure according with Surrealist notions of

the importance of chance effects. However, Ernst used a

coordinate grid system to transfer his string configura-

tions to canvas, thus subjecting these chance effects to

conscious manipulation. Visually, the technique pro-

duces undulating calligraphic rhythms, like those traced

here against the glowing earth and sky colors.

The centralized, pyramidal grouping and the embracing

gesture of the upper figure in The Kiss have lent them-

selves to comparison with Renaissance compositions,

specifically the Madonna and Saint Anne by Leonardo

da Vinci (Collection Musee National du Louvre,

Paris).* The Leonardo work was the subject of a

psychosexual interpretation by Freud, whose writings

were important to Ernst and other Surrealists. The

adaptation of a religious subject would add an edge of

blasphemy to the exuberant lasciviousness of Ernst's

picture.

* See N. and E. Calas's interpretation of this work in The
Peggy Guggenheim Collection of Modern Art, New York,

1966, pp. 112.-113.
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47 Zoomorphic Couple. 1933

Oil on canvas, 36% x z8%" (91.7 x 73 cm.)

By 192.5 Ernst had developed his frottage (rubbing)

technique, which he associated with a childhood mem-
ory of accidental forms materializing within the grooves

of wooden floor boards. He also acknowledged the in-

fluence of his later discovery of Leonardo's Treatise on

Painting, in which artists are advised to gaze at the

stains on walls until figures and scenes emerge. In the

Hordes series of 1926 to 1932 Ernst placed twine be-

neath his canvases and then rubbed pigment over their

surfaces. The meanderings of the twine were thus re-

vealed; these chance configurations were then manipu-

lated to elicit imagery. Though it is not certain that

Ernst used this technique in Zoomorphic Couple, the

appearance of light, sinuous channels through dark

painted areas produces a relief-like effect suggestive of

frottage. The image of the bird, which recurs frequently

in Ernst's work from 1925, had become an almost ob-

sessive preoccupation by 1930. In the present painting

one can discern a vaguely birdlike form and a caressing

humanoid arising from the primordial material that

gives them their substance. It has been suggested that

the atavistic imagery in Ernst's work of this period al-

ludes to the failure of European civilization in the face

of the rising National Socialist threat in Germany.

*

(Ernst was blacklisted by the party in 1933 when Hitler

became Chancellor of the Third Reich.) Though a sensi-

tivity to the current political climate may be inferred, it

is not confirmed by anecdotal detail. The forms have

the effect of dream or poetic apparition.

The sense of genesis and evolutionary stirrings in Zoo-

morphic Couple is complemented by the creative in-

ventiveness of the artist, who combines layers of pastel

color under spattered, blown and dripped paint.

* U. M. Schneede, Max Ernst, New York and London, 1972,

p. 134.
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48 The Attirement of the Bride. 1940

Oil on canvas, 51V16 x 37%" (12.9.7 x 96.2 cm.)

The Attirement of the Bride is an example of Ernst's

veristic or illusionistic Surrealism, in which a traditional

technique is applied to an incongruous or unsettling

subject. The theatrical, evocative scene has roots in late

nineteenth-century Symbolist painting, especially that of

Gustave Moreau. It also echoes the settings and motifs

of sixteenth-century German art. The willowy, swollen-

bellied figure types recall those of Lucas Cranach the

Elder in particular. The architectural backdrop with its

strong contrast of light and shadow and its inconsistent

perspective shows the additional influence of de Chir-

ico, whose work had overwhelmed Ernst when he first

saw it in 1919.

The pageantry and elegance of the image are contrasted

with its primitivizing aspects—the garish colors, the

animal and monster forms—and the blunt phallic sym-

bolism of the poised spearhead. The central scene is

contrasted as well with its counterpart in the picture -

within-a-picture at the upper left. In this detail the bride

appears in the same pose, striding through a landscape

of overgrown classical ruins. Here Ernst has used the

technique of decalcomania invented in 1935 by Oscar

Domi'nguez, in which diluted paint is pressed onto a

surface with an object that distributes it unevenly, such

as a pane of glass. A suggestive textured pattern results.

The title of this work had occurred to Ernst at least as

early as 1936, when he italicized it in a text in his book
Beyond Painting. Ernst had long identified himself with

the bird, and had invented an alter ego, Loplop, Supe-

rior of the Birds, in 1930. Thus one may perhaps inter-

pret the bird-man at the left as a depiction of the artist;

the bride may represent the young English Surrealist

artist Leonora Carrington.
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49 Anti-Pope. December 1941-March 1942

Oil on canvas, 63^6 x 50V16 (160.8 x 12.7.1 cm.)

Ernst settled in New York in 1941 after escaping from

Europe with the help of Peggy Guggenheim. The same

year he executed a small oil on cardboard (now in The
Peggy Guggenheim Collection) that became the basis

for the large-scale Anti-Pope. When Peggy Guggenheim

saw the small version, she interpreted a dainty horse-

human figure on the right as Ernst, who was being fon-

dled by a woman she identified as herself. She wrote

that Ernst conceded that a third figure, depicted in a

three-quarter rear view, was her daughter Pegeen; she

did not attempt to identify another horse-headed female

to the left.* When Ernst undertook the large version

from December to March he changed the body of the

"Peggy" figure into a greenish column and transferred

her amorous gesture to a new character, who wears a

pink tunic and is depicted in a relatively naturalistic

way. The "Pegeen" figure in the center appears to have

two faces, one of a flayed horse that looks at the horse-

woman at the left. The other, with only its cheek and

jaw visible, gazes in the opposite direction, out over the

grim lagoon, like a pensive subject conceived by Caspar

David Friedrich.

The great upheavals in Ernst's personal life during this

period encourage such a biographical interpretation.

Despite his marriage to Peggy Guggenheim, he was

deeply involved with Leonora Carrington at this time,

aYid spent hours riding horses with her. As birds were

an obsession for Ernst, so horses were for Carrington.

Her identification with them is suggested throughout

her collection of stories La Dame Ovale, published in

1939 with seven illustrations by Ernst, two of which

include metamorphosed horse creatures. It seems

plausible that the alienated horse-woman of Anti-

Pope, who twists furtively to watch the other horse-

figure, is a vision of Carrington. Like the triumphal

bride in The Attirement of the Bride (cat. no. 48), she

wears an owl headgear. Her irreconcilable separation

from her companion is expressed graphically by the de-

vice of the diagonally positioned spear that bisects the

canvas. Carrington's relationship with Ernst was to end

soon after the painting was completed, when she moved

to Mexico with her husband.

* See P. Guggenheim, Out of This Century: Confessions of

an Art Addict, New York, 1979, pp. 261-262.
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Jean Arp 1886-1966

Jean (Hans) Arp was born on September 16, 1886, in

Strasbourg, Alsace-Lorraine. In 1904, after leaving the

Ecole des Arts et Metiers in Strasbourg, he visited Paris

and published his poetry for the first time. From 1905

to 1907 Arp studied at the Kunstschule of Weimar and

in 1908 went to Paris, where he attended the Academie

Julian. In 1909 he moved to Switzerland and, in 191 1,

was a founder of the Moderner Bund group there. The

following year he met Robert and Sonia Delaunay in

Paris and Kandinsky in Munich. Arp participated in the

Erster Deutscher Herbstsalon in 191 3 at the gallery of

Der Sturm in Berlin. After returning to Paris in 1914,

he became acquainted with Max Jacob, Picasso and

Apollinaire. In 1915 he moved to Zurich where he ex-

ecuted collages and tapestries, often in collaboration

with his future wife Sophie Taeuber.

In 1916 Hugo Ball opened the Cabaret Voltaire, which

was to become the center of Dada activities in Zurich

for a group including Arp, Tristan Tzara, Marcel Janco

and others. Arp continued his involvement with Dada
after moving to Cologne in 1919, contributing to Ernst's

periodical Die Schammade and creating with him and

Johannes Theodor Baargeld their collaborative collages

or Fatagagas. In 1922 he participated in the Kongress

der Konstructivisten in Weimar. Soon thereafter he be-

gan contributing to magazines such as Merz, Mecano,

De Stijl and, in 1925, La Revolution Surrealiste. Arp's

work appeared in the first exhibition of the Surrealist

group at the Galerie Pierre in Paris in 1925. With Taeu-

ber and van Doesburg he undertook a commission to

decorate the cabaret L'Aubette in Strasbourg in 1926.

This same year he settled in Meudon, France.

In 1931 Arp associated with the Paris-based group

Abstraction-Creation and the periodical Transition.

Throughout the 1930s and until the end of his life he

continued to write and publish poetry and essays. In

1942 he fled Meudon for Zurich; he was to make Meu-

don his primary residence again in 1946. The artist

visited New York in 1949 on the occasion of his one-

man show at Curt Valentin's Buchholz Gallery. In 1950

he was invited to execute a relief for the Harvard Grad-

uate Center in Cambridge, Massachusetts. In 1954 Arp

received the International Prize for Sculpture at the

Venice Biennale. He was commissioned to design reliefs

for the Ciudad Universitaria in Caracas in 1955. In i960

he traveled to the Middle East. A large retrospective of

his work was held at The Museum of Modern Art in

New York in 1958, followed by another at the Musee

National d'Art Moderne in Paris in 1962. Arp died on

June 7, 1966, in Basel.

50 Composition, ca. 1918; reworked 1950s

Mixed media on board, sight 37
x
yi6 x 29 15

/i6"

(96 x75.9 cm.)

In 1915, shortly before he joined the Zurich Dada
group, Arp produced what he described as his "first

'essential' picture," the simplified geometric elements

of which he associated with children's building blocks

organized in a spirit of play. At a moment in history

characterized by the upheaval and anxiety of war, Arp

concentrated on distilling a world of calm, simplicity

and order in his work. His collages literally emphasized

the constructive activity of the artist in opposition to or

in disregard of the explicitly destructive, iconoclastic at-

titudes promulgated by the Dadaists.

Influenced by the rectilinear strictness of Sophie Taeu-

ber's work, Arp bases the composition of the present

collage on modular rectangles of two sizes distributed

along a grid. The proportional ratio of each module

is one to one and one-quarter. The only vertically

aligned rectangle, at upper center, is inconsistently

small and superimposed on another rectangle. The
cream-colored areas serve as a ground in which either

vertical or horizontal rectangles can be visualized,

thereby introducing an element of uncertainty into a

composition that at first appears clear and declarative.

The way in which collaged elements are integrated with

the support results in an ambiguous relationship be-

tween figure and ground.
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5 1 Overturned Blue Shoe with Two Heels Under a Black

Vault. 1925

Painted wood, }i lA x 41V8" (79.5 x 104.5 cm -)

Arp participated in Dada activities in Zurich in the

teens; during the mid-twenties he allied himself to a cer-

tain extent with Surrealism, which had assimilated many
of the tendencies of Dada. Though Arp resisted the pro-

gram of the Surrealists, he shared their faith in unfet-

tered creativity, their celebration of spontaneity and

their antirational stance.

He executed his first monochrome wood reliefs in 19 14,

adding the element of color two years later. Comprised

of discrete wood forms mounted individually on wood
supports, these reliefs are assembled like collages

rather than carved. Arp continued to make reliefs

throughout his life. By combining aspects of painting,

collage and sculpture, the reliefs of the teens and twen-

ties served in some sense as a bridge to his sculpture in

the round. Arp regarded his simplified forms as em-

blems of natural growth processes. As he wrote: "I

looked for new constellations of form such as nature

never stops producing. I tried to make forms grow. I

put my trust in the example of seeds, stars, clouds,

plants, animals, men, and finally in my innermost be-

ing.""' According to Arp, his works carried their own
momentum and arrived at organic solutions subject as

much to the laws of chance as to his conscious manipu-

lations. He commented on the "ridiculous" analogies of

forms that resulted from this process; his descriptive

titles, such as that of the present work or Shirt Front and

Fork or Dress with Eye and Navel were often corre-

spondingly nonsensical.

*
J. Arp, "Looking," Arp, exh. cat., New York, 1958, p. 12.
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52 Garland of Buds I. 1936

Limestone, including base 2.5
7/u" (64.5 cm.) high

In 1930 Arp executed his first freestanding sculptures.

While the planarity of the early examples links them

with his reliefs (see cat. no. 51), by 1931 he was carving

and modeling sculpture fully in the round. During the

early 1930s he developed works which, though abstract

in effect, were intended as "concrete" expressions of

natural properties and processes. They emerged from

his conviction that all things proliferating in nature

could be seen as variations on a few basic forms. He
compared his voluptuously rounded biomorphic shapes

with fruit and children, endowed with life by the pro-

genitor, but nonetheless thriving independently.

Arp said that "the content of a sculpture should reveal

itself on tiptoe, without pretension, like the track of an

animal in the snow.'"1 Garland of Buds I is presented as

an unspecified organic growth, but implicitly invites as-

sociations with the human body, particularly with fe-

male breasts. The ripening, merging forms of the buds

press out centrifugally from the central opening, to

point in different directions. Similarly turgid, sensuous

forms emerge along a vertical axis in Arp's Growth of

1938 (Collection The Solomon R. Guggenheim Mu-
seum, New York). Garland of Buds I in The Peggy Gug-

genheim Collection is made of porous limestone; a

slightly larger version, Garland of Buds II, was also

executed in 1936.

*
J. Arp, "Memories and Observations," Jean Arp, exh. cat.,

New York, 1975, n.p.
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Kurt Schwitters 1887-1948

Herman Edward Karl Julius Schwitters was born in

Hannover on June 20, 1887. He attended the Kunst-

gewerbeschule in Hannover from 1908 to 1909 and

from 1909 to 1914 studied at the Kunstakademie Dres-

den. After serving as a draftsman in the military in

1917, Schwitters experimented with Cubist and Ex-

pressionist styles. In 191 8 he made his first collages and

in 1919 invented the term "Merz" which he was to

apply to all his creative activities: poetry as well as

collage and constructions. This year also marked the

beginning of his friendships with Arp and Raoul Haus-

mann. Schwitters's earliest Merzbilder date from 1919,

the year of his first exhibition at the gallery of Der

Sturm, Berlin, and the first publication of his writings

in the periodical Der Sturm. Schwitters showed at the

Societe Anonyme in New York in 1920.

With Arp he attended the Kongress der Konstructivis-

ten in Weimar in 1922. There Schwitters met van Does-

burg, whose De Stijl principles influenced his work.

Schwitters's Dada activities included his Merz-Matineen

and Merz-Abejide at which he presented his poetry.

From 1923 to 1932 he published the magazine Merz.

About 1923 the artist started to make his first Merz-

bau, a fantastic structure he built over a number of

years; the Merzbau grew to occupy much of his Han-

nover studio. During this period he also worked in

typography. Schwitters was included in the exhibition

Abstrakte und surrealistische Malerei und Plastik at

the Kunsthaus Zurich in 1929. The artist contributed

to the Parisian review Cercle et Carre in 1930; in 1932

he joined the Paris-based Abstraction-Creation group

and wrote for their organ of the same name. He par-

ticipated in the Cubism and Abstract Art and Fantastic

Art, Dada, Surrealism exhibitions of 1936 at The Mu-
seum of Modern Art, New York.

The Nazi regime banned Schwitters's work as Entartete

Kunst (degenerate art) in 1937. This year the artist fled

to Lysaker, Norway, where he constructed a second

Merzbau. After the German invasion of Norway in

1940, Schwitters escaped to Great Britain, where he was
interned for over a year. He settled in London following

his release, but moved to Little Langdale in the Lake

District in 1945. There, helped by a stipend from The
Museum of Modern Art, he began work on a third

Merzbau in 1947. The project was left unfinished when
Schwitters died on January 8, 1948, in Kendal, England.

53 MZ75. 1920

Collage and gouache on paper, including artist's mat

5% x 3%" (14.6x9.9 cm.)

Schwitters, though closely identified with the iconoclas-

tic Dada movement, was also committed to modernist

ideals of pure and self-sufficient art. With a connois-

seur's discernment he redeemed objects from the detri-

tus of daily life and incorporated them into his Merz
works. Even the most raw or worn surfaces are en-

dowed with a poetic grace. The designation Merz is de-

rived from the truncation of the word Kommerz, which

appears in an early collage (present whereabouts un-

known). Glued or nailed ticket stubs, cigarette wrap-

pings, bits of fabric, wood, tin and pottery interact in

his Merz collages to produce compositions of compel-

ling structural authority. These objects lose their con-

ventional associations because of the change of context

and the formal manipulations to which they are sub-

jected.

Visually these works are related in some respects to the

collages of Picasso and Braque, the paintings of Robert

Delaunay and the mixed-media sculptures of Boccioni.

Like the Cubists, Schwitters often included printed

words or letters, which appealed to him for their in-

trinsic formal qualities. Here he probably intended a

wry comment on his work in the clearly legible words

on the cigarette package at the lower right: made of . . .

best old. Below, he added the inscription: Mz 75/K.

Sch.zo/Zeicbnung blass. Mz stands for Merzzeichnung

or Merzdrawing; Zeicbnung blass means "pale draw-

ing." Like his other humorously self-deprecating titles

(Nothing At All or It's So Lovely) "pale drawing" seems

to be conceived by Schwitters in an irreverent Dada
mood.
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54 Merzbild. 1930

Oil and collage on board, sight ijVu x 14V16"

(44.6 x 35.7 cm.)

Schwitters abandoned his Merz pictures to a large ex-

tent during the mid- to late 1920s to concentrate on

paintings, constructions and reliefs in which the influ-

ence of Russian Constructivism and the work of his

friend van Doesburg is discernable. He eliminated found

materials from these compositions and thereby reduced

the Dada element of chance they contributed, in order

to achieve a less idiosyncratic and hence more universal

form of expression. This development accorded with his

belief in the ascendancy of formal values, which he felt

should not be jeopardized by references to anything out-

side the work of art.

When Schwitters returned to the Merz idiom in 1930,

he placed more emphasis on the act of painting than he

had in his early collages. Though the planes are shaped

with the impersonality of geometric contour, they arc

animated by the variation of rhythmic brushstrokes and

the addition of collaged forms. In the tradition of his

Merz works of the classic period of 1919 to the mid-

19205, the objects he adopts are disposable articles—the

top of a corroded tin can and a metal butterfly; the pic-

ture once included a broken piece of china to the right

of the tin circle and two wooden balls below the butter-

fly. While the objects function as abstract elements

within the flat confines of the support, their projection

contradicts the two-dimensionality of the picture plane

and implies an extension of the work of art into the ob-

server's world.
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Joan Miro b. 1893

Joan Miro Ferra was born in Barcelona, on April zo,

1893. Ar the age of fourteen he went to business school

in Barcelona and also attended La Lonja, the academy

of fine arts in the same city. Upon completing three

years of art studies he took a position as a clerk. After

suffering a nervous breakdown he abandoned business

and resumed his art studies, attending Francesc Gall's

Escola d'Art in Barcelona from 1912 to 1915. Miro re-

ceived early encouragement from the dealer Jose Dal-

mau, who gave him his first one-man show at his gallery

in Barcelona in 191 8. In 1917 he met Picabia.

In 1919 Miro made his first trip to Paris, where he met
Picasso. From 1920 Miro divided his time between

Paris and Montroig. In Paris he associated with the

poets Pierre Reverdy, Tristan Tzara and Max Jacob

and participated in Dada activities. Dalmau organized

Miro's first one-man show in Paris, at the Galerie La

Licorne in 1921. His work was included in the Salon

d'Automne of 1923. In 1924 Miro joined the Surrealist

group. His one-man show at the Galerie Pierre in Paris

in 1925 was a major Surrealist event; Miro was in-

cluded in the first Surrealist exhibition at the Galerie

Pierre that same year. He visited The Netherlands in

1928 and began a series of paintings inspired by Dutch

Masters. This year he also executed his first papiers

colles (pasted papers) and collages. In 1929 he started

his experiments in lithography, and his first etchings

date from 1933. During the early 1930s he made Sur-

realist sculpture-objects incorporating painted stones

and found objects. In 1936 Miro left Spain because of

the Civil War; he returned in 1941.

An important Miro retrospective was held at The Mu-
seum of Modern Art in New York in 1941. This year

Miro began working in ceramics with Llorens Artigas

and started to concentrate on prints: from 1954 to 1958

he worked almost exclusively in these two media. In

1958 Miro was given a Guggenheim International

Award for murals for the UNESCO Building in Paris;

the following year he resumed painting, initiating a se-

ries of mural-sized canvases. During the sixties he began

to work intensively in sculpture. In 1965 he again col-

laborated with Artigas, on the ceramic tile mural Alicia

commissioned by Harry F. Guggenheim in memory of

his late wife, Alicia Patterson Guggenheim; Miro de-

signed the work for a specific wall of The Solomon R.

Guggenheim Museum in New York. A major Miro
retrospective took place at the Grand Palais in Paris in

1974. In 1978 the Musee National d'Art Moderne, Cen-

tre National d'Art et de Culture Georges Pompidou,

Paris, exhibited over five hundred works in a major

retrospective of his drawings. Miro continues to work
at his home in Palma de Mallorca, Spain.

55 Painting. 1925

Oil on canvas, 45% x 57%" (114.5 x 145.7 cm.)

During the mid- to late 1920s Miro developed a private

system of imagery in which motifs have symbolic mean-

ings that vary according to their context. By studying

the constellations of these motifs, one is encouraged

to choose the meanings appropriate to a particular

painting.

In Painting two "personages" (the designation Miro

used for his abstract figures) and a flame have been iden-

tified. The personage on the right can perhaps be read

as a female because of the curvaceous nature of the

eight-shape, and by analogy with forms in other paint-

ings that are specifically identified by the artist as

women. The black dot with radiating lines can be in-

terpreted as the figure's eye receiving rays of light, or as

a bodily or verbal emission. The same motif appears

in Personage, also of 1925, in the collection of The
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York. Moons,

stars, suns or planets float at the upper left of several

canvases of the mid-i920s. In the present work the

semicircular orange-red image not only carries a cosmic

implication, but doubles as the head of the second

personage, probably a male. This head is presented in

a combined full-face and profile view, in the manner
of Picasso's Cubist portraits.

The flame, used repeatedly by Miro in this period, may
signify sexual excitation in this context. The erotic con-

tent that prevails in much of his work in 1925 is partic-

ularly explicit in the Lovers series, in which two figures

approach each other or are united in sexual embrace.

The two figures in Painting are less clearly conjoined.

The submersion of legible subject matter emphasizes

purely abstract qualities. Line and color articulate a

language as complex and poetic as the hieroglyphic

signs that constitute the imagery. The generalized

ground, rich in texture from the uneven thinning of

paint and the use of shadowy black, provides a warm
and earthy support for the expressive black lines, the

areas of red and yellow and the staccato rhythm of dots.
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56 Dutch Interior. 1928

Oil on canvas, 36^6 x i.?,
1
Vig" (92.2 x 73.2 cm.)

In 1928 Miro returned to Paris from a trip to The Neth-

erlands with several postcard reproductions of works by

seventeenth-century Dutch artists. At least two of these

have been identified as sources for the Dutch Interior

paintings in The Museum of Modern Art, New York,

and The Peggy Guggenheim Collection. The Guggen-

heim work is a transformation of Jan Steen's The Cat's

Dancing Lesson (Collection Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam)

and conveys the synthesis of carefully observed, pre-

cisely executed detail and imaginative generalization of

form that proceeded from Miro's encounter with the

Dutch Baroque. In this combination of objective minu-

tiae and abstract vision, Dutch Interior reverts concep-

tually to works of the early 1920s, such as The Tilled

Field (Collection The Solomon R. Guggenheim Mu-
seum, New York), 1923-24.

The gradual translation of veristic detail into eccentric,

evocative form can be followed through preliminary

sketches of specific motifs to a meticulously complete

preparatory drawing. A conspicuous modification of

the Dutch original is Miro's enlargement of and focus

on human and animal figures and his concomitant sup-

pression or deemphasis of inanimate objects. Thus a

window at the upper center of the Steen has been greatly

reduced in size, as though it had been sent hurtling

through a vast space. The real subject of the Steen is not

the cat, but the sound, movement and hilarity the danc-

ing lesson provokes. Miro seizes on this anomaly in his

version: although the cat serves as the hub of his cen-

trifugal composition, he emphasizes the cacaphony and

animation of the lesson through the swirling motion

of myriad details and the dancing rhythm of points

and counterpoints.
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57 Seated Woman II. February 27, 1939

Oil on canvas, 6} l Vi6X 5i 5
/i6" (162.4 x I 3°-3 cm -)

The expressionistic Seated Woman II can be seen as a

final manifestation of Miro's peintnres sauvages, works

characterized by violence of execution and imagery. It

was painted at a time when Miro, like Picasso and Gon-

zalez (see cat. no. 58), was responding acutely to the

events of the Spanish Civil War.

The human figure has been transmogrified here into a

grotesque and bestial creature. However, the aggres-

siveness of imagery and formal elements coexists with

fanciful details and cosmic implications. Though the

open, saw-toothed mouth imparts a sense of the wo-

man's voraciousness or anguish, her bottle-breast

implies her generative force. Her expansive torso con-

stitutes an impenetrable ground, its horizon line de-

scribed by her squared shoulders, out of which grow

the vegetative stems of arms and neck. The bird and fish

forms floating through the atmosphere become insig-

nias for air and water, while the moon, star and planet

emblems on the woman's collar broaden the associa-

tions to encompass the astral plane. The remaining ab-

stract shapes seem to course slowly in mysterious or-

bits, passing through and beyond one another, changing

color where they intersect. A cohesive universe is created

despite the dichotomies of light and dark, nurture and

destruction, life and nonexistence. Integration is pro-

vided by the repetition of shapes, such as the leaf and

oval, which suggests analogies: the woman's pendant

becomes a moon or vagina, her hair resembles lines of

sight, like those of the fish, or rays of light, her teeth are

equated with the decorative motifs or mountains in the

miniature landscape of her collar.

This work postdates by about two months the more

generalized Seated Woman 1 (Collection The Museum
of Modern Art, New York).
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Julio Gonzalez 1876-1942

Julio Gonzalez was born in Barcelona on September 21,

1876. With his older brother Joan he worked in his fa-

ther's metalsmith shop; during the evenings they took

classes at the Escuela de Bellas Artes. Gonzalez exhib-

ited metalwork at the Exposition de Bellas Artes e In-

dustrias Artisticas in Barcelona in 1892, 1896 and 1898,

and at the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago in

1893. In 1897 he began to frequent Els Quatre Gats, a

cafe in Barcelona, where he met Picasso.

In 1900 Gonzalez moved to Paris; there he began to

associate with Manolo Hugue, Jaime Sabartes, Pablo

Gargallo, Max Jacob and Gris. His first embossed metal-

work was produced in 1900. He exhibited with the

Societe Nationale des Beaux-Arts in 1903, 1909 and fre-

quently during the early twenties. Gonzalez participated

in the Salon des Independants in 1907 and occasionally

thereafter. He first exhibited paintings at the Salon

d'Automne in 1909, and showed both sculpture and

paintings there regularly during the teens and twenties.

In 1918, Gonzalez worked at the Renault factory at

Boulogne-Billancourt, where he learned the techniques

of autogenous welding he used later in iron sculptures.

In 1920 he became reacquainted with Picasso.

Gonzalez's first solo exhibition, which included paint-

ings, sculpture, drawings, jewelry and objets d'art, was
held in 1922 at the Galerie Povolovsky in Paris. The
following year he was given a one-man show of works
in similarly varied media at the Galerie Le Cameleon in

Paris. In 1923 Gonzalez participated in the first Salon

du Montparnasse, Paris, with Raoul Dufy, Paco Durio,

Othon Friesz and others. In 1924 he was included in the

exhibition Les Amis du Montparnasse at the Salon des

Tuileries and the Salon d'Automne in Paris. He made
his first iron sculptures in 1927. From 1928 to 1931

Gonzalez provided technical assistance to Picasso in ex-

ecuting sculptures in iron. In 1930 he was given a one-

man sculpture exhibition at the Galerie de France in

Paris, and the following year showed at the Salon des

Surindependants for the first time. In 1937 he contrib-

uted to the Spanish Pavilion of the World's Fair in Paris

and Cubism and Abstract Art at The Museum of Mod-
ern Art in New York. That same year he moved to

Arcueil, near Paris, where he died on March 27, 1942.

58 Cactus Man 1. 1939

Bronze, 25vV (64.3 cm.) high

During the late 1930s Gonzalez worked simultaneously

in naturalistic and abstract idioms. His abstract mode
constituted an important contribution to the develop-

ment of avant-garde sculpture in both Europe and the

United States. This mode is exemplified by Cactus Man
I of 1939, in which he returns to the metamorphic theme

of several earlier sculptures. As in works by other Span-

ish artists living abroad during the Civil War, the figure

is anguished (see, for example, Miro's Seated Woman II,

cat. no. 57, or Picasso's Guernica of 1937 [Collection

Museo Nacional del Prado, Madrid]). Indeed, several

of the more literal preparatory drawings for the sculp-

ture, dating from December of 1938, suggest that the

figure is shrieking; the prickly nails intensify the ag-

gressive effect of the work, recalling Picasso's use of

nails in his Guitar of 1926 (Collection Musee Picasso,

Paris). Though the distortion and dislocation of ana-

tomical features make positive identification difficult,

with the aid of the drawings one can read a raised arm

joined to the hip, its five fingers spread like a cluster of

cylindrical cactus stems. The analogous five-fingered

block to the left of the torso seems to be lowered to a

position just above an angular phallus.

The companion to this sculpture, Cactus Man II, has

been interpreted as the image of the Spanish peasant's

defiance of Franco's fascist threat.* While the synthesis

of man and cactus may reflect the identification of the

Spanish peasant with the land, and the emphasis on the

figure's virility corresponds with traditional Spanish

views of manhood, he may more generally personify the

republican cause. At the end of 1938 Franco launched

a major offensive against Catalonia, Gonzalez's native

province, and was to take its capital, Barcelona, in Jan-

uary of 1939, signaling the end of republican hopes. By

the time the drawings for Cactus Man II appeared in

the summer of 1939, Madrid had fallen and Franco's

Falange was in full power.

* E. A. Carmean, "Cactus Man Number Two," The Mu-
seum of Fine Arts, Houston: Bulletin, Fall 1973, p. 41.
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Alberto Giacometti 1901-1966

Alberto Giacometti was born on October 10, 1901, in

Borgonovo, Switzerland, and grew up in the nearby

town of Stampa. His father Giovanni was a Post-

Impressionist painter. From 19 19 to 1920 he studied

painting at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and sculpture and

drawing at the Ecole des Arts et Metiers in Geneva. In

1920 he traveled to Italy, where he was impressed by the

Cezannes and Archipenkos at the Venice Biennale. He
was also deeply affected by primitive and Egyptian art

and by the masterpieces of Giotto and Tintoretto. In

1922 Giacometti settled in Paris, making frequent visits

to Stampa. From time to time over the next several

years he attended Bourdelle's sculpture classes at the

Academie de la Grande Chaumiere.

In 1927 the artist moved into a studio with his brother

Diego, his lifelong companion and assistant, and ex-

hibited his sculpture for the first time at the Salon des

Tuileries, Paris. His first show in Switzerland, shared

with his father, was held at the Galerie Aktuaryus in

Zurich in 1927. The following year Giacometti met

Masson and by 1930 he was a participant in the Sur-

realist circle. His first one-man show took place in 1932

at the Galerie Pierre Colle in Paris. In 1934 his first

American solo exhibition opened at the Julien Levy

Gallery in New York. During the early 1940s he be-

came a friend of Picasso, Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone

de Beauvoir. From 1942 Giacometti lived in Geneva,

where he associated with the publisher Albert Skira.

He returned to Paris in 1946. In 1948 he had a one-man

show at the Pierre Matisse Gallery in New York. The

artist's friendship with Samuel Beckett began about

1951. In 1955 he was given major retrospectives at the

Arts Council Gallery in London and The Solomon R.

Guggenheim Museum in New York. He received the

Sculpture Prize at the Carnegie International in Pitts-

burgh in 1961 and the First Prize for Sculpture at the

Venice Biennale of 1962, where he was given his own
exhibition area. In 1965 Giacometti exhibitions were

organized by the Tate Gallery in London, The Museum
of Modern Art in New York, the Louisiana Museum in

Humlebaek, Denmark, and the Stedelijk Museum in

Amsterdam. That same year he was awarded the Grand

National Prize for Art by the French government. Gia-

cometti died on January 11, 1966, in Chur, Switzerland.

59 Woman with Her Throat Cut. 1932-33

Bronze, 8 n/i6 x 25 x 26" (22 x 63.5 x 66 cm.)

In a group of works made between 1930 and 1933,

Giacometti used the Surrealist techniques of shocking

juxtaposition and the distortion and displacement of

anatomical parts to express the fears and urges of the

subconscious. The aggressiveness with which the human
figure is treated in these fantasies of brutal erotic assault

graphically conveys their content. The female, seen in

horror and longing as both victim and victimizer of male

sexuality, is often a crustacean or insectlike form.

Woman with Her Throat Cut is a particularly vicious

image: the body is splayed open, disemboweled, arched

in a paroxysm of sex and death. Eros and Thanatos,

seen here as a single theme, are distinguished and treated

separately in two preparatory drawings (Collection

Musee National d'Art Moderne, Centre National d'Art

et de Culture Georges Pompidou, Paris).

Body parts are translated into schematic abstract forms

like those in Cage of 1930-3 1 (Collection Moderna
Museet, Stockholm), which includes the spoon shape of

the female torso, the rib and backbone motif and the

pod shape of the phallus. Here a vegetal form resem-

bling the pelvic bone terminates one arm, and a phallus-

like spindle, the only movable part, gruesomely anchors

the other; the woman's backbone pins one leg by fusing

with it; her slit carotid immobilizes her head. The mem-
ory of violence is frozen in the rigidity of rigor mortis.

The psychological torment and the sadistic misogyny

projected by this sculpture are in startling contrast to

the serenity of other contemporaneous pieces by Gia-

cometti, such as Headless Woman (cat. no. 60).
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Go Headless Woman. 1932-36

Plaster, 587s" (149.5 cm.) high

This sculpture is conceived in the rational and formally

serene mode Giacometti pursued concurrently with his

dark Surrealist explorations of the subconscious. Head-

less Woman has none of the ferocity of Woman with

Her Throat Cut (cat. no. 59), though both works were

executed during the same period. The graceful, calm

plaster seems to have its source in the frontal figures of

ancient Egypt, posed with left feet slightly ahead of right

in fearless confrontation of death. Despite the pose, the

Headless Woman, like its Egyptian ancestors, conveys

no sense of movement. The plane of the body is only

slightly inflected by the projections of breasts, belly and

thighs. The long, thin legs are smooth, solid and col-

umnar. In its flatness, the work evokes the traditions of

the highly simplified Cycladic figure and the geometric

Kouros of archaic Greece. Giacometti is known to have

copied works of art at the Louvre, during his travels and

even from reproductions, showing a preference for

models characterized by a high degree of stylization.

Headless Woman also reflects Giacometti's awareness

of twentieth-century sculptors, particularly Brancusi

and Archipenko.

Another plaster version of Headless Woman, probably

dating from 1932 (formerly Collection Erica Brausen,

London), is distinguished by a triangular cavity in the

upper abdomen. The generalization and distortion of

form in these works forecast Giacometti's development

of the elongated style for which he is best known (see

cat. no. 61).
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61 "Leoni" Woman. 1947

Bronze, 60V4" (153 cm.) high

An early example of the mature style with which Gia-

cometti is usually identified, this figure is more elongated

and dematerialized than the Headless Woman (cat. no.

60), though it retains that sculpture's frontality and im-

mobility. A sense of ghostly fragility detaches the figure

from the world around it, despite the crusty materiality

of the surfaces, as animated and responsive to light as

those of Rodin.

Giacometti exploited the contradictions of perception

in the haunting, incorporeal sculptures of this period.

His matchstick-sized figures of 1942 to 1946 demon-

strate the effect of distance on size and comment on the

notion that the essence of an individual persists even as

the body appears to vanish, that is, to become non-

existent. Even his large-scale standing women and strid-

ing men seem miniaturized and insubstantial. In 1947

the sculptor commented that ".
. . lifesize figures irritate

me, after all, because a person passing by on the street

has no weight; in any case he's much lighter than the

same person when he's dead or has fainted. He keeps

his balance with his legs. You don't feel your weight.

I wanted—without having thought about it—to repro-

duce this lightness, and that by making the body so

thin."* Giacometti sought to convey two notions simul-

taneously in his attenuated plastic forms: one's con-

sciousness of the nonmaterial presence of another

person, and the insubstantiality of the physical body

housing that presence. The base from which the woman
appears to grow like a tree is tilted, emphasizing the ver-

ticality of the figure as well as reiterating the contours

of the merged feet.

Giacometti had the present cast made expressly for

Peggy Guggenheim.

* Quoted in R. Hohl, Alberto Giacometti, New York, 1971,

p. 278.
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Henry Moore b. 1898

Henry Spencer Moore was horn July 30, 1898, in

Castleford, Yorkshire, the son of a miner. Despite an

early desire to become a sculptor, Moore began his

career as a teacher in Castleford. After military service

in World War I he attended Leeds School of Art on

an ex-serviceman's grant. In 1921 he won a Royal Ex-

hibition Scholarship to study sculpture at the Royal

Academy of Art in London. Moore became interested

in the Mexican, Egyptian and African sculpture he saw

at the British Museum. He was appointed Instructor of

Sculpture at the Royal Academy in 1924, a post he held

for the next seven years. A Royal Academy traveling

scholarship allowed Moore to visit Italy in 1925; there

he saw the frescoes of Giotto and Masaccio and the late

sculpture of Michelangelo. Moore's first one-man show
of sculpture was held at the Warren Gallery, London,

in 1928.

In the 1930s Moore was a member of Unit One, a group

of advanced artists organized by Paul Nash, and was

a close friend of Nicholson, Barbara Hepworth and

the critic Herbert Read. From 1932 to 1939 he taught

at the Chelsea School of Art. He was an important force

in the English Surrealist movement, although he was

not entirely committed to its doctrines; Moore par-

ticipated in the International Surrealist Exhibition at the

New Burlington Galleries, London, in 1936. In 1940

Moore was appointed an official war artist and was

commissioned by the War Artists Advisory Commit-

tee to execute drawings of life in underground bomb
shelters. From 1940 to 1943 the artist concentrated

almost entirely on drawing. His first retrospective took

place at Temple Newsam, Leeds, in 1941. In 1943 he

received a commission from the Church of St. Matthew,

Northampton, to carve a Madonna and Child; this

sculpture was the first in an important series of family

group sculptures. Moore was given his first major retro-

spective abroad by The Museum of Modern Art, New
York, in 1946. He won the International Prize for

Sculpture at the Venice Biennale of 1948.

Moore executed several important public commissions

in the 1950s, among them Reclining Figure, 1956-58, for

the UNESCO Building in Paris. In 1963 the artist was

awarded the British Order of Merit. A major retro-

spective of his work was held at the Forte di Belvedere,

Florence, in 1972. A gallery of works Moore donated

to the Art Gallery of Ontario in Toronto opened in

1974. The artist's eightieth birthday was celebrated in

1978 with an exhibition' of his work at the Serpentine

in London organized by the Arts Council of Great

Britain; at this time he gave many of his sculptures to

the Tate Gallery, London. Moore now lives and works

at Perry Green, Much Hadham, Hertfordshire.

62 Three Standing Figures. 1953

Bronze, including base 29V8" (73.9 cm.) high

In its abstraction of the human figure and exaggeration

of isolated anatomical features, this work is related to

African sculpture and to the Surrealist sculpture of

Picasso and Giacometti. Within Moore's own body of

work, Three Standing Figures can be seen in connection

with the "shelter" drawings of the early 1940s, in which

the artist explored the psychological interaction of

groups, and with the monumental Three Standing Fig-

gures of 1947-49 erected at Battersea Park in London.

Classicizing elements of the latter, however remote,

endure in the Guggenheim work. The grouping of three

figures, their contrapposto stances, the variety of rhe-

torical gestures and the echoes of drapery creases and

swags provide visual analogies with ancient sources.

Typically, Moore conflates the human figure with the

forms of inanimate natural materials such as bone and

rock. The perforations through the mass of the sculp-

tured bodies suggest a slow process of erosion by water

or wind.

At least three preparatory drawings exist for Three

Standing Figures, which was cast in bronze from a

plaster original in an edition of eight, with one artist's

proof. A ten-inch maquette preceding it in 1952 was

also cast in bronze. Neither of the original plasters sur-

vives. Moore used bronze increasingly from the late

1940s; he has commented on its greater flexibility in

comparison with stone, and its relative strength in with-

standing the action of the elements.
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Yves Tanguy 1900-1955

Raymond Georges Yves Tanguy was born on January 5,

1900, in Paris. While attending lycee during the teens,

he met Pierre Matisse, his future dealer and lifelong

friend. In 19 18 he joined the Merchant Marine and

traveled to Africa, South America and England. During

military service at Luneville in 1920, Tanguy became

a friend of the poet Jacques Prevert. He returned to

Paris in 1921 after volunteer service in Tunis and began

sketching cafe scenes that were praised by Maurice de

Vlaminck. After Tanguy saw de Chirico's work in

1923, he decided to become a painter. In 1924 he, Pre-

vert and Marcel Duhamel moved into a house that was

to become a gathering place for the Surrealists. Tanguy

became interested in Surrealism in 1924 when he saw

the periodical La Revolution Surrealiste. Andre Breton

welcomed him into the Surrealist group the following

year.

Despite his lack of formal training, Tanguy's art devel-

oped quickly and his mature style emerged by 1927.- His

first one-man show was held in 1927 at the Galerie Sur-

realiste in Paris. In 1928 he participated with Arp, Ernst,

Andre Masson, Miro, Picasso and others in the Surreal-

ist exhibition at the Galerie Au Sacre du Printemps,

Paris. Tanguy incorporated into his work the images of

geological formations he had observed during a trip to

Africa in 1930. He exhibited extensively during the

1930s in one-man and Surrealist group shows in New
York, Brussels, Paris and London.

In 1939 Tanguy met the painter Kay Sage in Paris and

later that year traveled with her to the American South-

west. They married in 1940 and settled in Woodbury,

Connecticut. In 1942 Tanguy participated in the Artists

in Exile show at the Pierre Matisse Gallery in New York,

where he exhibited frequently until 1950. In 1947 his

work was included in the exhibition Le Snrrealisme en

1947, organized by Breton and Duchamp at the Galerie

Maeght in Paris. He became a United States citizen in

1948. In 1953 he visited Rome, Milan and Paris on the

occasion of his one-man shows in those cities. The fol-

lowing year he shared an exhibition with Kay Sage at

the Wadsworth Atheneum in Hartford and appeared in

Hans Richter's film 8 x 8. A retrospective of Tanguy's

work was held at The Museum of Modern Art in New
York eight months after his death on January 15, 1955,

in Woodbury.

63 The Sun in Its Casket. 1937

Oil on canvas, 45
7
/t<> x 34 'Vic," (115.4 x 88.1 cm.)

Tanguy arrived at his lunar or submarine morphology

in about 1927, and spent the rest of his artistic career

exploring and elaborating it without changing its essen-

tial character. His compositions, arrived at in an un-

premeditated manner directly on the canvas, recall the

landscape of Locronan, in the French province of Brit-

tany, where he spent childhood summers at a house

owned by his parents. The repertory of memory was
augmented by his experience of Africa during a trip of

the early 1930s. After this his light becomes clear and

strong and the color schemes more complex. Vegetal

forms are replaced by mineral formations. Dolmens

and menhirs, stone remnants of prehistoric ages, and

fossilized bones are smoothed and tinted in the dream

spaces of his canvases. The assertive shadows cast in

these landscapes recall those of de Chirico, whose ex-

ample had inspired Tanguy to take up painting in 1923.

The spatial paradox of The Sun in Its Casket depends

on the merging of sky and earth, achieved through the

continuous gradation of color over the surface—there

is no horizon line—and the device of a diagonal line

of forms shown receding in perspective from lower

right to upper left. Acute angles are suggested through-

out, by the placement of objects, by the relationship of

shadows to objects, or by the things themselves. Geo-

metric precision and a minutely detailed academic tech-

nique, in which careful modeling lends plastic solidity

to form, heighten the poetic strangeness of Tanguy's

world.
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Rene Magritte 1898-1967

Rene-Francois-Ghislain Magritte was born on Novem-
ber 2.1, 1898, in Lessines, Belgium. He studied intermit-

tently between 1916 and 1918 at the Academie Royale

des Beaux-Arts in Brussels. Magritte first exhibited at

the Centre d'Art in Brussels in 1920. After completing

military service in 1921, he worked briefly as a designer

in a wallpaper factory. In 1923 he participated with Lis-

sit7ky, Moholy-Nagy, Feininger and the Belgian Paul

Joostens in an exhibition at the Cercle Royal Artistique

in Antwerp. In 1924 he collaborated with F.L.T.

Mesens on the review Oesophage.

In 1927 Magritte was given his first solo exhibition at

the Galerie Le Centaure in Brussels. Later that year the

artist left Brussels to establish himself in Le Perreux-sur-

Marne, near Paris, where he frequented the Surrealist

circle, which included Paul Eluard, Andre Breton, Arp,

Miro and Dalf. In 1928 Magritte took part in the Ex-

position Surrealiste at the Galerie Goemans in Paris. He
returned to Belgium in 1930, and three years later was

given a one-man show at the Palais des Beaux-Arts in

Brussels. Magritte's first solo exhibition in the United

States took place at the Julien Levy Gallery in New
York in 1936, and the first in England at the London

Gallery in London in 19^8; he was represented as well

in the 1936 Fantastic Art, Dada, Surrealism exhibition

at The Museum of Modern Art in New York.

Throughout the 1940s Magritte showed frequently at

the Galerie Dietrich in Brussels. During the following

two decades he executed various mural commissions in

Belgium. From 1953 he exhibited frequently at the gal-

leries of Alexander Iolas in New York, Paris and Ge-

neva. Magritte retrospectives were held in 1954 at the

Palais des Beaux-Arts in Brussels and in i960 at the

Museum for Contemporary Arts, Dallas, and The Mu-
seum of Fine Arts in Houston. On the occasion of his

retrospective at The Museum of Modern Art in New
York in 1965, Magritte traveled to the United States for

the first time, and the following year he visited Israel.

Magritte died on August 15, 1967, in Brussels, shortly

after the opening of a major exhibition of his work at

the Museum Boymans-van Beuningen in Rotterdam.

64 Voice of Space. 1932 (?)

Oil on canvas, 28% x 21 14" (73 x 54 cm.)

Influenced by de Chirico, Magritte sought to strip ob-

jects of their usual functions and meanings in order to

convey an irrationally compelling image. In Voice of

Space (of which three other versions exist), the bells

float in the air; elsewhere they occupy human bodies or

replace blossoms on bushes. By distorting the scale,

weight and use of an ordinary object and inserting it

into a variety of unaccustomed contexts, Magritte

confers on that object a fetishistic intensity. He has

written of the jingle bell, a motif that recurs often in

his work: "I caused the iron bells hanging from the

necks of our admirable horses to sprout like dangerous

plants at the edge of an abyss.
"*

The disturbing impact of the bells presented in an un-

familiar setting is intensified by the cool academic

precision with which they and their environment are

painted. The dainty slice of landscape could be the

backdrop of an early Renaissance painting, while the

bells themselves, in their rotund and glowing monu-

mentality, impart a mysterious resonance.

* Quoted in S. Gablik, Magritte, Greenwich, Conn., 1970,

p. 183.
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65 Empire of Light. 1953-54

Oil on canvas, 96^16 x 5iu/i6" (195.4 x 131.2 cm.)

In Empire of Light, several versions of which exist (see,

for example, those at The Museum of Modern Art,

New York, and the Musees Royaux des Beaux-Arts de

Belgique, Brussels), a dark, nocturnal street scene is

set against a pastel blue, light-drenched sky spotted

with fluffy cumulus clouds. With no fantastic element

other than the single paradoxical combination of day

and night, Magritte upsets a fundamental organizing

premise of life. Sunlight, ordinarily the source of clarity,

here causes the confusion and unease traditionally as-

sociated with darkness. The luminosity of the sky be-

comes unsettling, making the empty darkness below

even more impenetrable than it would seem in a normal

context. The bizarre subject is treated in an impersonal,

precise style, typical of veristic Surrealist painting and

preferred by Magritte since the mid- 19 20s.
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Salvador Dali b. 1904

Dali was born Salvador Felipe Jacinto Dali y Domenech
in the Catalonian town of Figueras, Spain, on May n,
1904. In 1921 he enrolled in the Real Academia de Bel-

las Artes de San Fernando in Madrid, where he became

a friend of the poet Federico Garcia Lorca and Luis

Buhuel. His first one-man show was held in 1925 at the

Galeries Dalmau in Barcelona. In 1926 Dali was ex-

pelled from the Academia and the following year he

visited Paris and met Picasso. He collaborated with

Buhuel on the film Un Chien Andalou in 1928. At the

end of the year he returned to Paris and met Tristan

Tzara and Paul Eluard. About this time Dali produced

his first Surrealist paintings and met Andre Breton and

Louis Aragon. He worked with Bufiuel and Ernst on

the film L'Age d'or in 1930. During the 1930s the artist

contributed to various Surrealist publications and illus-

trated the works of Surrealist writers and poets. His

first one-man show in the United States took place at

the Julien Levy Gallery in New York in 1933.

Dali was censured by the Surrealists in 1934. Toward
the end of the decade he made several trips to Italy to

study the art of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

In 1940 Dali fled to the United States, where he worked
on theatrical productions, wrote, illustrated books and

painted. A major retrospective of his work opened in

1 94 1 at The Museum of Modern Art in New York and

traveled through the United States. In 1942 Dali pub-

lished his autobiography and began exhibiting at

M. Knoedler and Co. in New York. He returned to

Europe in 1948, settling in Port Lligat, Spain. His first

paintings with religious subjects date from 1948-49. In

1954 a Dali retrospective was held at the Palazzo Palla-

vicini in Rome and in 1964 an important retrospective

of his work was shown in Tokyo, Nagoya and Kyoto.

He continued painting, writing and illustrating during

the late 1960s. The Salvador Dali Museum in Cleveland

was inaugurated in 1971, and the Dalinian Holographic

Room opened at M. Knoedler and Co., New York, in

1973. In 1980 a major Dali retrospective was held at

the Musee National d'Art Moderne, Centre National

d'Art et de Culture Georges Pompidou, in Paris, and his

work was exhibited at the Tate Gallery, London. The
artist now lives in Port Lligat.

66 The Birth of Liquid Desires. 1932

Oil on canvas, 37% x 44%" (96.1 x 112.3 cm.)

By the time Dali joined the Surrealist group in 1929, he

had formulated his "paranoid-critical" approach to art,

which consisted in conveying his deepest psychological

conflicts to the viewer in the hopes of eliciting an em-

pathetic response. He embodied this theoretical ap-

proach in a fastidiously detailed painting style. One of

his hallucinatory obsessions was the legend of William

Tell, which represented for him the archetypal theme

of paternal assault.* The subject occurs frequently in his

paintings from 1929, when he married Gala Eluard

against his father's wishes. Dali felt an acute sense of

rejection during the early 1930s because of his father's

attitude toward him.

Here father, son and perhaps mother seem to be fused

in the grotesque dream-image of the hermaphroditic

creature at center. William Tell's apple is replaced by

a loaf of bread, with attendant castration symbolism.

(Elsewhere Dali uses a lamb chop to suggest his father's

cannibalistic impulses.) Out of the bread arises a lugu-

brious cloud vision inspired by the imagery of Bocklin.

In one of the recesses of this cloud is an enigmatic in-

scription in French that defies translation: Consigne:

Gdcher I'ardoise totale.

Reference to the remote past seems to be made in the

two forlorn figures shown in the distant left back-

ground, which may convey Dali's memory of the fond

communion of father and child The infinite expanse

of landscape recalls Tanguy's work of the 1920s.

The biomorphic structure dominating the composition

suggests at once a violin, the weathered rock formations

of Port Lligat on the eastern coast of Spain, the architec-

ture of the Catalan visionary Antoni Gaudi, the sculp-

ture of Arp, a prehistoric monster and an artist's palette.

The form has an antecedent in Dali's own work in the

gigantic vision of his mother in The Enigma of Desire of

1929 (Collection Staatsgalerie moderner Kunst, Mu-
nich). The repressed, guilty desire of the central figure

is indicated by its attitude of both protestation and

arousal toward the forbidden flower-headed woman
(presumably Gala). The shadow darkening the scene is

cast by an object outside the picture and may represent

the father's threatening presence, or a more general pre-

science of doom, the advance of age or the extinction

of life.

* S. Dali interviewed by P. Hulten, "L'Enigme de Salvador

Dali," XXe Steele, no. 74, Dec. 1974, P- 92 -
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Paul Delvaux b. 1897

Paul Delvaux was horn on September 23, 1897, in

Antheir, Belgium. At the Academie Royale des Beaux-

Arts in Brussels he studied architecture from 19 16 to

1917 and decorative painting from 1918 to 1919. Dur-

ing the early 1920s he was influenced by Ensor and

Gustave De Smet. In 1936 Delvaux shared an exhibition

at the Palais des Beaux-Arts in Brussels with Magritte,

a fellow member of the Belgian group Les Compagnons
de I'Art.

Delvaux was given one-man exhibitions in 1938 at the

Palais des Beaux-Arts, Brussels, and the London Gal-

lery in London, the latter organized by E.L.T. Mesens

and Roland Penrose. That same year he participated

in the Exposition International du Surrealisme at the

Galerie des Beaux-Arts in Paris, organized by Breton

and Eluard, and an exhibition of the same title at the

Galerie Robert in Amsterdam. The artist visited Italy in

1938 and 1939. His first retrospective was held at the

Palais des Beaux-Arts in Brussels in 1944-45. Delvaux

executed stage designs for Jean Genet's Adame Miroire

in 1947 and collaborated with Eluard on the book

Poemes, peintures et dessins, published in Geneva and

Paris the next year. After a brief sojourn in France in

1949, the following year he was appointed professor

at the Ecole Superieure d'Art et d'Architecture in Brus-

sels, a position he retained until 1962. From the early

1950s he executed a number of mural commissions in

Belgium. About the middle of the decade Delvaux set-

tled in Boitsfort, and in 1956 he traveled to Greece.

From 1965 to 1966 Delvaux served as President and

Director of the Academie Royale des Beaux-Arts of

Belgium, and about this time he produced his first

lithographs. Retrospectives of his work were held at

the Palais des Beaux-Arts in Lille in 1965, at the Musee

des Arts Decoratifs in Paris in 1969 and at the Museum
Boymans-van Beuningen in Rotterdam in 1973. Also in

1973 he was awarded the Rembrandt Prize of the

Johann Wolfgang Stiftung. A Delvaux retrospective

was shown at The National Museum of Modern Art

in Tokyo and The National Museum of Modern Art

of Kyoto in 1975. In 1977 he became an associate mem-
ber of the Academie des Beaux-Arts of France. Delvaux

lives and works in Brussels.

67 The Break of Day. July 1937

Oil on canvas, 47^ x 59Y&" (120 x 150.7 cm.)

Like his compatriot Magritte, Delvaux applied a fas-

tidious, detailed technique to scenes deriving their im-

pact from unsettling incongruities of subject. Influenced

by de Chirico, he frequently included classicizing de-

tails and used perspectival distortion to create rapid,

plunging movement from foreground to deep back-

ground. Unique to Delvaux is the silent, introspective

cast of figures he developed during the mid-i93os. His

formidable, buxom nude or seminude women pose

immobile with unfocused gazes, their arms frozen in

rhetorical gestures, dominating a world through which

men, preoccupied and timid, unobstrusively make their

way.

In the present work the metamorphosis of the women
in the foreground and the flight of another in the back-

ground suggest the myth of Daphne, in which the

nymph's escape from violation by Apollo is effected by

her transformation into a laurel tree. Delvaux intro-

duced the subject of the mirror in 1936 in works such

as Woman in a Grotto (Collection Thyssen-Bornemisza,

Lugano) and The Mirror (formerly Collection Roland

Penrose, London; destroyed during World War II). In

The Break of Day a new element is introduced; the

reflected figure is not present within the scene, but ex-

ists outside the canvas field. She is, therefore, in some

sense, the viewer, even if that viewer should happen to

be male. Delvaux thus elaborates two themes favored

by the Surrealists—those of metamorphosis and the

exchange of gender. The irony of the situation in which

a clothed male viewer could see himself reflected as a

nude female torso would have particularly appealed to

Duchamp, who appropriated the detail of the mirror in

his collage of 1942, In the Manner of Delvaux (Collec-

tion Vera and Arturo Schwarz, Milan).
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Victor Brauner 1903-1966

Victor Brauner was born on June 15, 1903, in Piatra-

Neamt, Rumania. His father was involved in spiritual-

ism and sent Brauner to evangelical school in Bra'ila

from 1916 to 1918. In 1921 he briefly attended the

School of Fine Arts in Bucharest, where he painted

Cezannesque landscapes. He exhibited paintings in his

subsequent expressionist style at his first one-man show
at the Galerie Mozart in Bucharest in 1924. Brauner

helped found the Dadaist review 75 HP in Bucharest.

He went to Paris in 192.5 but returned to Bucharest

approximately a year later. In Bucharest in 1929 Brau-

ner was associated with the Dadaist and Surrealist re-

view UNU.

Brauner settled in Paris in 1930 and became a friend

of his compatriot Brancusi. Then he met Tanguy who
introduced him to the Surrealists by 1933. Breton wrote

an enthusiastic introduction to the catalogue for

Brauner's first Parisian one-man show at the Galerie

Pierre in 1934. The exhibition was not well-received,

and in 1935 Brauner returned to Bucharest where he

remained until 1938. That year he moved to Paris, lived

briefly with Tanguy and painted a number of works

featuring distorted human figures with mutilated eyes.

Some of these paintings, dated as early as 193 1, proved

gruesomely prophetic when he lost his own eye in a

scuffle in 1938. At the outset of World War II Brauner

fled to the south of France, where he maintained con-

tact with other Surrealists in Marseille. Later he sought

refuge in Switzerland; unable to obtain suitable mate-

rials there, he improvised an encaustic from candle wax
and developed a graffito technique.

Brauner returned to Paris in 1945. He was included in

the Exposition Internationale dn Snrrealisme at the

Galerie Maeght in Paris in 1947. His postwar painting

incorporated forms and symbols based on Tarot cards,

Egyptian hieroglyphics and antique Mexican codices.

In the fifties Brauner traveled to Normandy and Italy,

and his work was shown at the Venice Biennale in 1954

and in 1966. He died in Paris on March 12, 1966.

68 Televentre. 1948

Oil on canvas, 28%6 x 23%" (72.5 x 60 cm.)

Brauner, who was influenced by Surrealism during the

mid-i93os, sought to penetrate his unconscious to dis-

cover its fundamental imagery and governing impulses.

His works are a plastic manifestation of this explora-

tion, expressed in primitivizing, iconic forms. In Tele-

ventre Brauner uses the primary image of the mother

as devourer and generator, the source of all conflict and

resolution. The erect phallus labeled Maman may refer

to the paradoxical identity of male and female in the

moment of conception, the suppressed but urgent inces-

tual longing of son for mother, or the influence of the

mother on the child's sexual development. The meta-

morphic nature of gestation and growth is translated

into a Surrealist language—the male child enters the

womb as if swallowed by a long-necked animal and

appears to emerge from it through the mouth of another

as a female; the female is seized by the hybrid form of

a bird doubling as the mother's head. Formally, the

work is characterized by compositional simplicity,

frontality and a rough, layered surface similar to that

of Brauner's paintings on wax, several of which are in

The Peggy Guggenheim Collection.
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Matta b. 19 11

Roberto Sebastian Antonio Matta Echaurren was born

on November n, 191 1, in Santiago, Chile. After study-

ing architecture at the Universidad Catolica in Santiago,

Matta went to Paris in 1934 to work as an apprentice to

the architect Le Corbusier. By the mid-thirties he knew

the poet Federico Garcia Lorca, Dalf and Andre Breton;

in 1937 he left Le Corbusier's atelier and joined the Sur-

realist movement. This same year Matta's drawings

were included in the Surrealist exhibition at Galerie

Wildenstein in Paris. In 1938 he began painting with

oils, executing a series of fantastic landscapes which he

called "inscapes" or "psychic morphologies."

Matta fled Europe for New York in 1939, where he

associated with other Surrealist emigres including Ernst,

Tanguy, Masson and Breton. The Julien Levy Gallery

in New York presented his first one-man show of paint-

ings in 1940, and he was included in the Artists in Exile

exhibition at the Pierre Matisse Gallery in New York

in 1942. During the forties Matta's painting anticipated

many innovations of the Abstract Expressionists and

influenced artists such as Gorky and Motherwell. To-

wards the end of the war he evolved increasingly mon-

strous imagery; the appearance of mechanical forms

and cinematic effects in Matta's work reflects the in-

fluence of Duchamp, whom he met in 1944. He broke

with the Surrealists in 1948 and returned to Europe,

settling in Rome in 1953. A mural for the UNESCO
Building in Paris was executed by the artist in 1956.

In 1957 The Museum of Modern Art in New York gave

him a major retrospective, which traveled to the Insti-

tute of Contemporary Art in Boston and the Walker Art

Center in Minneapolis. His work was exhibited at the

Sao Paulo Bienal in 1962, in Berlin in 1970 and Han-

nover in 1974. The artist now lives in Tarquinia, Italy,

and in Paris.

69 The Dryads. 194

1

Pencil and crayon on paper, ca. zz 1
Y\6 x 28 15

/i6"

(58.2x73.4 cm.)

This early drawing by Matta is one of several that re-

flect his interest in film, particularly the process of ani-

mation. Scenes are divided by a grid that invites a

sequential reading from left to right and top to bottom.

The pseudomythological content is treated with Sur-

realist violence and distortion in quick, spontaneous

pencil strokes.

In describing his notion of "psychic morphology" and

how it applied to his work of this period, Matta has

said, "I had all sorts of propositions, for example, I had

the propositions of—morphology of meeting—the man
meeting with another man in which the effect of the

meeting changed the form of the one met, etc."
::
' Such a

proposition is made in this narrative, in which three

dryads (wood nymphs of classical mythology) are

espied by three centaurs who cavort, couple and even-

tually fuse with them to create new winged-creatures.

One couple is isolated in the central frame, and their

history is followed. Theirs is a less than harmonious

transmutation, and though the creature they become

struggles to fly away as the others have, its wings are

abruptly amputated. In the final compartment it pulls

a fire-issuing tank. The frothy color lends the work a

lyrical tone at odds with the drama of the content.

* M. Kozloff, "An Interview with Matta," Artforum, vol. IV,

Sept. 1965, p. 2.5.
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IV. EUROPEAN AND LATIN-AMERICAN POSTWAR ART

Ben Nicholson 1894-1982

Ben Nicholson was born on April 10, 1894, in Den-

ham, Buckinghamshire, England. Both his parents were

painters. Nicholson attended the Slade School of Fine

Art in London in 1910-11; between 191 1 and 1914 he

traveled in France, Italy and Spain. He lived briefly

in Pasadena, California, in 1917-18. His first one-man

show was held at the Adelphi Gallery in London in

1922. Shortly thereafter he began abstract paintings

influenced by Synthetic Cubism. By 1927 he had initi-

ated a primitive style inspired by Rousseau and early

English folk art.

From 193 1 Nicholson lived in London; his association

with Moore and Barbara Hepworth dates from this

period. In 1932 he and Hepworth visited Brancusi, Arp,

Braque and Picasso in France. Herbin and Helion en-

couraged them to join Abstraction-Creation in 1933.

Nicholson made his first wood relief in 1933; the fol-

lowing year, he met Mondrian and married Hepworth.

In 1937 Nicholson edited Circle: International Survey

of Constructivist Art, which he had conceived in 1935.

After moving to Cornwall in 1939, the artist resumed

painting landscapes and added color to his abstract

reliefs. In 1945-46 he turned from reliefs to linear, ab-

stract paintings. Nicholson was commissioned to paint

a mural for the Time-Life Building in London in 1952.

He was given retrospectives at the Venice Biennale in

1954, and at the Tate Gallery, London, and the Stedelijk

Museum, Amsterdam, in 1955. Nicholson moved to

Ticino, Switzerland, in 1958 and began to concentrate

once more on painted reliefs. In 1964 he made a con-

crete wall relief for the Docnmenta III exhibition in

Kassel, Germany, and in 1968 was awarded the Order

of Merit by Queen Elizabeth. The Albright-Knox Art

Gallery, Buffalo, organized a retrospective of his work

in 1978. Ben Nicholson died on February 6, 1982, in

London.

70 February 1956 (Menhir). 1956

Oil on carved board, 39V8 x n^Tie"

(99.4 xsocm.)

In the early thirties Nicholson began carving reliefs. By

1934 these were composed of circular and rectilinear

elements that he painted white. The first series was
completed in 1939. When Nicholson focused again on

the medium in the mid-1950s, the reliefs became subtly

varied in coloration and texture. The present example

is particularly severe, the absence of curved or diagonal

lines recalling the work of Mondrian, whom Nicholson

knew and admired. The muted, chalky color evokes

early Italian Renaissance frescoes and shards of classi-

cal pottery.

The parenthetical Menhir (Breton for "long stone") in

the title refers to the simple prehistoric stone slabs

found throughout western Europe, especially in Brit-

tany. The association is reinforced by the vertical for-

mat and the hewn monochromatic surface of the board.

The balance of shape, proportion and placement, ap-

parently so simple, is achieved adroitly. The thickness

of the central rectangle decreases gradually from top to

bottom, so that the form projects where it meets the

upper rectangle, while lying flush above the lower rec-

tangle. This manipulation produces a tapering shadow

that softens the strictly perpendicular alignment of the

relief to produce a work of austere harmony.
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Germaine Richier 1902-1959

Germaine Richier was born in Grans, Bouches-du-

Rhone, France, on September 16, 1902. After six years

at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Montpellier, she moved
to Paris in 1926 where she studied privately with An-

toine Bourdelle from 1927 to 1929. Her first one-woman
exhibition was held at the Galerie Max Kaganovitch in

Paris in 1934. Richier was granted a sculpture prize in

1936 by the Blumenthal Foundation in New York, and

in 1937 took part in the Paris World's Fair, where she

received an award. Also in 1937 she participated in an

exhibition of European women artists at the Musee du

Jeu de Paume in Paris. Richier showed with Braque,

Chagall, Robert Delaunay, Andre Derain, Pierre Bon-

nard, Lipchitz and others in the French Pavilion at the

1939 World's Fair in New York.

Richier lived primarily in Switzerland and Provence

during World War II. In Switzerland she exhibited at the

Kunstmuseum Winterthur in 1942 and shared an ex-

hibition with Marini, Fritz Wotruba and Arnold d'Altri

at the Kunstmuseum Basel in 1944. After her return to

Paris in 1946 she developed her metamorphic imagery.

She became increasingly well-known after the war and

during the late 1940s and the 1950s exhibited widely

in the United States and Europe. Her work was repre-

sented at the Venice Biennale in 1948, 1952 and 1954.

In 1948 she exhibited with Arp and Laurens at the

Galerie d'Art Moderne in Basel and was given an

important one-woman show at the Galerie Maeght in

Paris. She executed a Crucifixion for the church of Assy

in 1950. Richier was awarded a sculpture prize in 1951

at the Sao Paulo Bienal. Following an important retro-

spective at the Musee National d'Art Moderne in Paris

in 1956, she settled again in Provence. The next year her

first solo show in New York took place at the Martha

Jackson Gallery. In 1958 Richier participated in group

exhibitions at the Kunsthalle Bern and the Musee
Rodin, Paris, and was given her first one-woman pres-

entation in an American museum at the Walker Art

Center in Minneapolis. She returned to Paris in 1959,

visiting Antibes that summer on the occasion of her solo

exhibition at the Musee Grimaldi, Chateau d'Antibes.

Richier died in Montpellier on July 31, 1959.

71 Tauromachy. 1953

Bronze, 43^16" (in. 5 cm.) high

Richier's investigation of the composition and decom-

position of organic materials situates her work in the

vitalist current of twentieth-century sculpture, which

concerns itself with natural processes. In an assault on

closed form, she breaks through her heavily-worked

surfaces to expose the structural armature and hollow

spaces within the bodies they describe.

In subject matter and style this sculpture recalls both

Picasso's Surrealist bullfight imagery of the 1930s and

his sculptures of the early 1950s. Richier, who was her-

self familiar with the bullfight, shared with Picasso an

interest in its mythic, archaic implications. In addition,

the robust three-dimensionality, raw surfaces and in-

corporation of found objects in Tauromachy may con-

stitute a response to works such as Picasso's She-Goat

of 1950 and Goat Skull and Bottle of 1951-52. Like

Moore during the same year (see cat. no. 62), Richier

places her forms in situational relationships. As she

wrote: "Finally, the sculpture is a place, an entity, a

synthesis of movements. I don't know if the Tauro-

machy evokes the sand, but no form, it seems to me, can

be separated from the universe, the elements. It is

therefore something more than an image."*

This bronze was produced in an edition of six.

::
' Quoted in Art du XXe siecle: Fondation Peggy Guggen-

heim, Venise, exh. cat., Paris, 1974, p. 106. Author's trans.
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Rufino Tamayo b. 1899

Rufino Tamayo was born August 26, 1899, in Oaxaca,

Mexico. Orphaned by 191 1, he moved to Mexico City

to live with an aunt who sent him to commercial school.

Tamayo began taking drawing lessons in 1915 and by

1917 had left commercial school to devote himself

entirely to the study of art. In 1921 he was appointed

head of the Department of Ethnographic Drawing at

the Museo Nacional de Arqueologia, Mexico City,

where his duties included drawing pre-Columbian ob-

jects in the museum's collection. Tamayo integrated the

forms and slatey tones of pre-Columbian ceramics into

his early still lifes and portraits of Mexican men and

women.

The first exhibition of Tamayo's work in the United

States was held at the Weyhe Gallery, New York, in

1926. The first of his many mural commissions was

given to him by the Escuela Nacional de Miisica in Mex-
ico City in 1932. In 1936 the artist moved to New York,

and throughout the late thirties and early forties the Val-

entine Gallery, New York, gave him shows. He taught

for nine years, beginning in 1938, at the Dalton School

in New York. In 1948 Tamayo's first retrospective took

place at the Instituto de Bellas Artes, Mexico City. Ta-

mayo was influenced by European modernism during

his stay in New York and when he traveled in Europe

in 1957. In that year he settled in Paris, where he ex-

ecuted a mural for the UNESCO Building in 1958. Ta-

mayo returned to Mexico City in 1964, making it his

permanent home. The French government named him

Chevalier and Officier de la Legion d'Honneur in 1956

and 1969 respectively, and he has been the recipient of

numerous other honors and awards. His work has been

exhibited internationally in group and one-man shows.

Important Tamayo retrospectives took place at the Sao

Paulo Bienal in 1977 and The Solomon R. Guggenheim

Museum, New York, in 1979. The artist lives and works

in Mexico City.

72 Heavenly Bodies. 1946

Oil with sand on canvas, 34% x 66^16" (86.6 x 170 cm.)

Tamayo filters his pre-Columbian heritage through the

pictorial tradition of European modernism in images

of man's confrontation with the forces of nature and

the universe. In several paintings of 1946-47 he shows

primitivized figures gesticulating in terror, awe or

longing at the patterns of astral and planetary orbits.

The lines traversing the sky in Heavenly Bodies may
represent light emanating from stars or the tails of

meteors, and may also indicate the mental constructs

that join stars in constellations. These lines dissect the

rich blue sky into flat planes and simultaneously pro-

vide the illusion of movement through a vast space. The
purity of the sky's geometry is contrasted with the un-

evenly curving contours of the human figure, associated

formally with the earth. A setting sun is evoked by the

red strip on the hill and is reflected on the man's face.

While bearing some relation to Mexican folk art, the

treatment of the figure derives more directly from the

work of Picasso. The combination of frontal and profile

view, the gaping mouth and conical eye, the shorthand

outlining of the face and outstretched childlike hand

have analogies in works such as Picasso's Guernica of

1937 (Collection Museo Nacional del Prado, Madrid),

which Tamayo had occasion to see in New York.
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Graham Sutherland 1903-1980

Graham Vivian Sutherland was born on August 24,

1903, in London. From 1921 to 1926 he attended The

Goldsmiths' College of Art, London, where he con-

centrated on engraving. His work was shown for the

first time in 1923 at the Royal Academy, London, where

he exhibited frequently until 1929. His first solo exhibi-

tion took place in London at the Twenty-One Gallery

in 1925. Sutherland was an associate of the Royal

Society of Painter-Etchers and Engravers from 1925

until 1933. He taught at the Chelsea School of Art in

London from 1928 to 1939, and abandoned engraving

for painting in the early 1930s. From the mid-i930s

Sutherland made frequent trips to Wales.

His paintings were first exhibited at the Rosenberg and

Helft Gallery in London in 1938. At the outbreak of

World War II he fled to the relative safety of Tetbury

in Gloucestershire on the invitation of his friend and

patron Kenneth Clark. In the capacity of War Artist

from 1940 to 1945, Sutherland executed numerous

official commissions. His first New York exhibition

took place at Curt Valentin's Buchholz Gallery in 1946.

The following year Sutherland met Picasso and Matisse

during a visit to southern France. One-man shows of

his work opened in 1948 at the Hanover Gallery in

London and the Buchholz Gallery in New York.

Sutherland visited Italy on the occasion of his one-man

show at the Venice Biennale of 1952; the exhibition was

expanded to constitute a retrospective presented at the

Musee National d'Art Moderne in Paris that same year.

Another Sutherland retrospective, organized by the Arts

Council of Great Britain in 1953, was shown at the

Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam, the Kunsthaus Zurich

and the Tate Gallery in London. The artist began a por-

trait commission of Sir Winston Churchill in 1954.

From 1955 he divided his time between Venice and

Menton. Paul Rosenberg and Co. in New York orga-

nized a one-man show of his work in 1959. Other

Sutherland exhibitions were held in 1966 at Marlbor-

ough Fine Art in London and in 1967 at the Wallraf-

Richartz-Museum in Cologne and the Gemeentemu-

seum in The Hague. He was elected to the American

Academy of Arts and Letters in New York in 1972.

Sutherland died in London on February 17, 1980.

73 Organic Form. 1962-68

Oil on canvas, $i xA x 38%" (130.2 x 97.4 cm.)

Sutherland, a Roman Catholic convert, frequently de-

picted religious imagery, most notably in his tapestry

commission for the Cathedral of Coventry, completed

in 1961. An echo of the Coventry commission is to be

found even in a work as abstract as Organic Form. The
small crucifixion and flanking sun and moon that ap-

pear in the lower part of the tapestry find abstract

counterparts here in the monstrance-like shape on the

gray platform. Superpositioned on the cross is a human-

oid form, rising out of a pod shape that is similar to the

fruit form in Sutherland's gouache Fruit Villefrance of

1950 (present whereabouts unknown; formerly Collec-

tion Galleria Galatea, Turin). The motif resembling a

grinning face at the left is composed of elements like

those in his Landscape with Pointed Rocks series of

drawings of 1944. The artist's most literal reference to

his own earlier work, however, is the large planetlike

globe to the right, which was taken from his 1940

gouache Design for "The Wanderer" II (Collection The

Hon. Colette Clark, London), a design for a ballet per-

formed by the Vic Wells Company at the New Theatre

in London in January of 1941.
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Francis Bacon b. 1909

Francis Bacon was born in Dublin on October 28, 1909.

At the age of sixteen he moved to London and sub-

sequently lived for about two years in Berlin and Paris.

Although Bacon never attended art school he began to

draw and work in watercolor about 1926-27. Picasso's

work decisively influenced his painting until the mid-

19405. Upon his return to London in 1929 he estab-

lished himself as a furniture designer and interior de-

signer. He began to use oils in the autumn of that year

and exhibited furniture and rugs as well as a few paint-

ings in his studio. His work was included in a group

exhibition in London at the Mayor Gallery in 1933. In

1934 the artist organized his own first one-man show

at Sunderland House, London, which he called Transi-

tion Gallery for the occasion. He participated in a group

show at Thos. Agnew and Sons in London in 1937.

Bacon painted relatively little after his one-man show
and in the 1930s and early 1940s destroyed many of his

works. He began to paint intensively again in 1944. His

first major one-man show took place at the Hanover

Gallery in London in 1949. From the mid-i940s to the

1950s Bacon's work reflected the influence of Surreal-

ism. In the 1950s Bacon drew on such sources as Velaz-

quez's Portrait of Pope Innocent X, van Gogh's The

Painter on the Road to Tarascon and Muybridge's pho-

tographs. His first one-man exhibition outside England

was held in 1953 at the Durlacher Brothers, New York.

In 1950-51 and 1952 the artist traveled to South Africa.

He visited Italy in 1954 when his work was featured in

the British Pavilion at the Venice Biennale. His first

retrospective was held at the Institute of Contemporary

Art, London, in 1955. Bacon was given a one-man show
at the Sao Paulo Bienal in 1959. In 1962 the Tate Gal-

lery, London, organized a major Bacon retrospective,

a modified version of which traveled to Mannheim,
Turin, Zurich and Amsterdam. Other important ex-

hibitions of his work were held at The Solomon R.

Guggenheim Museum, New York, in 1963 and the

Grand Palais in Paris in 1971; paintings from 1968 to

1974 were exhibited at The Metropolitan Museum of

Art, New York, in 1975. The artist lives in London.

74 Study for a Chimpanzee. 1957

Oil on canvas, 60 X46V16" (152.4 x 117 cm.)

Though Bacon is best known for his alienated and often

hideously distorted human figures, animals are the sub-

ject of at least a dozen of his canvases. He rarely works

from nature, preferring photographs, and for images of

animals has often consulted Eadweard Muybridge's

Animals in Motion, Marius Maxwell's Stalki?ig Big

Game with a Camera in Equatorial Africa and pictures

from zoological parks. Intrigued by the disconcerting

affinities between simians and human beings, he first

compared them in 1949 in Head IV (Man with a Mon-
key) (formerly Collection Geoffrey Gates, New York),

in which a man's averted face is concealed by that of

the monkey he holds.

Like his human subjects, Bacon's animals are shown in

formal portraits or candid snapshots in which they are

passive, shrieking or twisted in physical contortions. The

chimpanzee in the Peggy Guggenheim work is depicted

with relative benevolence, though the blurring of the

image, reflecting Bacon's interest in frozen motion and

the effects of photography and film, makes it difficult

to interpret the pose or expression. In composition and

treatment it is close to paintings of simians executed in

the fifties by Sutherland, with whom Bacon became

friendly in 1946. The faint, schematic framing enables

Bacon to "see" the subject better, while the mono-

chrome background provides a starkly contrasting field

that helps to define form.
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Jean Dubuffet b. 1901

Jean Dubuffet was born in Le Havre on July 31, 1901.

He attended art classes in his youth and in 1918 moved

to Paris to study at the Academie Julian, which he

left after six months. During this time Dubuffet met

Suzanne Valadon, Raoul Dufy, Leger and Max Jacob

and became fascinated with Hans Prinzhorn's book on

psychopathic art. He traveled to Italy in 1923 and South

America in 1924. Then Dubuffet gave up painting for

about ten years, working as an industrial draftsman

and later in the family wine business. He committed

himself to becoming an artist in 1942.

Dubuffet's first one-man exhibition was held at the

Galerie Rene Drouin in Paris in 1944. During the for-

ties the artist associated with Charles Ratton, Jean Paul-

han, Georges Limbour and Andre Breton. His style and

subject matter in this period owed a debt to Klee. From

1945 he collected Art Brut, spontaneous, direct works

by untutored individuals, such as mental patients. The

Pierre Matisse Gallery gave him his first one-man show

in New York in 1947.

From 1951 to 1952 Dubuffet lived in New York; he

then returned to Paris, where a retrospective of his

work took place at the Cercle Volney in 1954. His first

museum retrospective occurred in 1957 at the Schloss

Morsbroich, Leverkusen, Germany. Major Dubuffet

exhibitions have since been held at the Musee des Arts

Decoratifs, Paris, The Museum of Modern Art, New
York, The Art Institute of Chicago, the Stedelijk Mu-
seum, Amsterdam, the Tate Gallery, London, and The

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York. His

paintings of L'Hourloupe, a series begun in 1962, were

exhibited at the Palazzo Grassi in Venice in 1964. A
collection of Dubuffet's writings, Prospectus et tons

ecrits suivants, was published in 1967, the same year he

started his architectural structures. Soon thereafter he

began numerous commissions for monumental outdoor

sculptures. In 1971 he produced his first theater props,

the "practicables." A major Dubuffet retrospective was

presented at the Akademie der Kiinste, Berlin, the Mu-
seum Moderner Kunst, Vienna, and the Joseph-Haub-

richkunsthalle, Cologne, in 1980-81. In 1981 The Solo-

mon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, observed the

artist's eightieth birthday with an exhibition. Dubuffet

lives and works in Paris and Perigny.

75 Fleshy Face with Chestnut Hair (Head of a Woman).
August 195

1

Oil-based mixed media on canvas, 25 %6 x 21 14"

(64.9 x 54 cm.)

Dubuffet was attracted to the surfaces of dilapidated

walls, pitted roads and the natural crusts of earth and

rock, and during the 1940s and 1950s sought to create

an equivalent texture in his art. He experimented with

a variety of materials to produce thick, ruggedly tactile

surfaces that constitute deliberately awkward, vulgar

and abbreviated imagery, often of grotesque faces or

female nudes. Dubuffet made the present work with an

oil-based "mortar," applying it with a palette knife,

allowing areas to dry partially, then scraping, gouging,

raking, slicing or wiping them before applying more

medium. The resulting surface is so thick that incisions

providing the contours and delineating features seem to

model form in relief. He wrote that this mortar enabled

him to "provoke systems of relief in objects where re-

liefs are least expected, and lent itself, at the same time,

to very realistic effects of rugged and stony terrains. I

enjoyed the idea that a single medium should have this

double (ambiguous) power: to accentuate the actual and

familiar character of certain elements (notably in figura-

tions of ground and soils), and yet to precipitate other

elements into a world of fantasmagoric irreality. . .

."*

Dubuffet's aggressively anticultural, antiaesthetic atti-

tude and spontaneity of expression provided an ex-

ample for members of the COBRA group in Europe (see

cat. nos. 76-78) and New York artists such as Claes

Oldenburg and Jim Dine.

* P. Selz and J. Dubuffet, The Work of Jean Dubuffet, exh.

cat., New York, 1962, p. 66.
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Asger Jorn 1914-1973

Asger Jorn was born Asger Oluf j0rgensen in Vejrum,

Jutland, Denmark, on March 3, 1914. He visited Paris

in the autumn of 1936, where he studied at Leger's

Academie Contemporaine. During the war Jorn re-

mained in Denmark, painting canvases that reflect the

influence of Ensor, Kandinsky, Klee and Miro and con-

tributing to the magazine Helhesten.

Jorn traveled to Swedish Lapland in the summer of

1946, met Constant in Paris that autumn and spent six

months in Djerba, Tunisia, in 1947-48. His first one-

man exhibition in Paris took place in 1948 at the Gal-

erie Breteau. At about the same time the COBRA (an

acronym for Copenhagen, Brussels, Amsterdam) move-

ment was founded by Appel, Constant, Corneille,

Christian Dotremont, Jorn and Joseph Noiret. The
group's unifying doctrine was complete freedom of ex-

pression with emphasis on color and brushwork. Jorn

edited monographs of the Bibliotheque Cobra before

disassociating himself from the movement.

In 195 1 Jorn returned, poor and ill, to Silkeborg, his

hometown in Denmark. He began his intensive work

in ceramics in 1953. The following year he settled in

Albisola, Italy, and participated in a continuation of

COBRA called Mouvement International pour un Bau-

haus Imaginiste. Jorn's activities included painting,

collage, book illustration, prints, drawings, ceramics,

tapestries, commissions for murals and, in his last years,

sculpture. He participated in the Situationist Interna-

tional movement from 1957 to 1961 and worked on a

study of early Scandinavian art between 1961 and 1965.

After the mid-1950s Jorn divided his time between

Paris and Albisola. His first one-man show in New
York took place in 1962 at the Lefebre Gallery. From

1966 Jorn concentrated on oil painting and traveled

frequently, visiting Cuba, England and Scotland, the

United States and the Orient. Jorn died on May 1, 1973,

in Aarhus, Denmark.

76 Untitled. 1956-57

Oil on canvas, 55V2 x 39
1//' (141 X99.6 cm.)

From about 1948 Jorn filled his canvases with swarm-

ing faces and figures, vaporous equivalents of the eccen-

tric visages in crowd scenes by the Belgian artist James

Ensor. Their scrawled half-innocent, half-demonic fea-

tures also have antecedents in the creatures of Dubuffet

and Klee. These presences hovering on the surface of

the canvas are integrated with their surroundings,

scarcely distinguishable as representational forms. In

the present canvas blobs of paint and linear contours

coalesce into a standing, grinning human figure at the

right and a bird in the center; a multitude of faces, less

acutely defined, emerge, vanish and reappear in the

seething environment. Wherever two dots can be in-

terpreted as eyes, a face can be imagined.

The sense of fantasy here is complemented by the can-

died color applied in thicknesses ranging from thin

veneer to heavy ridges. Line incises its way through the

fluffy space of this layered pigment to determine bound-

aries and suggest form. The dots of color sprinkled

throughout anticipate the pointillism of the artist's

Luxury Paintings of the early 1960s, in which paint is

dripped onto the canvas from a perforated tin can. The

accidental revelation of form and the importance of

chance in Jorn's work suggest Surrealist concerns.
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Karel Appel b. 1921

Karel Appel was born on April 25, 1921, in Amsterdam.

From 1940 to 1943 he studied at the Rijksakademie van

Beeldende Kunsten in Amsterdam. In 1946 his first one-

man show was held at Het Beerenhuis in Groningen,

The Netherlands, and he participated in the Jonge

Schilders exhibition at the Stedelijk Museum of Amster-

dam. About this time Appel was influenced first by

Picasso and Matisse, then by Dubuffet. He was a mem-
ber of the Nederlandse Experimented Groep and estab-

lished the COBRA movement in 1948 with Constant,

Corneille and others. In 1949 Appel completed a fresco

for the cafeteria of the city hall in Amsterdam, which

created such controversy that it was covered for ten

years.

In 1950 the artist moved to Paris; there the writer Hugo
Claus introduced him to Michel Tapie, who organized

various exhibitions of his work. Appel was given a one-

man show at the Palais des Beaux-Arts in Brussels in

1953. He received the UNESCO Prize at the Venice

Biennale of 1954, and was commissioned to execute

a mural for the restaurant of the Stedelijk Museum
in 1956. The following year Appel traveled to Mexico

and the United States and won a graphics prize at the

Ljubljana Biennial in Yugoslavia. He was awarded an

International Prize for Painting at the Sao Paulo Bienal

in 1959. The first major monograph on Appel, written

by Claus, was published in 1962. In the late 1960s

the artist moved to the Chateau de Molesmes, near

Auxerre, southeast of Paris. Solo exhibitions of his

work were held at the Centre National d'Art Con-

temporain in Paris and the Stedelijk Museum in

Amsterdam in 1968 and at the Kunsthalle Basel and the

Palais des Beaux-Arts in Brussels in 1969. During the

1950s and 1960s he executed numerous murals for

public buildings. A major Appel show opened at the

Centraal Museum in Utrecht in 1970, and a retrospec-

tive of his work toured Canada and the United States

in 1972. Appel lives in Paris and New York.

77 Crocodile. 1956

Oil on canvas, 57% x 44%" (145.5 xll 3-7 cm -)

Appel, like Jorn, was a member of the COBRA group,

which emphasized material and its spontaneous ap-

plication. Though the group was short-lived, its con-

cerns have endured in his work. The single standing

figures of humans or animals he developed during the

1950s are rendered in a deliberately awkward, naive

way, with no attempt at modeling or perspectival

illusionism. Thus, the crocodile in this painting is pre-

sented as a flat and immobile form, contoured with

heavy black lines in the manner of a child's drawing.

Appel's paint handling activates a frenzy of rhythmic

movement in Crocodile, despite the static monumen-
tally of the subject. Drips and smears are interspersed

with veritable stalactites of brilliant, unmodulated color

that buckle, ooze, slash, wither and thread their way
over the surface. The physicality of the impasto and its

topographic variety allow it to reflect light and cast

shadows dramatically, increasing the emotional inten-

sity of violent color contrasts. In 1956 Appel summar-

ized the genesis of his work: "I never try to make a

painting; it is a howl, it is naked, it is like a child, it is a

caged tiger. . . . My tube is like a rocket writing its own
space.

"

,:
"

* Quoted in A. Frankenstein, Karel Appel, New York, 1980,

p. 52.
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Pierre Alechinsky b. 1927

Pierre Alechinsky was born on October 19, 1927, in

Brussels. From an early age Alechinsky was interested

in graphic arts and in 1944 he entered the Ecole Na-

tionale Superieure d'Architecture et des Arts Decoratifs

in Brussels, where he studied book illustration and

typography. He also painted in a post-Cubist style and

later in a manner reminiscent of Ensor. His paintings

of monstrous women were shown in his first one-man

exhibition at the Galerie Lou Cosyn in Brussels in 1947.

That same year he became a member of the group Jeitne

Ve'mture Beige.

In 1948 expressionist artists including Appel, Jorn,

Constant, Carl-Henning Pedersen and Corneille formed

the COBRA group. Alechinsky joined COBRA in 1949

and participated in the first Internationale tentoon-

stelling experimented Kunst—COBRA that year at the

Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam. He became a central

figure in the group and organized its second interna-

tional exhibition in Liege, Belgium, in 1951. Shortly

thereafter COBRA disbanded.

Alechinsky moved to Paris in 1951 to study printmaking

under a grant from the French government. He studied

engraving with Stanley William Hayter at Atelier 17 in

1952. At about the same time he became fascinated by

Japanese calligraphy and in 1955 he went to Tokyo
and Kyoto. There he visited masters of the art and pro-

duced the award-winning film Calligrapbie japonaise.

In the 1960s Alechinsky traveled extensively in Europe,

the United States and Mexico and participated in nu-

merous international exhibitions. An Alechinsky retro-

spective organized by The Arts Club of Chicago toured

the United States in 1965. In 1976 Alechinsky became

the first recipient of the prestigious Andrew W. Mellon

Prize for artists. The prize was accompanied by a major

retrospective of his work in all media at the Museum
of Art, Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh, in 1977. The

artist continues to paint and to make prints and book

illustrations at his home in Bougival, France.

78 Dressing Gown. 1972

Acrylic on canvas, 39% x 60V2" (100 x 153.6 cm.)

Alechinsky's work exhibits a commitment to both

spontaneous expression and figuration. Here he com-

bines agitated calligraphic line with vivid washes of

thinned paint, out of which simplified figures emerge.

The opposition of graphic and painterly effects parallels

the tension between representational and abstract

forms.

Amid Alechinsky's familiar vocabulary of nonreferen-

tial signs, such as the triangle or clusters of loops in-

scribed in a circle, one can detect the confrontation of

two figures, a coiling serpentine form to the left and an

anxious childlike presence to the right. Reminiscent of

the theme of St. Michael and the dragon, to which he

alludes in other works, this scene suggests the conflicts

of fundamental impulses. Alechinsky has written that

"when I paint, I liberate monsters, my own monsters—

and for these I am responsible. They are the manifes-

tations of all the doubts, searches and groping for

meaning and expression which all artists experience,

and at the same time they represent my doubts, my
searches and my most profound and diffuse diffi-

culties."*

* Interview by J. Putnam, trans. S. W. Taylor, Alechinsky,

exh. cat., New York, 1965, n.p.
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Alan Davie b. 1920

James Alan Davie was born in Grangemouth, Scotland,

on September 28, 1920. From 1937 to 1940 he attended

the Edinburgh College of Art, where he was awarded

Andrew Grant Scholarships in 1938 and 1941. While

serving in the Royal Artillery from 194 1 to 1946, Davie

spent a leave in 1945 in London, where he saw the work

of Klee and Picasso. His first one-man show was held

in Edinburgh in 1946 at Grant's Bookshop. He used

the second Andrew Grant Scholarship in 1948 to visit

Paris and traveled to Switzerland, Italy, southern France

and Spain. Davie was given a one-man exhibition at

Gimpel Fils in 1950 in London, where he has since

shown frequently; at this time he met Herbert Read and

Roland Penrose.

On the occasion of his solo exhibition at the Catherine

Viviano Gallery in New York in 1956 Davie visited the

United States for the first time, meeting Motherwell,

Pollock, Kline, Rothko and de Kooning. In England

later that year he received a Gregory Fellowship in

Painting and started to teach at the University of Leeds.

A retrospective of his work was held at the Whitechapel

Art Gallery in London in 1958. The following year he

began to divide his time between Hertfordshire and

Cornwall and participated in //. Documenta in Kassel.

A major Davie exhibition opened at the Stedelijk Mu-
seum in Amsterdam in 1962 and circulated in Europe

thereafter. The artist made his first trip to Norway in

1962. Davie was given a one-man show in the British

section of the 1963 Sao Paulo Bienal and he took part

in the Salon de Mai in Paris in 1964. Solo exhibitions

of his work were organized in 1967 at the Galerie de

France, Paris, the Kestner-Gesellschaft Hannover, The

Arts Club of Chicago and the University of Minnesota

Gallery in Minneapolis. During the 1970s Davie exhib-

ited extensively internationally. An accomplished jazz

musician, he gave his first public recital in 1971. He lives

and works in Rush Green, Hertfordshire, England.

79 Untitled. 1950

Oil with paper collage on board, 47^16 x 59^16"

(121. 7 x 152.2 cm.)

During a visit to Peggy Guggenheim's collection in Ven-

ice in 1948, Davie was impressed by Pollock's work,

particularly that of his ritualistic, symbolic period of the

early 1940s. Davie's large and somber paintings of the

1950s integrate the mythic elements and formal freedom

he had discovered in Pollock with the structural rigor of

French Cubism.

This early untitled work, aptly known as Peggy's Gues-

sing Box, contains a proliferation of pictographic signs

that are open to multiple interpretations. Two stick fig-

ures at the lower left represent the fundamental human
units of male and female and provide a sense of scale.

Measured against this human scale, the other composi-

tional elements become monumental, forming a vast

urban environment dimly lit by artificial means. Frag-

ments of words and numbers take on billboard pro-

portions, and, as in Cubist collage, also function as

self-representing signs equivalent to invented abstract

signs. Bits of collaged newsprint show through here and

there, the actual layering of paper on board comple-

menting the illusory layering of forms in paint.

An accomplished jazz musician, Davie has compared

his compositional technique in painting to that of jazz

improvisation, in which the artist departs from the orig-

inal structure in an unpremeditated way.
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V. AMERICAN SCULPTURE AND PAINTING IN THE 1940s; ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONISM

Alexander Calder 1898-1976

Alexander Calder was born on July 22, 1898, in Lawn-

ton, Pennsylvania, into a family of artists. In 191 9 he

received an engineering degree from Stevens Institute

of Technology in Hohoken, New Jersey. Calder at-

tended the Art Students League in New York from 1923

to 1926, studying briefly with Thomas Hart Benton and

John Sloan, among others. As a free-lance artist for the

National Police Gazette in 1925 he spent two weeks

sketching at the circus; his fascination with the subject

dates from this time. He also made his first sculpture

in 1925; the following year he made several construc-

tions of animals and figures with wire and wood.

Calder's first exhibition of paintings took place in 1926

at The Artist's Gallery in New York. Later this year he

went to Paris and attended the Academie de la Grande

Chaumiere. In Paris he met Stanley William Hayter,

exhibited at the 1926 Salon des Independants and in

1927 began giving performances of his miniature circus.

The first show of his wire animals and caricature por-

traits was held at the Weyhe Gallery, New York, in

1928. That same year he met Miro, who became his

lifelong friend. Subsequently Calder divided his time

between France and the United States. In 1929 the

Galerie Billiet gave him his first one-man show in Paris.

He met Leger, Frederick Kiesler and van Doesburg and

visited Mondrian's studio in 1930. Calder began to ex-

periment with abstract sculpture at this time and in

1931-32 introduced moving parts into his work. These

moving sculptures were called mobiles; the stationary

constructions were to be named stabiles. He exhibited

with the Abstraction-Creation group in Paris in 1933.

In 1943 The Museum of Modern Art in New York gave

him a major one-man exhibition.

During the 1950s Calder traveled widely and executed

Towers (wall mobiles) and Gongs (sound mobiles). He
won First Prize for Sculpture at the 1952 Venice Bien-

nale. Late in the decade the artist worked extensively

with gouache; from this period he executed numerous

major public commissions. In 1964-65 The Solomon

R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, presented a major

Calder retrospective. He began the Totems and the

Animobiles, variations on the standing mobile, in 1966

and 1 971 respectively. An important Calder exhibition

was held at the Whitney Museum of American Art in

New York in 1976. Calder died in New York on

November n, 1976.

80 Mobile. 194

1

Painted aluminum, ca. 84 1/4" (214 cm.) high

During the early 1930s Calder, a pioneering figure in

the development of kinetic art, created sculptures in

which balanced components move, some driven by

motor, and others impelled by the action of air currents.

Duchamp first applied the descriptive designation

"mobiles" to those reliant on air alone. Either sus-

pended or freestanding, these constructions generally

consist of flat pieces of painted metal connected by wire

veins and stems. Their biomorphic shapes recall the

organic motifs of the Surrealist painting and sculpture

of his friends Miro and Arp. Calder, a fastidious crafts-

man, cut, bent, punctured and twisted his materials

entirely by hand, the manual emphasis contributing to

the sculptures' evocation of natural form. Shape, size,

color, space and movement combine and recombine in

shifting, balanced relationships that provide a visual

equivalent to the harmonious but unpredictable activity

of nature.

The present mobile is organized as an antigravitational

cascade in which large, heavy, mature shapes sway

serenely at the top, while small, undifferentiated, agi-

tated new growth dips and rocks below. Calder left one

leaf unpainted, revealing the aluminum surface and

underscoring the sense of variety he considered vital to

the success of a work of art. As he wrote: "Disparity in

form, color, size, weight, motion, is what makes a

composition. ... It is the apparent accident to regu-

larity which the artist actually controls by which he

makes or mars a work."*

* Quoted in J. Lipman, Calder's Universe, exh. cat., New
York, 1976, p. 33.
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Joseph Cornell 1903-1972

Joseph Cornell was born on December 24, 1903, in

Nyack, New York. From 1917 to 1921 he attended

Phillips Academy in Andover, Massachusetts. He was

an avid collector of memorabilia and, while working

as a woolen-goods salesman in New York for the next

ten years, developed his interest in ballet, literature and

the opera.

In the early thirties Cornell met Surrealist writers and

artists at the Julien Levy Gallery in New York and saw

Ernst's collage-novel La Femme 100 tetes. Cornell's

early constructions of found objects were first exhibited

in Surrealism, presented at the Wadsworth Atheneum
in Hartford and subsequently at Julien Levy's in 1932.

From 1934 to 1940 Cornell supported himself by work-

ing at the Traphagen studio in New York. During these

years he became familiar with Duchamp's Readymades

and Schwitters's box constructions. Cornell was in-

cluded in the 1936 exhibition Fantastic Art, Dada, Sur-

realism at The Museum of Modern Art, New York.

Always interested in film and cinematic techniques, he

made a number of movies, including Rose Hobart of

1931, and wrote two film scenarios. One of these,

Monsieur Phot of 1933, was published in 1936 in Levy's

book Surrealism.

Cornell's first one-man exhibition took place at the

Julien Levy Gallery in 1939 and included an array of

objects, a number of them in shadow boxes. During the

forties and fifties he made Medici boxes, boxes devoted

to stage and screen personalities, Aviary constructions,

Observatories, Night Skies, Winter Night Skies and

Hotel boxes. In the early 1960s Cornell stopped making

new boxes and began to reconstruct old ones and to

work intensively in collage. Major Cornell retrospec-

tives were held in 1967 at the Pasadena Art Museum
and The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York.

In 1971 The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York

mounted an exhibition of his collages. Cornell died on

December 29, 1972, at his home in Flushing, New York.

Ii Swiss Shoot-the-Chutes. 194

1

Box construction, 21V6 x i^Vu x 4716"

(53-7x354x11 cm.)

More prosaic in its connotations than many of Cornell's

boxes, Swiss Shoot-the-Chutes playfully combines real

objects with reproductions to identify a locale—the

Swiss Alps. Like other works of the period by Cornell,

the box has been devised as a sophisticated toy that re-

quires the viewer's imaginative participation. In order

for this ingeniously constructed work to be activated,

the wooden ball resting inside the box must be ex-

tracted, inserted through the hatch at the top of the

right side of the frame and released. The ball then rolls

along the ramps within the box, hitting bells of various

sizes, appearing and disappearing behind the punctured

facade of the map in an energetic crisscross downhill

route, ultimately emerging through the hatch at the

lower right.

Not only does the ball enact the Shoot-the-Chutes

amusement park ride, but, as it plows through a topsy-

turvy map of Switzerland and surroundings, it also

mimics the course of the skier who appears in a vignette

at the center. Cornell wittily seizes on the mapmaker's

miniaturization of scale to suggest a family of mam-
moth balls tunneling through Alpine Europe, process-

ing the land into a surface with the aerated texture of

Swiss cheese. In striking the bells, the ball evokes

Switzerland's dairyland by producing the cacaphony of

a herd of cows, such as those shown stolidly grazing

over the upper half of the composition. In his investi-

gation of potential, interrupted and completed move-

ment Cornell makes reference in this construction to

photography in general and to cinematic technique in

particular.
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Iz Pharmacy. 1942

Box construction, 14 x 13 x ^Vs"

(35-5 x 33 x II - 1 cm -)

Cornell's obsession with the collection, isolation, com-

bination and preservation of found objects is revealed

in a fastidiously compartmentalized form in the Phar-

macy boxes of the 1940s and 1950s. Like Duchamp's

Box in a Valise of 194 1 (an example of which is in The

Peggy Guggenheim Collection), this work is a miniature

museum dedicated to the protection and presentation

of its contents. The care with which the collection has

been selected and displayed invests it with a potency

the individual objects do not ordinarily convey.

Each apothecary jar presents a diorama of poetically

allusive natural or man-made forms. The natural world

is present in sand, stones, shells, plant and insect parts,

feathers and wood; the constructed world appears in

mechanisms, toys, maps and prints. The environments

invoked range from the seashore, where man's impor-

tance is negligible, to the Renaissance palace, one of the

most sophisticated expressions of his material and in-

tellectual achievement. Like the alchemist, Cornell

transforms ordinary objects into precious things; in one

jar he even seems to have fulfilled the ultimate alchemi-

cal aspiration of transmuting base metal into gold. By

presenting these inviolable jars in a pharmaceutical

context, he may also allude to the universal restorative

powers that alchemists hoped to discover. The mirror-

ing of the back wall of the box, typical of apothecaries'

cabinets, multiplies the contents and reflects the viewer,

whom it affords the unexpected opportunity to study

the reverse of objects without moving around them.
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Arshile Gorky 1904-1948

Arshile Gorky was born Vosdanik Adoian in the village

of Khorkom, province of Van, Armenia, on April 15,

1904. The Adoians became refugees from the Turkish

invasion; Gorky himself left Van in 19 15 and arrived

in the United States about March 1, 1920. He stayed

with relatives in Watertown, Massachusetts, and with

his father who had settled in Providence, Rhode Island.

By 1922 he lived in Watertown and taught at the New
School of Design in Boston. In 1925 he moved to New
York and changed his name to Arshile Gorky. He
entered the Grand Central School of Art in New York

as a student but soon became an instructor of drawing;

from 1926 to 1931 he was a member of the faculty.

Throughout the 1920s Gorky's painting was influenced

by Cezanne, Braque and, above all, Picasso.

In 1930 Gorky's work was included in a group show
at The Museum of Modern Art in New York. During

the thirties he associated closely with Stuart Davis,

John Graham and de Kooning; he shared a studio with

de Kooning late in the decade. Gorky's first one-man

show took place at the Mellon Galleries in Philadelphia

in 193 1. From 1935 to 1937 he worked under the WPA
Federal Art Project on murals for the Newark Airport.

His involvement with the WPA continued into 1941.

Gorky's first one-man show in New York was held at

the Boyer Galleries in 1938. The San Francisco Museum
of Art exhibited his work in 1941.

In the 1940s he was profoundly affected by the work of

European Surrealists, particularly Miro, Masson and

Matta. By 1944 he met Breton and became a friend of

other Surrealist emigres in this country. Gorky's first

exhibition at the Julien Levy Gallery in New York took

place in 1945. From 1942 to 1948 he worked for part

of each year in the countryside of Connecticut or Vir-

ginia. A succession of personal tragedies, including a

fire in his studio that destroyed much of his work, a

serious operation and an automobile accident, preceded

Gorky's death by suicide on July 21, 1948, in Sherman,

Connecticut.

83 Painting. 1944

Oil on canvas, 65% x joYk," (167 x 178.2 cm.)

Gorky spent the greater part of 1944 at Crooked Run
Farm in Hamilton, Virginia, where he produced a large

number of drawings, many of which were conceived as

preliminary studies for paintings. This work is preceded

by such a study, a closely related untitled drawing of

1944 (Private Collection) that sets out its motifs, their

ordering within the composition and the arrangement

of color. Apart from the transformation of an empty

contour at the upper center into a solid, anchored black

form, only insignificant compositional and coloristic

changes appear in the finished painting.

Gorky's enthusiastic response to the natural surround-

ings of rural Virginia infused his work with expressive

freedom. Landscape references appear in Tainting;

though the white ground is uniform, it is empty at the

very top of the canvas, suggesting a slice of sky, while

the "earth" below is replete with vegetal shapes and

floral colors. A clear gravitational sense is produced by

the dripping of paint thinned with turpentine, a tech-

nique suggested by Matta. As in They Will Take My
Island of the same year (Collection Art Gallery of

Ontario, Toronto), an aggressive diagonal accent cuts

through the upper center of the canvas. This detail may
be inspired by the diagonal lance in paintings of St.

George and the dragon by Paolo Uccello and Kan-

dinsky, both of whom Gorky admired.

The techniques and content of Surrealism influenced the

development of Gorky's language of free, organic,

vitally curvilinear forms. Miro's example is particularly

evident here, in the disposition of floating abstract units

on an indeterminate background, and in details such

as flamelike shapes, dotted ovals and suggestions of

genitals. Unlike Miro, however, Gorky enmeshes his

forms with one another to create the overall structure.

Textured, insubstantial clouds of color occasionally

pertain to the graphic form they accompany, but more

often are independent elements, as in the work of Kan-

dinsky. The curves, inflections and directionality of

Gorky's line likewise free it from descriptive function.

In his emphasis on the autonomous expressive poten-

tial of line, form and color, Gorky anticipated the con-

cerns of Abstract Expressionism.
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Willem de Kooning b. 1904

Willem de Kooning was born April 24, 1904, in Rot-

terdam. From 1916 to 1925 he studied at night at

the Academie voor Beeldende Kunsten en Technische

Wetenschappen, Rotterdam, while apprenticed to a

commercial art and decorating firm and later working

for an art director. In 1924 he visited museums in Bel-

gium and studied further in Brussels and Antwerp. De
Kooning came to the United States in 1926 and settled

briefly in Hoboken, New Jersey. He worked as a house

painter before moving to New York in 1927, where he

met John Graham, Stuart Davis and Gorky. He took

various commercial art and odd jobs until 1935-36,

when he was employed in the mural and easel divisions

of the WPA Federal Art Project. Thereafter he painted

full-time. In the late 1930s his abstract as well as figura-

tive work was primarily influenced by the Cubism and

Surrealism of Picasso and also by Gorky, with whom
he shared a studio.

In 1938 de Kooning started his first series of Women,
which would become a major recurrent theme. During

the 1940s he participated in group shows with other

artists who would form the New York School of Ab-

stract Expressionism. De Kooning's first one-man show,

which took place at the Egan Gallery in New York in

1948, established his reputation as a major artist; it

included a number of the allover black-and-white ab-

stractions he had initiated in 1946. The Women of the

early 1950s were followed by abstract urban land-

scapes, Parkways, rural landscapes and, in the 1960s,

a new group of Women.

In 1968 de Kooning visited The Netherlands for the

first time since 1926 for the opening of his major retro-

spective at the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam. In

Rome in 1969 he executed his first sculptures—figures

modeled in clay and later cast in bronze—and in 1970-

71 he began a series of life-size figures. In 1974 the

Walker Art Center in Minneapolis organized a show
of de Kooning's drawings and sculpture that traveled

throughout the United States, and in 1978 The Solomon
R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, mounted an im-

portant exhibition of his recent work. In 1979 de Koon-

ing and Chillida received the Andrew W. Mellon Prize,

which was accompanied by an exhibition at the Mu-
seum of Art, Carnegie Institute, in Pittsburgh. De Koon-

ing lives in The Springs, East Hampton, Long Island,

where he settled in 1963.

84 Untitled. 1958

Oil on paper, sight 22% x 28%" (58 x 73.4 cm.)

De Kooning, like Pollock and Motherwell, was a leader

in the development of Abstract Expressionism, an

American movement strongly influenced by European

Surrealist notions of automatism and free expression.

De Kooning does not use preliminary studies but paints

directly on the support, manipulating pigment in vig-

orous, uninhibited gestures, expressing his subjective

apprehensions of the material world in both figurative

and abstract compositions. During the late fifties he

temporarily abandoned the depiction of the human
figure, which had preoccupied him since the beginning

of his career, to evoke parkway and urban landscapes

in abstract terms. As he wrote: "The pictures done since

the Women, they're emotions, most of them. Most of

them are landscapes and highways and sensations of

that, outside the city, or coming from it."
:;
' The quality

of light and the freshness of color in the present paint-

ing communicate a sense of landscape. Nevertheless, the

subject relates, however indirectly, to the artist's ob-

session with the image of woman, whose contours he

has sublimated in abstract natural forms; it is present

here in the flesh tones and the lithe curves playing

against an implied grid.

In the late fifties de Kooning reduced the frenzied pro-

liferation of stroke, form and plane that had character-

ized his preceding work to effect compositions of rela-

tive restraint and clarity. Each area of color, contoured

only by the physical edges of the paint, is applied ex-

pansively. The broad simplification makes conspicuous

the manner of paint application and the resultant tex-

tural complexities of the medium. Movement, conflict

and resolution take place on the flat surface of the

canvas, while shifting penetrations into an illusory

depth are made by color areas that advance and recede

according to value, overlap or shading.

::
' Quoted in Willem de Kooning, exh. cat., Pittsburgh, 1979,

p. 28.
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Jackson Pollock 1912-1956

Paul Jackson Pollock was born January 2.8, 1912, in

Cody, Wyoming. He grew up in Arizona and California

and in 1928 began to study painting at the Manual Arts

High School in Los Angeles. In the autumn of 1930

Pollock came to New York and studied under Thomas
Hart Benton at the Art Students League. Benton en-

couraged him throughout the succeeding decade. By the

early 1930s Pollock knew and admired the murals of

Jose Clemente Orozco and Diego Rivera. Although he

traveled widely throughout the United States during the

1930s, much of Pollock's time was spent in New York,

where he settled permanently in 1935 an d worked on

the WPA Federal Art Project from 1935 to 1942. In

1936 he worked in David Alfaro Siqueiros's experimen-

tal workshop in New York.

Pollock's first one-man show was held at Peggy Gug-

genheim's Art of This Century gallery in New York in

1943. Peggy Guggenheim gave him a contract that

lasted through 1947, permitting him to devote all his

time to painting. Prior to 1947 Pollock's work reflected

the influence of Picasso and Surrealism. During the

early 1940s he contributed paintings to several exhibi-

tions of Surrealist and abstract art, including Natural,

Insane, Surrealist Art at Art of This Century in 1943,

and Abstract and Surrealist Art in America, organized

by Sidney Janis at the Mortimer Brandt Gallery in New
York in 1944.

From the autumn of 1945, when Lee Krasner and Pol-

lock were married, they lived in The Springs, East

Hampton. In 1952 Pollock's first one-man show in Paris

opened at the Studio Paul Facchetti and his first retro-

spective was organized by Clement Greenberg at Ben-

nington College in Vermont. He was included in many
group exhibitions, including the annuals at the Whitney

Museum of American Art, New York, from 1946 and

the Venice Biennale in 1950. Although his work was

widely known and exhibited internationally, the artist

never traveled outside the United States. He was killed

in an automobile accident August 11, 1956, in The

Springs.

85 Moon Woman. 1942

Oil on canvas, 69 x 43
1
/i<s" (175.2 x 109.3 cm -)

Like other members of the New York School, Pollock

was influenced in his early work by Miro and Picasso,

and seized on the Surrealists' concept of the uncon-

scious as the source of art. In the late 1930s Pollock

introduced imagery based on totemic or mythic figures,

ideographic signs and ritualistic events that have been

interpreted as pertaining to the buried experiences and

cultural memories of the psyche.

Moon Woman suggests the example of Picasso, par-

ticularly his Girl Before a Mirror of 1932 (Collection

The Museum of Modern Art, New York). The palettes

are similar, and both artists describe a solitary standing

female as if she had been X-rayed, her backbone a

broad black line from which her curving contours origi-

nate. Frontal and profile views of the face are combined

to contrast two aspects of the self, one serene and pub-

lic, the other dark and interior.

The subject of the moon woman, which Pollock treated

in several drawings and paintings of the early 1940s,

could have been available to him from various sources.

Jung, whose psychoanalytic theories probably had

some impact on the artist, discovered the theme in a

tattoo pattern of the Haida Indians of North America"'

and incorporated it in his own inventory of archetypal

images. At this time many artists, among them Pollock's

friends Baziotes and Motherwell, were influenced by the

fugitive, hallucinatory imagery of Charles Baudelaire

and the French Symbolists. In his prose poem "Favors

of the Moon" Baudelaire addresses the "image of the

fearful goddess, the fateful godmother, the poisonous

nurse of all the moonstruck of the world." The poem,

which is known to have inspired Baziotes's Mirror at

Midnight, completed in 1942 (Collection Rudi Blesh,

New York), alludes to "ominous flowers that are like

the censers of an unknown rite," a phrase uncannily

applicable to Pollock's bouquet at the upper right.

Though it is possible that Pollock knew the poem, it is

likelier that he was affected in a more general way by

the interest in Baudelaire and the Symbolists that was

pervasive during the period.

* See J. Wolfe, "Jungian Aspects of Jackson Pollock's Imag-

ery," Artforum, vol. XI, Nov. 1972, p. 71.
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86 Circumcision. 1946

Oil on canvas, 56V16X 66Vs" (142.3 xi68 cm.)

In this transitional work of 1946 the subtle persistence

of the Cubist grid system is felt in the panels that or-

ganize the composition and orient major pictorial de-

tails in vertical or horizontal positions. However,

Pollock's dependence on Picasso has virtually dissolved,

giving way to a more automatic, fluidly expressive style.

Line loses its descriptive function and begins to assume

a self-sufficient role, the rhythm, duration and direction

of each brushstroke responding to the artist's instinc-

tual gesture. The compositional focus is multiplied and

decentralized and areas of intense activity fill the entire

surface. Fragmented figural elements are increasingly

integrated into the shallow pictorial space, as back-

ground, foreground and object merge and the texture

of the paint gains in importance. By 1945 the vigor and

originality of Pollock's work had prompted the critic

Clement Greenberg, one of his earliest champions, to

write in The Nation of April 7: "Jackson Pollock's

second one-man show at Art of This Century . . . estab-

lishes him, in my opinion, as the strongest painter of

his generation and perhaps the greatest one to appear

since Miro."

Primitive art-forms are alluded to in the crudely drawn

arrows, cult and stick figures and ornamental markings

discernable in Circumcision. Totemic figures (the ro-

tund being standing at the left and the owllike creature

at upper center) are posed stiffly, observing what seems

to be a scene of violence in the center of the canvas. The

enactment of a rite of passage is suggested, but the

visual evidence does not encourage a specific reading.

Pollock's concern with archetypal imagery and pan-

cultural rituals and mythologies is evoked with varying

degrees of specificity in his work.

Lee Krasner suggested the title to Pollock after the

painting was completed.*

::
' Krasner in conversation with A. Z. Rudenstine, March
1982.
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87 Eyes in the Heat. 1946

Oil on canvas, ca. 54 x 43" (137.zx 109.Z cm.)

Eyes in the Heat heralds the poured paintings Pollock

initiated in the winter of 1946-47. It is part of Sounds

in the Grass, a series of seven canvases that also includes

Croaking Movement in The Peggy Guggenheim Collec-

tion. Pollock had moved to a house on Long Island in

1945, and early the next summer began using one of

the bedrooms as a studio. Later in 1946 he arranged

with Peggy Guggenheim to have a show at her Art of

This Century gallery, to open in January of 1947; in

preparation for this exhibition he worked with great

intensity on Sounds in the Crass and the series Acca-

bonac Creek.

Visible effects of the move from New York City to the

more rural environment of East Hampton were a light-

ening of palette and the introduction of themes alluding

to nature. Though the light and flora and fauna of Long

Island are evoked in a general sense in Eyes in the Heat,

particularized figurative references are almost entirely

submerged in the layers of impasto that build up the

surface. Pollock no longer applies paint with a brush,

but squeezes pigment onto the canvas directly from the

tube, pushing and smearing it with blunt instruments to

create a thick, textured crust. One's gaze is carried

along broad swathes of color that swoop, careen,

double back, rise and fall rhythmically over the entire

canvas. The watchful eyes of creatures concealed in the

paint appear here and there, in their proliferation

mimicking the restless movement of the viewer's eyes.
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Alchemy. 1947

Mixed media on canvas, 45V& x 87%"

(114.6 x 221.3 cm -)

Alchemy is one of Pollock's earliest poured paintings,

executed in the revolutionary technique that constituted

his most significant contribution to twentieth-century

art. After long deliberation before the empty canvas, he

used his entire body in a picture-making process that

can be described as drawing in paint. By pouring

streams of commercial paint onto the canvas from a can

with the aid of a stick, Pollock made obsolete the con-

ventions and tools of traditional easel painting. He often

tacked the unstretched canvas onto the floor in an ap-

proach he likened to that of the Navajo Indian sand-

painters, explaining that "on the floor I am more at ease.

I feel nearer, more a part of the painting, since this way
I can walk around it, work from the four sides and liter-

ally be in the painting.'"
1
' Surrealist notions of chance

and automatism are given full expression in Pollock's

classic poured paintings, in which line no longer serves

to describe shape or enclose form, but exists as an au-

tonomous event, charting the movements of the artist's

body. As the line thins and thickens it speeds and slows,

its appearance modified by chance behavior of the

medium such as bleeding, pooling or blistering.

When Alchemy is viewed from a distance, its large scale

and even emphasis encourage the viewer to experience

the painting as an environment. The layering and inter-

penetration of the labyrinthine skeins give the whole a

dense and generalized appearance. The textured surface

is like a wall on which primitive signs are inscribed with

white pigment squeezed directly from the tube. Inter-

pretations of these markings have frequently relied on

the title Alchemy, however, this was assigned not by

Pollock, but by Ralph Manheim and his wife, neigh-

bors of the Pollocks in East Hampton.

*
J. Pollock, "My Painting," Possibilities, no. 1, New York,

Winter 1947-48, p. 79.
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William Baziotes 1912-1963

William Baziotes was born to parents of Greek origin

on June n, 1912, in Pittsburgh. He grew up in Reading,

Pennsylvania, where he worked at the Case Glass com-

pany from 1931 to 1933, antiquing glass and running

errands. At this time he took evening sketch classes

and met the poet Byron Vazakas, who became his life-

long friend. Vazakas introduced Baziotes to the work
of Baudelaire and the Symbolist poets. In 1931 Baziotes

saw the Matisse exhibition at The Museum of Modern
Art in New York and in 1933 he moved to that city to

study painting. From 1933 to 1936 Baziotes attended

the National Academy of Design.

In 1936 he exhibited for the first time in a group show at

the Municipal Art Gallery, New York, and was em-

ployed by the WPA Federal Art Project as an art teacher

at the Queens Museum. Baziotes worked in the easel

division of the WPA from 1938 to 1941. He met the

Surrealist emigres in New York in the late thirties and

early forties, and by 1940 knew Matta, Jimmy Ernst

and Gordon Onslow-Ford. He began to experiment

with Surrealist automatism at this time. In 1941 Matta

introduced Baziotes to Motherwell, with whom he

formed a close friendship. Masson invited Baziotes to

participate with Motherwell, David Hare and others in

the 1942 exhibition First Papers of Surrealism at the

Whitelaw Reid Mansion in New York. In 1943 he took

part in two group shows at Peggy Guggenheim's Art of

This Century, New York, where his first one-man ex-

hibition was held the following year. With Motherwell,

Rothko and Hare, Baziotes founded The Subjects of the

Artist school in New York in 1948. Over the next

decade Baziotes held a number of teaching positions in

New York: at the Brooklyn Museum Art School and at

New York University from 1949 to 1952; at the Peo-

ple's Art Center, The Museum of Modern Art, from

1950 to 1952; and at Hunter College from 1952 to

1962. Baziotes died in New York on June 6, 1963. A
memorial exhibition of his work was presented at The
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, in 1965.

89 The Room. ca. 1945

Gouache on board, sight 17% x z^ l Yi6"

(45.4 x 60.5 cm.)

Baziotes and other members of the New York School

were influenced by the European Surrealists who had

fled to the United States during World War II. Like the

Surrealists, Baziotes used objects in his environment as

triggers for the memory of early sensations or as con-

duits to the unconscious. This procedure produced in

him an acutely sensitized state of mind that he attempted

to formulate visually in his paintings. Baziotes saw this

visual manifestation of states of mind as parallel to the

literary achievement of the Symbolist poets and of

Marcel Proust, whose work he much admired.

Baziotes makes allusions in his paintings to the external

world of objects, but these remain elusive and change-

able. He usually added his titles after the compositions

had emerged through intuitive decisions. Though the

titles do not identify subject matter, they nevertheless

guide interpretation. Thus, the title of the present work
encourages one to experience the mood of an interior

space illuminated by diffused twilight. An atmosphere

of nostalgic reverie is evoked by scumbled, weathered

layers of gouache in which pastel colors predominate.

Unlike Baziotes's most characteristic works, in which

biomorphic shapes float free on an indefinite back-

ground, The Room is constructed architectonically. The

gridded structure derives from Mondrian and the Cub-

ists, models for Baziotes before his encounter with the

Surrealists.
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Robert Motherwell b. 1915

Robert Motherwell was born January 4, 1915, in Aber-

deen, Washington. He was awarded a fellowship to the

Otis Art Institute in Los Angeles at age eleven, and in

1932 studied painting briefly at the California School

of Fine Arts in San Francisco. Motherwell received a

B.A. from Stanford University in 1937 and enrolled for

graduate work later that year in the Department of

Philosophy at Harvard University, Cambridge, Massa-

chusetts. He traveled to Europe in 1938 for a year of

study abroad. His first one-man show was presented at

the Raymond Duncan Gallery in Paris in 1939.

In September of 1940 Motherwell settled in New York

City, where he entered Columbia University to study

art history with Meyer Schapiro, who encouraged him

to become a painter. In June 194 1 Motherwell traveled

to Mexico with Matta, and remained there until De-

cember. After returning to New York, his circle came

to include Baziotes, Pollock, de Kooning and Hans
Hofmann. In 1942 Motherwell was included in the ex-

hibition First Papers of Surrealism at the Whitelaw Reid

Mansion, New York. In 1944 Motherwell became edi-

tor of The Documents of Modern Art series of books,

and he has contributed frequently to the literature on

modern art since that time.

A one-man exhibition of Motherwell's work was held

at Art of This Century in 1944. In 1946 he began to

associate with Rothko, Barnett Newman and Herbert

Ferber, and spent his first summer in East Hampton,

Long Island. That year Motherwell was given one-man

exhibitions at The Arts Club of Chicago and the San

Francisco Museum of Art, and he participated in Four-

teen Americans at The Museum of Modern Art in New
York. The artist has subsequently taught and lectured

throughout the United States, and has continued to ex-

hibit extensively in the United States and abroad. In

1956 Motherwell began spending summers in Province-

town, Massachusetts. A Motherwell exhibition took

place at the Stadtische Kunsthalle, Diisseldorf, the Mu-
seum des 20. Jahrhunderts, Vienna, and the Musee
d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris in 1976-77. He was
given important one-man exhibitions at the Royal

Academy, London, and the National Gallery, Wash-
ington, D.C., in 1978. A traveling retrospective of his

graphics opened at The Museum of Modern Art, New
York, in 1980. Since 1971 the artist has lived and

worked in Greenwich, Connecticut.

90 "Surprise and Inspiration." 1943

Gouache and oil with paper collage on cardboard,

40% x 25 1
/
/
i6

,/

(103.8 x 65.9 cm.)

In 1943 Motherwell and Pollock experimented with col-

lage in response to Peggy Guggenheim's initial prepara-

tions for a show of works in the medium at Art of This

Century. The exhibition was to include examples by

the foremost European practitioners, such as Picasso,

Schwitters and Matisse. Though Pollock's interest in

the technique soon waned, Motherwell's concern with

it endured. "Surprise and Inspiration" (which was titled

by Peggy Guggenheim or someone in her circle*) was

one of several important examples Motherwell pro-

duced in 1943-44.

Motherwell has referred to the subject matter of this

and other early works as a "wounded person."** Al-

though a blocky, bloodstained figure can be imagined,

"Surprise and Inspiration" is more readily perceived as

a nonreferential coloristic and spatial construction. A
jagged horizontal-vertical mesh organizes the composi-

tion. The alignment of the edges of the cut, torn and

glued paper provides the grid, which has a physical,

planar dimension. Not only does the paper structure

the work architectonically, but it serves as a support for

vigorously applied paint. The energy of handling and

the uneven oval shapes separated by a black line in this

early collage foreshadow the powerful facture and

recurrent motifs of Motherwell's later work.

* See H. H. Amason, Robert Motherwell, rev. ed., New
York, 1982, n.p.

** Ibid.
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Mark Rothko 1903-1970

Marcus Rothkowitz was born in Dvinsk, Russia, on

September 25, 1903. In 1913 he left Russia and settled

with the rest of his family in Portland, Oregon. Rothko

attended Yale University in New Haven on a scholar-

ship from 1921 to 1923. That year he left Yale without

receiving a degree and moved to New York. In 1925

he studied under Max Weber at the Art Students

League. He participated in his first group exhibition at

the Opportunity Galleries in New York in 1928. During

the early 1930s Rothko became a close friend of Mil-

ton Avery and Adolph Gottlieb. His first one-man show
took place at the Museum of Art in Portland in 1933.

Rothko's first one-man exhibition in New York was

held at the Contemporary Arts Gallery in 1933. In

E935 he was a founding member of The Ten, a group

of artists sympathetic to abstraction and expression-

ism. He executed easel paintings for the WPA Federal

Art Project from 1936 to 1937. By 1936 Rothko knew
Newman. In the early forties he worked closely with

Gottlieb, developing a painting style with mythological

content, simple flat shapes and imagery inspired by

primitive art. By mid-decade his work incorporated Sur-

realist techniques and images. Peggy Guggenheim gave

Rothko a one-man show at Art of This Century in New
York in 1945.

In 1947 and 1949 Rothko taught at the California

School of Fine Arts, San Francisco, where Still was a fel-

low instructor. With Baziotes, Hare and Motherwell,

Rothko founded the short-lived The Subjects of the Art-

ist school in New York in 1948. The late forties and

early fifties saw the emergence of Rothko's mature style

in which frontal, luminous rectangles seem to hover on

the canvas surface. In 1958 the artist began his first com-

mission, monumental paintings for the Four Seasons

Restaurant in New York. The Museum of Modern Art,

New York, gave Rothko an important one-man exhibi-

tion in 1961. He completed murals for Harvard Univer-

sity in 1962 and in 1964 accepted a mural commission

for an interdenominational chapel in Houston. Rothko

took his own life in his New York studio on February

25, 1970. A year later the Rothko Chapel in Houston

was dedicated.

91 Sacrifice. 1943

Gouache on paper, 39% x 26" (100.9 x 66 cm.)

During the late 1930s and early 1940s Rothko, like

Baziotes, Adolph Gottlieb and Theodoros Stamos, com-

bined mythical themes with primordial imagery in

order to express universal experiences. In his work of

this period evanescent biomorphic shapes float within

an atmospheric haze. Resembling rudimentary life

forms or primitive subaquatic plants and creatures,

these shapes are intended to provide a visible equivalent

of images lodged in the subconscious. Though he drew

primarily on his innermost sensations, Rothko also

looked toward earlier art. The example of Miro is

evoked in Sacrifice in the dotted line, the flame, the

amorphic personage at the lower left and in the me-

andering threadlike tendrils.

Figurative and literary allusions, albeit disguised, persist

here. Architectural elements contrast with the aquatic

forms and nebulous milieu: the horizontal registers are

articulated like moldings, as in an untitled oil painting

of 1939-40 by Rothko (Collection Mr. and Mrs. Rich-

ard E. Lang, Medina, Washington), in which a frieze

of faces appears between an undulating cornice and

two ornamental tiers. The title may be inspired by

Rothko's interest in Greek tragedy and Nietzsche's

examination of its origins. Despite the persistence of

these references, overtly representational images have

disappeared, signaling a move toward the complete

abstraction of Rothko's mature style. In its horizontal

zoning, cloudlike texture and blurred contours, Sac-

rifice anticipates his characteristic, fully evolved color-

field paintings.
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Clyfford Still 1904-1980

Clyfford Still was born in Grandin, North Dakota, on

November 30, 1904. He attended Spokane University

in Washington for a year in 1926, and again from 193

1

to 1933. After graduation he taught at Washington

State College in Pullman until 1941. Still spent the sum-

mers of 1934 and 1935 at the Trask Foundation (now

Yaddo) in Saratoga Springs, New York. From 1941 to

1943 he worked in defense factories in California. In

1943 his first one-man show took place at the San

Francisco Museum of Art, and he met Rothko in

Berkeley. That same year Still moved to Richmond,

Virginia, where he taught at the Richmond Professional

Institute.

When Still was in New York in 1945, Rothko intro-

duced him to Peggy Guggenheim who gave him a one-

man exhibition at her Art of This Century gallery in

early 1946. Later that year the artist returned to San

Francisco, where he taught for the next four years at

the California School of Fine Arts. Solo exhibitions of

his work were held at the Betty Parsons Gallery in New
York in 1947, 1950 and 1951 and at the California

Palace of the Legion of Honor in San Francisco in 1947.

In New York in 1948 Still worked with Rothko and

others on developing the concept of the school which

became known as The Subjects of the Artist. He re-

settled in San Francisco for two years before returning

again to New York. A major Still retrospective took

place at the Albright Art Gallery, Buffalo, in 1959.

In 1961 he settled on his farm near Westminster,

Maryland.

Solo exhibitions of Still's paintings were presented by

the Institute of Contemporary Art of the University of

Pennsylvania in Philadelphia in 1963 and at the Marl-

borough-Gerson Gallery in New York in 1969-70. He
received the Award of Merit for Painting in 1972 from

the American Academy of Arts and Letters, of which

he became a member in 1978, and the Skowhegan

Medal for Painting from the Skowhegan School of

Painting and Sculpture in Maine in 1975. Also in 1975

a permanent installation of a group of his works opened

at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art. The Met-

ropolitan Museum of Art in New York gave him a

major exhibition in 1980; Still died on June 23 of that

same year in Baltimore.

92 Jamais. 1944

Oil on canvas, 65% x 32V&" (165.9 x 81.8 cm.)

Like the examples by Baziotes, Motherwell and Rothko
in The Peggy Guggenheim Collection (cat. nos. 89-91),

Jamais dates from the formative, exploratory period of

Abstract Expressionism. Though the influence of Sur-

realism pervaded the work of these artists in the early

forties, they were moving toward distinctive indepen-

dent styles.

Until 1946-47 the single upright figure dominated Still's

painting. In its elongation and expressionistic distor-

tion, this element is reminiscent of figures painted by

Miro and Picasso in the 1930s. Here the figure is barely

particularized, appearing as a black flame or cleft in the

blazing environment that surrounds it. Later it was to

disappear entirely within the craggy, tenebrous abstrac-

tions for which Still is best known. The sphere, which

interrupts the thrusting verticality of his tense lines in

several of these early works, was also to vanish. Con-

cern with the contrast of light and dark was to become

increasingly important, and was emphasized by jarring

color juxtapositions. The canvas, already large in this

example, was to reach monumental proportions and

create an impact rivaling that of the viewer's own
environment.

The present painting is one of the few by Still bearing its

original title. He disdained titles, and discarded those

he had given to early works because he considered that

they too strongly influenced the observer's experience of

the painting. Indeed, Jamais (French for "never") lends

an air of finality and melancholy to this scene, and en-

courages one to read the figure as howling in protest or

despair above a setting sun.
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VI. POSTWAR ART IN ITALY

Giuseppe Santomaso b. 1907

Giuseppe Santomaso was born in Venice on September

26, 1907. He studied at the Accademia di Belle Arti

there from 1932 to 1934. In 1938 he began his work in

graphics, a medium that continues to interest him. In

1939 the artist traveled to Paris on the occasion of his

first one-man exhibition at the Galerie Rive Gauche.

Santomaso participated in the Quadriennale of Rome
in 1943 and executed illustrations for Paul Eluard's

Grand Air in 1945. In 1946 he was a founding member
of the anti-fascist artists' organization Nuova Seces-,

sione artistica italiana—Fronte nuovo delle arti in

Venice.

Since 1948 Santomaso has participated often in the

Venice Biennale, where he was awarded the Prize of

the Municipality of Venice in 1948 and First Prize for

Italian Painting in 1954. He received the Graziano Prize

from the Galleria del Naviglio in Milan in 1956 and

the Marzotto Prize at the Mostra Internazionale di

Pittura Contemporanea in Valdagno in 1958, among
other awards. Santomaso taught at the Accademia di

Belle Arti in Venice from 1957 to 1975. His first exhibi-

tion in the United States was held at the Grace Bor-

genicht Gallery in New York in 1957. The Stedelijk

Museum in Amsterdam gave the artist a one-man exhi-

bition in i960. In 1 961 he participated in the Sao Paulo

Bienal and he traveled to Brazil the following year. A
Santomaso retrospective toured from the Kunstverein

in Hamburg to the Haus am Liitzowplatz in Berlin and

the Museum am Ostwall in Dortmund in 1965-66. He
contributed lithographs to On Angle, a book of Ezra

Pound's poetry published in 1971. His work appeared

in the International Engraving Biennial in Cracow in

1972 and 1978. One-man exhibitions of his work were

presented in 1979 by the Fondacio Joan Miro in Barce-

lona and the Staatsgalerie moderner Kunst in Munich.

The Borgenicht Gallery organized a Santomaso show
for the spring of 1983. The artist continues to live in

Venice.

93 Secret Life. 1958

Oil on canvas, zS l Yi6 x i^Vu" (73.1 x 49.9 cm.)

In resolving the problems of representing color and

light, Santomaso relies on the daily experience of his

native Venice, fortified by knowledge of classical cul-

ture. His development of a nonobjective mode of ex-

pression for his perceptions of nature was influenced by

American abstract art, particularly after his visit in 1957

to New York, where he met Rothko, Motherwell,

Newman, Kline, de Kooning and Hans Hofmann.

Santomaso uses nature as a "visual pretext" (to employ

his own term), absorbing it and changing it into pic-

torial form; the resultant painting derives its impact not

from the imitation of nature, but from the tension be-

tween art and nature. Life can be imparted to abstract

form only through its disposition in an "abstract

order." Santomaso refers to the eye's exploratory ad-

venture as it perceives the "secret combination" of

things in nature and their "fantastic equivalent" in

painting." The title of this work alludes to the encounter

of life and art, and draws attention to the hint of a cen-

tralized human figure, the structural features of which

appear and disappear, easily mistaken for the random

patterns seen on a peeling Venetian wall. The romantic

colors—rose, gray, smokey blue, warm browns and

ochers—evoke gentle nostalgia.

::
' Conversation with the author, June 1981.
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Emilio Vedova b. 1919

Emilio Vedova was born on August 9, 1919, in Venice.

He is essentially self-taught as an artist. About 1942

Vedova joined the Milanese anti-fascist artists' asso-

ciation Corrente, which also included Renato Birolli,

Umberto Vittorini, Renato Guttuso and Ennio Mor-

lotti. Vedova participated in the Resistance movement
throughout World War II. His first one-man show took

place at the Galleria La Spiga e Corrente in Milan in

1943. In 1946 he collaborated with Morlotti on the

manifesto Oltre Guernica in Milan and was a founding

member of the Nuova Secessione artistica italiana—

Fronte nuovo delle arti in Venice. Solo exhibitions of

Vedova's work took place at the Art Club of Rome in

1946 and the Galleria Cavallino in Venice in 1947.

In 1948 the artist participated in Arte astratta in Italia

at the Galleria di Roma and in a presentation of the

Fronte nuovo group at the Venice Biennale. His first

one-man show in the United States was held at the

Catherine Viviano Gallery in New York in 1951. In

1952 he participated in the Gruppo degli otto pittori

italiani, organized by Lionello Venturi, and traveled to

France. He visited Brazil in 1954 when his one-man ex-

hibition was presented at the Museu de Arte Moderna
in Rio de Janeiro. Vedova was represented in the first

Documenta in Kassel in 1955 and won a Guggenheim

International Award in 1957. He executed his first

lithographs in 1958, the year he went to Poland on the

occasion of his retrospective at the Muzeum Narodowe
in Poznari and the "Zacheta" in Warsaw. The artist

traveled frequently during the 1960s and 1970s, visiting

England, Scandinavia, Germany, Cuba, Yugoslavia and

the United States, where he has lectured extensively. In

1965 a Vedova retrospective took place at the Institute

of Contemporary Art in Chicago. That summer he

succeeded Oskar Kokoschka as head of the Inter-

nationale Sommerakademie fiir bildende Kunst in Salz-

burg. In 1979 an exhibition of Vedova's graphics

opened at the Art Gallery of Western Australia in Perth

and toured Australia, and in 1982 he was given a one-

man show at the Stedelijk Van Abbemuseum in Eind-

hoven. Vedova lives and works in Venice, where he has

taught at the Accademia di Belle Arti since 1975.

94 Image of Time (Barricade). 195

1

Tempera on canvas, ^iVs x 6jV%" (130.5 x 170.4 cm.)

Vedova's work has antecedents in the long tradition of

dynamic expression that has existed in Italian art since

Tintoretto. Like the Futurists, Vedova sees his work as

a response to contemporary social upheavals. Though
he shares the emotional pitch of the Futurists, his politi-

cal position is antithetical to theirs. While they roman-

tically celebrated the aggressive energies of societal

conflict, Vedova in his feverish, violent canvases conveys

in abstract terms his horror and moral protestation in

the face of man's assault on his own kind.

Vedova expressed a political consciousness in his work
for the first time during the early 1940s, when his paint-

ings were inspired by the Spanish Civil War. His con-

tinuing commitment to social issues gave rise to series

such as Cycle of Protest and Image of Time, initiated

during the first years of the 1950s. Though the generat-

ing impulse of this turbulent painting is political, its

formal preoccupations parallel those of the American

Abstract Expressionists Pollock and, above all, Franz

Kline. The drama of the angular, graphic slashes of

black on white is heightened with accents of orange-

red. Occupying a shallow space, pictorial elements are

locked together in formal combat and emotional

turmoil.
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Edmondo Bacci 1913-1978

Edmondo Bacci was born on July 21, 191 3, in Venice.

He studied with Ettore Tito and Virgilio Guidi at the

Accademia di Belle Arti of Venice from 1932 to 1937.

His first one-man exhibition was held at the Galleria

del Cavallino in Venice in 1945. In 1948 he partici-

pated in the Venice Biennale for the first of many
times. Bacci was included in the first Genoa Biennale

in 195 1 and in an exhibition of the Movimento Spaziale,

the group founded by Lucio Fontana, held in Venice in

1953. He contributed regularly to Spazialisrno exhibi-

tions thereafter, among them Espacialismo at the

Galeria Bonino in Buenos Aires in 1966. From the mid-

1950s Bacci received support from Peggy Guggenheim.

An important one-man exhibition of Bacci's work took

place at the Galleria del Cavallino in 1955. His first

one-man show in the United States occurred at the

Seventy-Five Gallery in New York the following year.

Solo exhibitions of his work were held also at the

Galleria del Naviglio, Milan, the Galleria d'Arte Se-

lecta, Rome, and the Galleria "La Cittadella" in As-

cona, Switzerland, all in 1957. That same ye :r he par-

ticipated in Between Space and Earth at the Marl-

borough Gallery in London. Bacci was accorded a

separate room at the Venice Biennale of 1958, and he

received a Prize of the Municipality of Venice at the

Terza Biennale dell'Incisione Italiana Conternporanea

in Venice in 1959. He was given shows at the Drian

Gallery in London in 1961 and at the Frank Perls Gal-

lery in Beverly Hills the following year. In 1961 he also

participated in Nene italienische Kunst at Galerie 59 in

Aschaffenburg. He executed lithographs to accompany

a poem by Guido Ballo, II cie-lo Kainos, in 1972. Bacci

died on October 16, 1978, in Venice.

95 Event #247. 1958

Oil with sand on canvas, 5 5 Yi 6 x ssVs" (140.2 x 140 cm.)

Bacci has applied the physicality of action painting to

the depiction of the origins of matter in extraterrestrial

regions. Like the apocalyptic paintings of the years im-

mediately preceding World War I by artists such as

Kandinsky and Franz Marc, his work comingles themes

of cosmic genesis and destruction expressed through

swirling atmospheric color. The three primaries, red,

blue and yellow, predominate, defining broad areas

against which a wide range of other colors play. The
painting is like a scenario in which light is separated

from darkness and space from matter. Planetary forms

seem to coalesce out of material produced by a cosmic

eruption; they prepare to establish their orbits and gen-

erate life. The immediacy and drama of the event is

conveyed through the tactility of the surface. The paint,

mixed with sand, is encrusted on the canvas to form a

kind of topographic ground evoking plains, ridges,

lakes and peaks. The activity of the artist in ordering

chaos is associated with elemental creational processes

within the universe.
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Tancredi 1927-1964

Tancredi Parmeggiani was born on September 25, 1927,

in Feltre, Belluno, Italy. He became a friend of Vedova

while studying at the Accademia di Belle Arti in Venice

in 1946. The following year he visited Paris. From 1948

to 1949 he divided his time between Venice and Feltre.

His first one-man show took place at the Galleria San-

dri in Venice in 1949. Tancredi moved in 1950 to Rome,

where he associated with the Age d'Or group, which

sponsored exhibitions and publications of the inter-

national avant-garde. He participated in an exhibition

of abstract Italian art at the Galleria Nazionale d'Arte

Moderna in Rome in 1951. That year the artist settled

in Venice, where he met Peggy Guggenheim, who gave

him studio space and exhibited his work in her palazzo

in 1954. He was awarded the Graziano Prize for paint-

ing in Venice in 1952.

In 1952 Tancredi and others signed the manifesto of

the Movimento Spaziale, a group founded by Lucio

Fontana in Milan about 1947 advocating a new "spa-

tial" art appropriate to the postwar era. He was given

solo exhibitions at the Galleria del Cavallino in Venice

in 1952, 1953, 1956 and 1959 and at the Galleria del

Naviglio in Milan in 1953. In 1954 he participated in

Tendances actitelles with Pollock, Wols, Georges

Mathieu and others at the Kunsthalle Bern. His work

was included in a group show in 1955 at the Galerie

Stadler in Paris, a city he visited that year. In 1958

Tancredi was given solo exhibitions at the Saidenberg

Gallery in New York and the Hanover Gallery in Lon-

don, and he took part in the Carnegie International in

Pittsburgh. In 1959 he settled in Milan, where he

showed several times at the Galleria dell'Ariete. That

same year Tancredi traveled again to Paris and in i960

he visited Norway. Also in i960 the painter participated

in the exhibition Anti-Proces at the Galleria del Canale

in Venice; the gallery gave him one-man shows this

year and in 1962. He received the Marzotto Prize in

Valdagno, Italy, in 1962 and exhibited at the Venice

Biennale in 1964. Tancredi committed suicide in Rome
on September 27, 1964.

96 Composition. 1955

Oil on canvas, 51 x j6 9/\6" (129.5 x x94 cm -)

Where Mondrian used the square as a unit with which

to express a notion of space and infinity, Tancredi, who
saw his aims as parallel to those of Mondrian, seized on

the point as his module. He was intrigued by the point's

identity as the determinant sign of location, the smallest

indication of presence. Tancredi's ideas about infinite

space and the use of the point within it were developed

by 1951, when he settled in Venice. This work typifies

the crowded, architectonic compositions he painted be-

fore his visit to Paris in 1955.

Incomplete circles vibrant with undiluted pigment radi-

ate from pivotal points and swirl throughout the canvas.

These appear below, above and amid rectangular slabs,

the whole comprising a multilayered scaffolding of light

and color producing the illusion of extensive, textured

depth. Density of form and color increases towards the

center of the composition, which consequently appears

to bulge forward from the corners, illustrating Tan-

credi's view of space as curved. The vitality of execution

and tactile richness reflect the influence of Pollock. The
choppy, animated repetition of color applied with a

palette knife resembles that of the French-Canadian

painter Jean-Paul Riopelle, with whom Tancredi ex-

hibited in 1954.
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Piero Dorazio b. 1927

Piero Dorazio was born Piero D'Orazio on June 29,

1927, in Rome, where he undertook formal studies in

architecture at the University of Rome from 1945 to

195 1. About the same time he joined the Arte Sociale

group, which published single issues of Ariele and

La Fabbrica. In 1947 he co-founded the group Forma
r, which produced a Manifesto del Formalismo—
"FORMA I." Also in 1947 Dorazio was awarded a

scholarship to the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris, where

he spent a year and met Severini, Braque, Vantongerloo,

Pevsner, Arp, Sonia Delaunay, Le Corbusier and other

prominent artists. In 1950 he helped organize the co-

operative gallery of the Age d'Or group in Rome and

Florence and in 1952 promoted the international foun-

dation Origine in Rome, which published the periodical

Arti Visive. His friendship with Balla began in 195 1.

Dorazio was invited to attend the Summer Interna-

tional Seminar at Harvard University in 1953, and he

remained in the United States for a year afterwards.

He met Motherwell, Rothko, Frederick Kiesler, Kline

and Clement Greenberg in New York. His first one-

man exhibitions were held at the Wittenborn One-

Wall Gallery and the Rose Fried Gallery in New York

in 1953. After returning to Rome in 1954, Dorazio

periodically visited Paris, London and Berlin, where he

became a friend of Will Grohmann and the dealer

Rudolf Springer. His book La fantasia dell'arte nella

vita moderna appeared in 1955. He traveled to Switzer-

land, Spain and Antibes in 1957, the year of his first

one-man show in Rome, at the Galleria La Tartaruga.

In i960 the artist was given a one-man exhibition at

the Venice Biennale. From i960 to 1969 he taught at

the Graduate School of Fine Arts at the University of

Pennsylvania. Since then Dorazio has held many aca-

demic positions in the United States. He visited Greece,

Africa and the Middle East in 1970 and in 1974 settled

in Todi, Italy. On the occasion of his show at the

Andre Emmerich Gallery in New York in 1977, Do-

razio visited the United States; during the next few

years he traveled extensively in Europe and Africa.

Retrospectives of his work opened in 1979 at the Musee

d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris and the Albright-

Knox Art Gallery in Buffalo. The artist continues to

live and work in Todi.

97 Unitas. 1965

Oil on canvas, 18V16X ^o lA" (45.8 x 76.5 cm.)

Dorazio has written that his conception of space and

geometry was conceived in the spirit of both Mondrian
and Malevich. He constructs his compositions of col-

ored bands disposed horizontally, vertically and diagon-

ally to form crisscross patterns. The palette here is lim-

ited to the primary colors, their complementaries, white

and a pale flesh-color. Though the paint is applied

thinly, the artist's gesture is still visible. The translu-

cence of each chromatic strip allows colors to inter-

mingle and produce new colors in the overlapping

areas. By Dorazio's own testimony, his coloristic solu-

tions were influenced in part by the work of Klee and

Kandinsky, in part by that of Balla and Severini, whom
he met during the late 1940s. Balla's abstract light

studies of the early teens provided a specific inspiration.

The even geometric simplicity and woven motifs of

Dorazio's work from 1965 to the present also derive

from Oriental and primitive art. In these paintings, as

in North American Indian blankets, formal variations

are elaborated within an apparently prescribed deco-

rative patterning. The relationship with weaving is em-

phasized by the thinness of paint application, which

leaves the canvas weave visible.
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Pietro Consagra b. 1920

Pietro Consagra was born in Mazara del Vallo, Sicily,

October 4, 1920. He attended the Accademia di Belle

Arti in Palermo from 1938 to 1944, the year he moved
to Rome. He first traveled to Paris in 1946 after partici-

pating in his first group exhibition in Rome at the Gal-

Ieria del Cortile. In 1947 he was a founding member of

the Forma group, which supported a socially oriented

11011 figurative aesthetic. Forma held the first show of

nonfigurative art in postwar Rome, Mostra del Gruppo
Forma 1, at the Art Club, and published a journal on

contemporary aesthetics entitled Forma L Consagra's

first one-man show took place in 1947 at the Galleria

Mola, Rome. In 1949 he contributed work to the ex-

hibition Scultttra all'aperto at The Peggy Guggenheim

Collection in Venice.

Consagra was given one-man exhibitions at the Palais

des Beaux-Arts, Brussels, in 1958, at the Galerie de

France, Paris, in 1959, the Museum Boymans-van Beu-

ningen, Rotterdam, in 1967, and at the Marlborough

Gallery, Rome, in 1974. The artist received the Metal-

lurgical Prize at the Sao Paulo Bienal in 1955. His first

one-man show in New York was held at Staempfli Gal-

lery in 1962. Consagra has participated frequently in

the Venice Biennale, where he was awarded the Einaudi

Prize in 1956 and a Grand Prize for Sculpture in i960.

In 1962 he participated in the exhibition 7 Crandi Premi

delta Biennale 1948-1960 at Galleria Ca' Pesaro, Venice.

In 1964 he executed a fountain in Mazara del Vallo.

Consagra has written at length on his art; many of

his articles have been published, and his first book,

L'aggnato c e, appeared in 1961, followed by La citta

frontale in 1969. His polemical pamphlet of 1952, La

necessita della scultura, was an important refutation of

Arturo Martini's La scultura lingua morta. Consagra

was given retrospectives at the Galleria Civica d'Arte

Moderna, Palermo, in 1973 and at the Marlborough

Gallery, Rome, in 1976. The artist lives and works in

Rome.

98 Mythical Conversation. 1959 (?)

Bronze, 33
n
/u," (85.5 cm.) high

Mythical Conversation is one of a group of works Con-

sagra executed in the 1950s and early 1960s that bear

titles containing the word "conversation"; another is

Conversation Piece of 1958 (Collection The Solomon R.

Guggenheim Museum, New York). These works were

made in a variety of media, sometimes combined within

a single piece.

Since the 1940s Consagra, as a member of the Forma

group, has been preoccupied with the formulation of a

nonobjective artistic vocabulary through which he

could create a "rapport between the object and soci-

ety."
1

' This concern is reflected in the references to

dialogue and myth in the title of the present sculpture.

The perforated, overlapping formal elements "con-

verse" with one another, while the work as a whole

presents itself to the viewer in a frontal encounter. The

tabular, two-dimensional nature of the sculpture draws

attention to its surface dynamics—the interplay of solids

and voids, planar superimpositions and recessions.

Consagra expands the meaning of relief through his

penetration of the surface, which releases forms that

produce figurative associations and allows space to

function as an active compositional element.

* N. Ponente, Consagra, exh. cat., Paris, i960, n.p.
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Arnaldo Pomodoro b. 1926

Arnaldo Pomodoro was born on June 23, 1926, in

Morciano, Romagna, Italy. From the mid-i940s until

1957 he served as a consultant for the restoration of

public buildings in Pesaro, while studying stage design

and working as a goldsmith. In 1954 Pomodoro moved

to Milan, where he met Fontana, Enrico Baj, Sergio

Dangelo and other artists. His work was first exhibited

that year at the Galleria Numero in Florence and at the

Galleria Montenapoleone in Milan. In 1955 his sculp-

ture was shown for the first time at the Galleria del

Naviglio in Milan.

Pomodoro visited New York in 1956 and traveled in

Europe in 1958. In Paris in 1959 he met Giacometti and

Mathieu, before returning to the United States, where

he organized exhibitions of contemporary Italian art at

the Bolles Gallery in New York and San Francisco. In

New York the following year Pomodoro met David

Smith and Louise Nevelson. He helped found the Con-

tinuita group in Italy in 1961-62. The sculptor traveled

to Brazil on the occasion of his participation in the 1963

Sao Paulo Bienal, where he was awarded the Interna-

tional Sculpture Prize. A one-man show of his work

was included in the Venice Biennale of 1964. In 1965

he was given the first of many one-man exhibitions at

the Marlborough galleries in New York and Rome.

The artist taught at Stanford University in California

in 1966. In 1967 Pomodoro was represented in the Ital-

lian Pavilion at Expo '67 in Montreal, and he received

a prize at the Carnegie International in Pittsburgh. In

1968 he taught at the University of California at Berke-

ley; in 1970 he returned to Berkeley to attend the open-

ing of an exhibition of his work that originated there

and later traveled in the United States. During the late

1960s and early 1970s he executed commissions for

outdoor sculpture in Darmstadt, New York and Milan.

In 1975 a Pomodoro retrospective was sponsored by

the Municipality of Milan at the Rotonda della Besana.

Pomodoro lives and works in Milan.

99 Sphere No. 4. 1963

Bronze, 23^6" (59.2 cm.) diameter

Though the figurative tradition represented by Marini

and Giacomo Manzu has flourished in postwar Italian

sculpture, an equally energetic commitment to abstrac-

tion has been pursued by artists such as Consagra,

Mirko and the Pomodoro brothers, Gio and Arnaldo.

Trained in goldsmithing, Arnaldo Pomodoro combines

the meticulous approach and skill of the craftsman with

the techniques and aims of the caster of large-scale

bronzes. His sculpture, cast from plasters of clay origi-

nals, contrasts the intricate detailing of jewelry with

geometric breadth and clarity.

Using the basic shapes of cube, cylinder and sphere, he

tears open their pristine, highly polished surfaces to re-

veal the internal structure of form. Underneath the

gleaming skin and solid flesh of the bronze lies a regu-

lating machinery of cogs and gears, which Pomodoro
calls "sign systems," akin to the complex interlocking

systems of language or of organic bodies. The sphere

not only functions as a geometric shape and analogue

of a living body or mineral form, but also suggests the

globe of the earth. The equatorial rupture produces

configurations suggesting land masses, and evokes the

earth's core and dessicated ocean beds. By eliminating

frontality, Pomodoro invites the viewer to circle the

globe, conveying a sense of uninterrupted rotational

movement imitating the orbit of planets.
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Marino Marini 1901-1980

Marino Marini was born in the Tuscan town of Pistoia

on February 27, 1901. He attended the Accademia di

Belle Arti in Florence in 1917. Though he never aban-

doned painting, Marini devoted himself primarily to

sculpture from about 1922. From this time his work

was influenced by Etruscan art and the sculpture of

Arturo Martini. Marini succeeded Martini as professor

at the Scuola d'Arte di Villa Reale in Monza, near

Milan, in 1929, a position he retained until 1940. Dur-

ing this period Marini traveled frequently to Paris,

where he associated with Massimo Campigli, de Chi-

rico, Alberto Magnelli and Filippo de Pisis. In 1936 he

moved to Ticino in Switzerland; during the following

few years the artist often visited Zurich and Basel, where

he became a friend of Richier, Giacometti and Wo-
truba. In 1936 he received the Prize of the Quadriennale

of Rome. He accepted a professorship in sculpture at

the Accademia di Belle Arti in Brera in 1940.

In 1946 the artist settled permanently in Milan. He
participated in Twentieth-Century Italian Art at The
Museum of Modern Art in New York in 1944. Curt

Valentin began exhibiting Marini's work at his Buch-

holz Gallery in New York in 1950, on which occasion

the sculptor visited the city and met Arp, Calder, Max
Beckmann, Lipchitz and Feininger. On his return to

Europe, he stopped in London, where the Hanover Gal-

lery had organized a one-man show of his work, and

there met Moore. In 195 1 a Marini exhibition traveled

from the Kestner-Gesellschaft Hannover to the Kunst-

verein in Hamburg and the Haus der Kunst of Munich.

He was awarded the Grand Prize for Sculpture at the

Venice Biennale in 1952 and the Feltrinelli Prize at the

Accademia dei Lincei in Rome in 1954. One of his mon-
umental sculptures was installed in The Hague in 1959.

Retrospectives of Marini's work took place at the

Kunsthaus Zurich in 1962 and at the Palazzo Venezia

in Rome in 1966. His paintings were exhibited for the

first time at Toninelli Arte Moderna in Milan in 1963-

64. In 1973 a permanent installation of his work opened

at the Galleria d'Arte Moderna in Milan, and in 1978 a

Marini show was presented at the National Museum of

Modern Art in Tokyo. Marini died on August 6, 1980,

in Viareggio.

100 The Angel of the Citadel. 1948

Bronze, including base 67%" (172 cm.) high

Marini drew on the tradition of Etruscan sculpture in

developing his themes of the female nude, the portrait

bust and the equestrian figure. By interpreting classical

themes in light of modern concerns and with modern
techniques, he sought to contribute a mythic image that

would be applicable in a contemporary context.

The evolution of the subject of the horse and rider re-

flects Marini's personal response to that changing con-

text. The theme first appears in his work in 1936, when
the proportions of horse and rider are relatively slender

and both figures are poised, formal and calm. By the fol-

lowing year the horse rears and the rider gestures. In

1940 the forms become simplified and more archaic in

spirit, and the proportions become squatter. By the late

1940s the horse is planted immobile with its neck ex-

tended, strained, ears pinned back and mouth open, as

in the present example, which conveys the qualities

characteristic of this period of Marini's work—affirma-
tion and charged strength associated explicitly with

sexual potency. Later, the rider becomes increasingly

oblivious of his mount, involved in his own visions or

anxieties. Eventually he was to topple from the horse

as it fell to the ground in an apocalyptic image of lost

control, paralleling Marini's feelings of despair and un-

certainty about the future of the world.
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THE PEGGY GUGGENHEIM COLLECTION

PG no. indicates the number given in The Peggy

Guggenheim Collection, Venice, Turin, 1979; cat. no.

indicates the number given in the present volume.

Pierre Alechinsky

Dressing Gown. 197Z

Acrylic on canvas, 39% x 60V2" (100 x 153.6 cm.)

PG 176a; cat. no. 78

Marina Apollonio

Relief No. joj. 1968

Mixed media in plexiglass box, I9n/i6 x 1^/^"

(49.9 x 49.8 cm.)

PG230

Karel Appel

Crocodile. 1956

Oil on canvas, 57^ x 44%" (145.5 x 1J 3-7 cm -)

PG 174; cat. no. 77

Alexander Archipenko

Boxing. 1935

Terra-cotta, 30%^" (76.6 cm.) high

PG 26; cat. no. 16

Arman
Variable and Invariable. 1963

Box construction, 24% x 32V2 x z^Yid' (63.5 x 82.5 x 7.4 cm.

PG 219

Kenneth Armitage

People in a Wind. 195

1

Bronze, including base 25%" (65.2 cm.) high

PG196

Diarchy. 1957

Bronze, 11% " (29.8 cm.) high

PG197

Jean Arp

Composition, ca. 191S; reworked 1950s

Mixed media on board, sight 37
1%6 x Z9 l

Yi (,"

(96 x75.9 cm.)

PG 52; cat. no. 50

Overturned Blue Shoe with Two Heels Under a Black

Vault. 1925

Painted wood, 3 t Vi x 41%" (79-5 x 104.5 cm -)

PG 53; cat. no. 51

Shell and Head. 1933

Bronze, 7%" (i9-9 cm.) high

PG54

Garland of Buds 1. 1936
Limestone, including base zsVic" (64.5 cm.) high

PG 56; cat. no. 52

Maimed and Stateless. 1936

Newspaper construction, sight io 1̂ " (26 cm.) high

PG55

Untitled. 1940

Pencil on paper, io%6 x %W (26.8 x 20.8 cm.)

PG57

Amphora Fruit. 195

1

Bronze, 28%" (73.3 cm.) high

PG58

Edmondo Bacci

Event #247. 1958

Oil with sand on canvas, 55^16 x S5
1/h" (140.2 x 140 cm.)

PG 164; cat. no. 95

Event #292. 1958

Oil on canvas, 32%" x s^Ac" (83.5 x 138 cm.)

PG 165

Francis Bacon

Study for a Chimpanzee. 1957
Oil on canvas, 60 x 46 l

/i 6
" (152.4 x 117 cm.)

PG 172; cat. no. 74

Enrico Baj

Perdu. 1967

Oil and collage on fabric, 23% x 28%" (60.2 x 73.2 cm.)

PG 184a

Giacomo Balla

Automobile: Noise + Speed, ca. 19 13
Oil on board, including artist's painted frame 21% x 30%"

(54.3 x 76.5 cm.)

PG 31; cat. no. 19

William Baziotes

Untitled. 1943

Gouache on paper, WY\c x 12" (23 x 30.4 cm.)

PG157

The Room. ca. 1945

Gouache on board, sight 17% x z^Yk," (45.4 x 60.5 cm.)

PG 156; cat. no. 89



Umberto Boccioni

Horse + Houses. 1914

Tin, oil, wood and cardboard, 44V2"

(112.9 cm.) high

PG 30; cat. no. 20

Martha Boto

Optical Structure. 1963

Plexiglass, 21 Vi" (54-5 cm.) high

PG 224

Constantin Brancusi

Maiastra. 1912 (?)

Bronze, including base 29%" (75-8 cm.) high

PG 50; cat. no. 34

Bird in Space. 1940

Bronze, S3
9
A(>" (

I 3^ cm.) high

PG 51; cat. no. 35

Georges Braque

The Clarinet. 19 12

Oil with sand on canvas, 35
i yu, x 25%" (91 x 64.5 cm.)

PG 7; cat. no. 5

Gtteridon, Compoticr. 1926

Oil with sand on canvas, 39% x 3i i yu," (100 x 80.8 cm.)

PG 8; cat. no. 6

Victor Brauner

Untitled. 1941

Gouache on paper, mat 14 x 13" (35.5 x 33 cm.)

PG 114

Untitled. 1945

Encaustic on board, sight yYic, x ^Yu!' ( 2-3-3 x 14.8 cm.)

PG 115

The Surrealist. 1947

Oil on canvas, 23% x jju/u" (60 x 44.9 cm.)

PG in

Televentre. 1948

Oil on canvas, zW/u, x 23%" (72.5 x 60 cm.)

PG 112; cat. no. 68

Consciousness of Shock. April 195

1

Encaustic on board, sight i^Ym, x 31 Mr," (63 x 79.2 cm.

PG113

Untitled. 1954

Encaustic on board, 13*%$ x 9uAb" (35 x 25.2 cm.

PG 116

Rene Bro

Autumn at Courgeron. i960

Oil on canvas, 73% x 57n/i6" (187 x 146.5 cm.)

PG 188

Reg Butler

Woman Walking. 195

1

Bronze, 19" (48.3 cm.) high

PG195

Alexander Calder

Mobile. 1 94

1

Painted aluminum, ca. 841/j" (214 cm.) high

PG 137; cat. no. 80

Bedhead. 1945-46

Silver, ca. 66 x 54" (166 x 135 cm.)

PG 138

Mobile. 1950

Glass, china and wire, ca. 48" (120 cm.) high

PG 139

Le Grand passage. 1974

Gouache on paper, 23% x 30%" (58 x 78 cm.)

PG 139a

Massimo Campigli

Ball Game. 1946

Oil on canvas, 26^ x 23 7k;" (66.5 x 59.5 cm.)

PG 160

Leonora Carrington

Oink (They Shall Behold Thine Eyes). 1959
Oil on canvas, 15% x 3

5

! K r/' (40 x 90.9 cm.)

PG 117

Cesar

Man in a Spider's Web. 1955

Bronze, i3%c," (34.4 cm.) high

PG 206

Compression. 1969

Compressed steel, 14 1 ," h6.T cm.) high

PG207

211



Lynn Chadwick

Teddyboy and Girl. 1955

Iron and Stolit, i5 3
/u," (38.6 cm.) high

PG198

Marc Chagall

Rain. 191

1

Oil on canvas, 34% x 42 11
/u," (87 x 108.4 cm.

PG 63; cat. no. 40

Giorgio de Chirico

The Red Tower. 19 13

Oil on canvas, 28'%^ x 39%" (73.5 x 100.6 cm.'

PG 64; cat. no. 41

The Nostalgia of the Poet. 1914

Oil on canvas, 35^ x ~l6Yu" (89.7 x 40.7 cm.)

PG 65; cat. no. 42

The Gentle Afternoon. 1916

Oil on canvas, 25% x 23%" (65.3 x 58.7 cm.)

PG 66

William Congdon
Piazza San Marco #ij. 1957

Oil on board, 47^16 x 5 5Vis" (120.5 x I 39-8 cm.

PG 180

Venice #1. 1957
Oil on board, 19V2 x 31 7k," (49.5 x 79.7 cm.)

PG 179

Cambodia, i960

Oil on

PG181
(40.2 x 60.7 cm.

Pietro Consagra

Mythical Conversation. 1959 (?)

Bronze, 33
1Vi6" (85.5 cm.) high

PG 204a; cat. no. 98

Corneillc

Great Solar Symphony. 1964

Oil on canvas, 51V1S x G^Ym," (129.6 x 162 cm.

PG t 76

Joseph Cornell

Swiss Shoot-the-Chutes. 1941

Box construction, 21% x i^Yu x 47k," (537 x 35.4 x 11 cm.)

PG 127; cat. no. 81

Pharmacy. 1942

Box construction, 14 x 13 x 4%" (35.5 x 33 x 11. 1 cm.)

PG 128; cat. no. 82

Soap Bubble Box. 1942

Box construction, 15% x i87k x 2%" (40 x 46.8 x 6.7 cm.)

PG 129

Setting for a Fairy Tale. ca. 1942-46

Box construction, n7i6 x 14^16 x 3%" (29.4 x 36.6x9.9 cm.)

PG 125

Parrot Music Box. 1945

Box construction, i67k x 8% x 6 lYu" (40.8 x 22.2 x 17 cm.)

PG 126

Toni Costa

Visual Dynamics. 1964

Paper construction, 19% x 19%" (48.6 x 48.6 cm.)

PG226

Franco Costalonga

Sphere. 1969

Plexiglass and chrome, 15-%" (40 cm.) high

PG2.31

Egidio Costantini

35 sculptures, n.d.

Glass, varying dimensions, 23 designed by Picasso; 12 by

Pegeen

PG 270-271

Salvador Dali

Woman Sleeping in a Landscape. 193

1

Oil on canvas, 10% x 13%" (27.2 x 35 cm.)

PG99

The Birth of Liquid Desires. 1932

Oil on canvas, 37% x 44
14" (96.1 x 112.3 cm.)

PG 100; cat. no. 66

Alan Davie

Untitled. 1950

Oil with paper collage on board, 47 ! 7k x 59 1 7k"
(121.7 x 152.2 cm.)

PG 169; cat. no. 79
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Orange Jumper, i960

Oil on paper, sight 14 x 35%" (35 x 90.8 cm.)

PG 170

The Golden Drttnniier Boy No. 2. 1962

Oil on canvas, 68 x 84" (172.2 x 213.3 cm -)

PG 171

Robert Delaunay

Windows. 19 12

Oil on canvas, 22% x 48%<-," (57.5 x 123.3 cm -)

PG 36; cat. no. 22

Paul Delvaux

The Break of Day. July 1937

Oil on canvas, 47% x 59%" (120 x 150.7 cm.)

PG 103; cat. no. 67

Theo van Doesburg

Composition. 1918

Oil on canvas, 38 x 23%" (96.5 x 59.4 cm.)

PG 40; cat. no. 31

Countercomposition XIII. 1925

Oil on canvas, i9n/if> x 19%" (50 x 49.9 cm.)

PG 41; cat. no. 32

Piero Dorazio

Vnitas. 1965

Oil on canvas, i8yi<; x 30*4 " (45.8 x 76.5 cm.)

PG 168; cat. no. 97

Jean Dubuffet

Fleshy Face with Chestnut Hair (Head of a Woman).
August 195

1

Oil-based mixed media on canvas, 25%^ x zi 1/^"

(64.9 x 54 cm.)

PG 121; cat. no. 75

Marcel Duchamp
Sad Young Man on a Train. December 191

1

Oil on board, 39% x 28 u/u." (99-9 x 72.9 cm.)

PG 9; cat. no. 18

Box in a Valise. 1941

Leather valise containing miniature replicas, photographs

and reproductions of works by Duchamp, i6 1
/m, x 14% x

3
15
/ir/' (40.8 x 37.2 x 10 cm.)

PG10

Raymond Duchamp-Villon

Horse. 19 14

Bronze, TjYxb' (43.6 cm.) high

PG 25; cat. no. 17

Dusan Dzamonja
Totem. 1959

Wood, nails and glass, 38^6" (97.3 cm.) high

PG217

Max Ernst

Little Machine Constructed by Minimax Dadamax
Himself. 1919

Mixed media on paper, 19^16 x 12%"
(49.4x31.4 cm.)

PG 70; cat. no. 45

The Kiss. 1927

Oil on canvas, soli/\6 x 63%^" (129. 1 x 161.4 cm.)

PG 71; cat. no. 46

The Forest. 1928

Oil on canvas, 38 x 51" (96.5 x 129.5 cm -)

PG72

Sea, Sun, Earthquake. 1931 (?)

Oil and paper collage on canvas, 17% x 14%"

(45.4 x 37.8 cm.)

PG73

The Postman Cheval. 1932

Pencil and paper collage on paper, ca. zsYic x lyYic,"

(64 x 48.7 cm.)

PG74

Zoomorphic Couple. 1933

Oil on canvas, 36% x 28%" (91.7 x 73 cm.)

PG 75; cat. no. 47

Garden Airplane Trap. 1935-36 (?)

Oil on canvas, iiVu, x 25V2" (53-5 x 64.8 cm.)

PG76

The Entire City. 1937

Oil on canvas, 38 x 63^" (96.5 x 160.4 cm -)

PG77

The Attirement of the Bride. 1940

Oil on canvas, 5iVir, x 37%" (12.9.7 x 9&- z cm -)

PG 78; cat. no. 48

Z13



Anti-Pope. 1941

Oil on cardboard, 12% x 10" (31.4 x 25.4 cm.)

PG79

Anti-Pope. December 1941-March 1942.

Oil on canvas, 63^6 x 50V16" (160.8 x 127. 1 cm.)

PG 80; cat. no. 49

Woman Floiver. 1944

Bronze, T.}n/u" (34-7 cm.) high

PG81

In the Streets of Athens, i960

Bronze, including base 39" (99.1 cm.) high

PG82

Claire Falkenstein

Entrance Gates to the Palazzo. 1961

Iron and colored glass, two parts, 109 Vis x 35 ^<s";

109V16 x 36" (277 x 90 cm.; 277 x 91.2 cm.)

PG 203

John Ferren

Tempora. 1937
Oil incised in plaster, including artist's frame 15% x 13%"

(40 x 34 cm.)

PG49

Leonor Fini

The Shepherdess of the Sphinxes. 1941

Oil on canvas, 18-716 x i$Vu" (46.2 x 38.2 cm.)

PG118

Sam Francis

Blue, Yellow, Green. 1964

Gouache on paper, 41 x 27" (103 x 70 cm.)

PG185

Alberto Giacometti

Model for a Square, ca. 1931-32

Wood, including base 8V2" (2.1.5 cm -) high

PG 130

Woman with Her Throat Cut. 1932-33

Bronze, 8 n/i rt x 25 x 26" (22 x 63.5 x 66 cm.)

PG 131; cat. no. 59

Headless Woman. 1932-36

Plaster, 58%" (149.5 cm.) high

PG 132; cat. no. 60

Headless Woman. 1932-36

Bronze, 56^6" (143.6 cm.) high

PG133

"Leoni" Woman. 1947
Bronze, 6o x,4" (153 cm.) high

PG 134; cat. no. 61

Piazza. 1948-49

Bronze, 8'i/i 6
" (22 cm.) high

PG135

Rosalda Gilardi

Presence, ca. 1971-72

Serpentine, 77%" (197.2. cm.) high

PG 205 a

Albert Gleizes

Woman with Animals (Mrs. Duchamp -Villon). Summer 1914

Oil on canvas, 76^1 r, x 45
1
y
/
i d' (195.4 x 114.1 cm.)

PG 17; cat. no. 11

Julio Gonzalez

Cactus Man 1. 1939

Bronze, 25^6" (64.3 cm.) high

PG 136; cat.no. 58

Arshile Gorky
Painting. 1944
Oil on canvas, 65% x 70 3

/ic," (167 x 178.2 cm.)

PG 152; cat. no. 83

Juan Gris

The Bottle of Martinique Rum. 1914

Paper collage, gouache, black chalk and pencil on canvas,

2iii/
16 x 18V4" (55 x 46-4 cm.)

PG 11; cat. no. 9

Alberto Guzman
Hammered Partition. 1965

Bronze, 12%" (31.5 cm.) high

PG220

David Hare

Moon Cage. 1955

Steel, 30%" (76.5 cm.) high

PG201
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Grace Hartigan

Ireland. 1958

Oil on canvas, ca. 78% x 106% " (200 x 271 cm.)

PG 182

Raoul Hausmann
Untitled. 1919

Watercolor and gouache on paper, sight 15% x io 1^"
(39 x 27.7 cm.)

PG88

Stanley William Hayter

Defeat. 1938-39

Burin print on plaster, sight 9V2 x 15" (24 x 38 cm.)

PG 105

Jean Helion

Equilibrium. 1933-34

Oil on canvas, 38% x 51%" (97.4 x 131.2 cm.)

PG44

Composition. 1935

Oil on canvas, 57V& x T^Ym" (145 x 200.2 cm.)

PG 45; cat. no. 37

Morris Hirshfield

Two Women in Front of a Mirror. 1943
Oil on canvas, sight S

ll V\6 x 59
xi
A(," (131.6 x 151.9 cm.)

PG 122

Hundertwasser

Protecting House, i960

Watercolor on paper, 25% x 19%" (64.1 x 49.2 cm.)

PG186

Gwyther Irwin

Serendipity 1. 1957
Collage on canvas, sight 47 x 3

3

x
54 g" (h9-3 x 86.2 cm.)

PG173

Asger Jorn

Untitled. 1956-57

Oil on canvas, 55V2 x 39^" (141 X99.6 cm.)

PG 175; cat. no. 76

Vasily Kandinsky

Landscape with Church (with Red Spot). 191

3

Oil on canvas, 46% x ssVs" (117-7 x 140 cm.)

PG 33; cat. no. 24

White Cross. 1922

Oil on canvas, 39
n
/i6 x 43 %6" (100.7 x 110.6 cm.)

PG 34; cat. no. 25

Upward. 1929

Oil on board, sight 27I/2 x 19%" (69.8 x 48.5 cm.)

PG35

Zoltan Kemeny
Divided Movement. 1957

Copper on wood, 30 i
yi<-) x 20" (78.5 x 50.8 cm.)

PG208

Paul Klee

Portrait of Mrs. P. in the South. 1924

Oil and watercolor on paper, including mount 16% x 12%"

(42.6 x 31.4 cm.)

PG 89; cat. no. 38

Magic Garden. 1926

Oil glazes on plaster, 19% x t6 9
/k," (50.2 x 42.1 cm.)

PG 90; cat. no. 39

Rosemarie Heber Koczy

Trees. 1972

Hemp, sisal, linen, jute, raw silk, algae and wool,

ca. 37 x 22 7i 6
" (94 x 57 cm.)

PG 188a

Fritz Koenig

The Chariot. 1957
Bronze, including base 20 1

/i6" (51 cm.) high

PG 215

Willem de Kooning

Untitled. 1958

Oil on paper, sight 22% x 28%" (58 x 73.4 cm.)

PG 158; cat. no. 84

Untitled. 1958

Pastel on paper, 22% x 3o7i6" (56.9 x 77 cm.)

PG159

Frantisek Kupka
Chromatic Study, n.d.

Gouache on paper, 97i6 x %Y\(," (24 x 20.8 cm.)

PG12

Study for a Fugue, n.d.

Pastel on paper, T8V2 x 19%" (46.9 x 48.6 cm.)

PG13
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Vertical Planes. 1911-12

Gouache and watercolor on paper, sight zi li/\6 x 15%"

(55.4 x40 cm.)

PG 14; cat. no. 23

Dynamic, n.d.

Pastel on paper, iz l
Yi 6 x 12V2" (32.8 x 31.6cm.)

PG15

Around a Point, n.d.

Watercolor on paper, ioVir, x io 1/?" (2.5-6 x 26.6 cm.)

PG 16

Berto Lardera

Dramatic Meeting, III. 1968

Iron and copper, including base iS li
/i6" (47.8 cm.) high

PG204

Ibram Lassaw

Corax. 1953

Bronze, 19%" (50.2 cm.) high

PG202

Henri Laurens

Head of a Young Girl. 1920

Terra-cotta, 13%/' (34.5 cm.) high

PG 27; cat. no. 14

Fernand Leger

Study of a Nude. 1912-13

Charcoal and gouache on paper, 25 Vie x 19" (63.6 x 48.3 cm.)

PG 19; cat. no. 7

Men in the City. 1919

Oil on canvas, 57% x ^n/\(," (145.7 x 113.5 cm.)

PG 21; cat. no. 8

Leonid

Venetian Lagoon, n.d.

Oil on canvas, 32 5/lrt x S V\f," (82 x 127.1 cm.)

PG221

Jacques Lipchitz

Seated Pierrot. 1922

Lead, 1314 " (33.6 cm.) high

PG 28; cat. no. 15

Amelia. 1946
Bronze, 24% 6

" (64.4 cm.) high

PG29

El Lissitzky

Untitled, ca. 1921

Oil on canvas, 31% x i9 9
Ac," (79-6 x 49.6 cm.)

PG 43; cat. no. 27

Ludovico De Luigi

Parnassius Apollo & Papileo Macaon. 1970

Oil on canvas, 39%^ x 59^6" (100.4 x z 5 -3 cm -)

PG 181a

Heinz Mack
Cardiogram of an Angel. 1964

Aluminum on wood, 68V2 x 39
1
/
/2" (*74 x 100.2 cm.)

PG228

Rene Magritte

Voice of Space. 1932 (?)

Oil on canvas, 28% x zi%" (73 x 54 cm.)

PG 101; cat. no. 64

Empire of Light. 1953-54

Oil on canvas, 96'ynsx 5in/i6" (195.4 x 131-2. cm.)

PG 102; cat. no. 65

Kazimir Malevich

Untitled, ca. 1916

Oil on canvas, 2i 1
/i<; x 21 Vie" (53.5 x 53.5 cm.)

PG 42; cat. no. 26

Man Ray
Silhouette. 1916

Ink on cardboard, 2in/ifi x 27%^" (55 x 69 cm.)

PG 68; cat. no. 43

Rayograph. 1923

Photogram, 11V2 X9V4" (29 x 23.5 cm.)

PG 69a

Rayograph. 1927

Photogram, n 1^ x 10" (30.3 x 25.5 cm.)

PG69b

Louis Marcoussis

The Habitue. 1920

Oil with sand on canvas, 63% x 38-yi 6
" (161.9 x 97 cm.)

PG 22; cat. no. 12

Marino Marini

The Angel of the Citadel. 1948

Bronze, including base 67%" (172 cm.) high

PG 183; cat. no. 100
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Manfredo Massironi

Untitled. 1963

Plexiglass, t6l
/s x 14% x 14%" (40.9 x 37.5 x 37.5 cm.)

PG227

Andre Masson

Armor. 1925

Oil on canvas, 31^ x 2,1V4" (80.6 x 54 cm.)

PG106

Two Children. 1942

Bronze, 6 x/\(" (15.4 cm.) high

PG 107

Bird Fascinated by a Snake. 1943

Watercolor and gouache on paper, sight 22% x 29%"
(56.8 x 75.6 cm.)

PG 108

Matta

The Dryads. 1941

Pencil and crayon on paper, ca. 2.z 1
Yk, x 28^1 <s"

(58.2x73.4 cm.)

PG 109; cat. no. 69

The Un-Nominator Renominated. 1953

Oil on canvas, 47% x 68%" (120.4 x x75 cm -)

PG no

Jean Metzinger

The Racing Cyclist. 1914

Oil with sand and paper collage on canvas, 51% x 3

8

x/4

"

(130.4 x 97.2 cm.)

PG 18; cat. no. 10

Luciano Minguzzi

He-Goat. 1956

Bronze, 6% x 13%" (16.8 x 34 cm.)

PG212

Mirko
Architectural Element. 1953

Copper, 78V2 x 38%" (i99-3 x 97-5 cm.)

PG210

Little Chimera. 1956

Bronze, 6 l/8" (15.5 cm.) high

PG211

Joan Miro

Painting. 1925

Oil on canvas, 45% x 57%" (114.5 x 145.7 cm.)

PG 91; cat. no. 55

Dutch Interior. 1928

Oil on canvas, 36^ x z% l
Y\(," (92-2. x 73.2 cm.)

PG 92; cat. no. 56

Seated Woman II. February 27, 1939

Oil on canvas, 6^Y\s x 51^5" (162.4 x 130.3 cm.)

PG 93; cat. no. 57

Piet Mondrian

Oval Composition. 1913-14

Charcoal on paper, 51% x 35V2"

(130 x 90 cm.)

PG37

The Sea. 1915-16

Charcoal and gouache on paper, 35716 x ^Ad'
(90 x 123 cm.)

PG 38; cat. no. 29

Composition. 1939

Oil on canvas, 41^16 x 40^6" (105.2 x 102.3 cm.)

PG 39; cat. no. 30

Henry Moore
Ideas for Sculpture. 1937

Crayon on paper, 14% x 21%" (37.5 x 55.2 cm.)

PG 190

Untitled. 1937
Pencil and crayon on paper, 14% x 21V2" (37 x 54.5 cm.)

PG 189

Reclining Figure. 1938

Bronze, 12%" (31.5 cm.) high

PG 192

String Figure. 1938

Bronze and cord,
2.Vie" (5- 1 cm.) high

PG 191

Family Group. 1946

Bronze, ca. 5V2" (14 cm.) high

PG 193

Three Standing Figures. 1953

Bronze, including base 29V8" (73-9 cm.) high

PG 194; cat. no. 62
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Robert Motherwell

"Surprise and Inspiration." 1943

Gouache and oil with paper collage on cardboard,

40% x 25 15
/i 6

" (103.8 x 65.9 cm.)

PG 155; cat. no. 90

E. R. Nele

Collective 11. 1961

Bronze, 15%" (39.9 cm.) high

PG 216

Ben Nicholson

February 1956 (Menhir). 1956

Oil on carved board, 39V6 x n 1
Y\ (

" (99-4 x 30 cm.)

PG 46; cat. no. 70

Richard Oelze

Untitled, ca. 1933

Pencil on paper, io^g x j
lA n

(26.2. x 18.4 cm.)

PG 104

Kenzo Okada
Above the White, i960

Oil on canvas, s o Vs x 38V16" (
I27-3 x 9^-7 cm.)

PG 184

Amedee Ozenfant

Guitar and Bottles. 1920

Oil on canvas, 31% x 39^" (79-6 x 99.8 cm.)

PG 24; cat. no. 36

Eduardo Paolozzi

Chinese Dog 2. 1958

Bronze, 36%" (92.3 cm.) high

PG 200

Pegeen

Assembled works. 1930S-1960S

Various media and dimensions

PG 177-178

Antoine Pevsner

Anchored Cross. 1933

Glass and iron, 33%<j" (84.6 cm.) long

PG 60; cat. no. 28

Developable Surface. 1938

Painted copper alloy, 2.o%<;" (51.9 cm.) high

PG61

Developable Surface. 1941

Bronze, 20

PG62

1 5/ 'I

53.2 cm.) high

Francis Picabia

Very Rare Picture on Earth. 1915

Mixed media on board, including artist's frame 49V2 x 38V2"

(125.7 X97.8 cm -)

PG 67; cat. no. 44

Pablo Picasso

The Poet. Summer 191

1

Oil on canvas, 51% x 35/46" (131-7 x 89.7 cm.)

PG 1; cat. no. 1

Lacerba. 1914

Chalk, oil and paper collage on linen, 28% x 23%"

(73 x 59.4 cm.)

PG 2; cat. no. 2

The Studio. 1928

Oil on canvas, 63% x 51V6" (161.6 x 129.9 cm
PG 3; cat. no. 3

The Dream and Lie of Franco. 1937
Etching and aquatint, two parts, sight, each 14 x iy l

Yi6"

(35-5 X45-5 cm.)

PG 4

La Baignade. February 12, 1937

Oil, pastel and crayon on canvas, s
ol Yi6 x 76%"

(129. 1 x 194 cm.)

PG 5; cat. no. 4

Bust of a Man in a Striped jersey. September 14, 1939
Gouache on paper, sight 24% x 18V16" (63.2 x 45.8 cm.)

PG6

Jackson Pollock

Moon Woman. 1942

Oil on canvas, 69 x 43Vi6" (
I 7S-2 x 109.3 cm -)

PG 141; cat. no. 85

Untitled. 1944 ( ? )

Oil on canvas, z8 li/ic,x x^/xi' (73.2 x 45.6cm.)

PG 142

Direction. 1945

Oil on canvas, 31% x 2iiyi 6
" (80.6 x 55.7 cm.)

PG144
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Two. 1945

Oil on canvas, 76^6 x 43V16" (1937 x 109.4 cm -)

PG 143

Bird Effort. 1946

Oil on canvas, 2-3
li
/i6 x 19%" (60.5 x 50.5 cm.)

PG 146

Circumcision. 1946

Oil on canvas, 56V16 x 66 l/$" (142.3 x 168 cm.)

PG 145; cat. no. 86

Croaking Movement. 1946

Oil on canvas, 54 x 44 Vss" (137 x 112 cm.)

PG148

Eyes in the Heat. 1946

Oil on canvas, ca. 54 x 43" (137.2 x 109.2 cm.)

PG 149; cat. no. 87

Untitled. 1946

Gouache on paper, sight 2214 x 30%" (56.5 x 78.1 cm.)

PG147

Alchemy. 1947
Mixed media on canvas, 45% x 87%" (114.6 x 221.3 cm -)

PG 150; cat. no. 88

Enchanted Forest. 1947
Oil on canvas, 78% x^sWu" (213 x 116.3 cm.)

PG 151

Arnaldo Pomodoro
Relief. 1961

Bronze, 22% x 13%" (57-8 x 33.3 cm.)

PG213

Sphere No. 4. 1963

Bronze, z^Yic" (59.2 cm.) diameter

PG 214; cat. no. 99

Germaine Richier

Tauromachy. 1953

Bronze, 4^Yu" (iii.j cm.) high

PG 205; cat. no. 71

Hans Richter

Dada Head. 19 18

Ink on paper, sight ioVi 6 x 5 1/2" (25.5 x 13.9 cm.)

PG83

Dada Head. 1923

Oil on canvas mounted on wood panel, ca. 11 x 6V2"

(28 x 16.6 cm.)

PG84

Jean-Paul Riopelle

Painting. 1955

Oil on canvas, 45% x 28^(5" (115.2 x 72.5 cm.)

PG 187

Mark Rothko

Sacrifice. 1943

Gouache on paper, 39% x 26" (100.9 x 66 cm.)

PG 154; cat. no. 91

Giuseppe Santomaso

Secret Life. 1958

Oil on canvas, z8 l
Y\6 x i9n/i6" (73-i x 49.9 cm.)

PG 161; cat. no. 93

Kurt Schwitters

Mz 7$. 1920

Collage and gouache on paper, including artist's mat

5% X3%" (14.6x9.9 cm.)

PG 85; cat. no. 53

Blue on Blue. ca. 1929

Chalk and paper collage on paper, sight 14^6 x 12"

(37 x 30 cm.)

PG86

Merzbild. 1930

Oil and collage on board, sight 17^15 x i^Vir,"

(44.6x35.7 cm.)

PG 87; cat. no. 54

Gino Severini

Sea = Dancer. 191 3-14

Oil on canvas, including artist's painted frame 41V2 x 3

3

xM fi"

(105.3 x 85.9 cm.)

PG 32; cat. no. 21

Francisco Sobrino

Unstable Transformation—Superposition—Juxtaposition.

1963

Plexiglass, 32^6 x 16% x 16-%" (82.3 x 42.5 x 42.5 cm.)

PG 225
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Clyfford Still

Jamais. 1944

Oil on canvas, 65% x 32. !4" (165.9 x 81.8 cm.)

PG 153; cat. no. 92.

Leslie Thornton

Roundabout. 1955

Bronze, 27%" (70.8 cm.) high

PG199

Graham Sutherland

Organic Form. 1961-68

Oil on canvas, 5 1 V4 x 38%" (130.2 x 97.4 cm.)

PG 120; cat. no. 73

Takis

Signal. 1958

Iron, ca. 141%" (360 cm.) high

PG 209

Rufino Tamayo
Heavenly Bodies. 1946

Oil with sand on canvas, 34
1/8 x 66l5

/i 6
" (86.6 x 170 cm.)

PG 119; cat. no. 72

Tancredi

Assembled works on paper. 1952-57

Various media and dimensions

PG 167

Assembled paintings. 1955-57

Various media and dimensions

PG 166; includes cat. no. 96

Yves Tanguy
Promontory Palace. 1931

Oil on canvas, 28% x Z3 11
/i6

/
' (73 x 60.1 cm.)

PG94

The Sun in Its Casket. 1937
Oil on canvas, 45 7i 6 x 34

n/ic" (115.4 x 88.1 cm.)

PG 95; cat. no. 63

Untitled. July 20, 1938

Pencil and feather on paper, 21% x -j^Ad' (54.9 x 18.2 cm.

PG 97

Untitled. 1938

Gouache on paper, sight }% 6 x 9
7/\d' (9.1 x 23.9 cm.)

PG96

On Slanting Ground. 1941

Oil on canvas, i615/1(-, x 28%,$" (43 x 71.5 cm.)

PG98

Mark Tobey

Advance of History. 1964

Tempera on paper mounted on board, sight 25V2 x i^Ad'
(64.8 x 49.4 cm.)

PG 140

Tomonori Toyofuku

Drifting No. 1. 1959

Wood, 69V2" (176.5 cm.) high

PG 218

John Tunnard

Psi. 1938

Oil on board, 3i7i6 x 47Yid' (79-9 x 119. 8 cm.)

PG47

Untitled. 1941

Mixed media on paper, sight 14% x 21-%"

(37.4 x 55.3 cm.)

PG48

Gunther Uecker

Nail Construction. 1961

Painted nails, canvas and wood, 24 x 20n/i6" (60 x 52.5 cm.)

PG 229

Laurence Vail

Screen. 1940

Paper collage on screen, three panels, total ca. 67 x 65"

(170 x 165 cm.)

PG 123

Assembled objects. 1940-62

Mixed media, various dimensions

PG 124

Georges Vantongerloo

Construction in an Inscribed and Circumscribed Square

of a Circle. 1924

Plaster, n'Mr," (30 cm.) high

PG 50; cat. no. 33
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Victor Vasarely

Yak. 1964

Tempera on board, 31 x 31%" (80 x 80.3 cm.)

PG 223

Emilio Vedova

Image of Time (Barricade). 195

1

Tempera on canvas, 51% x 67%" (130.5 x 170.4 cm.)

PG 162; cat. no. 94

Hostage City. 1954
Gouache on paper, 27% x }9

7/\6" (70.2 x 100. 1 cm.)

PG 163

Jacques Villon

Spaces. 1920

Oil on canvas, z% l Y\6 x 36V16" (73-2- X91.5 cm.)

PG 23; cat. no. 13
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